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ABSTRACT 
Solicitors in Hong Kong have not been allowed 
similai: freedom to promote their services to the public 
as lawyers in some foreign countries such as Australia, 
Canada, England and the United States of America. In 
this research report, the extent of the control imposed 
on the solicitors in Hong Kong is discussed and the 
future relaxation of the control is briefly outlined. 
The experience in countries where promotions by lawyers 
are allowed is reviewed in the hope that these 
experience will shed some light on the possible outcomes 
if such practices were permitted in Hong Kong. This 
research report also incorporates a questionnaire survey 
of solicitors in Hong Kong regarding their views on the 
promotion of legal services and a survey of the public 
on the same subject. Apart from a section of the 
solicitors who harbored a greater degree of suspicions 
towards the promotion of legal services, the majority of 
the surveyed solicitors and the public generally favored 
the promotion of legal services in various media. 
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“A lawyer with his briefcase can steal more 
than a thousand men with guns.“ 
Mario Puzo, The Godfather (1969) 
There is a long-standing belief held by the lawyers 
and other professionals such as doctors, dentists and 
architects that by virtue of their practices, they are 
different from the tradesman whose main motive is to 
maximize the profit in monetary terms. In order to 
distinguish the professions from others and to safeguard 
the image of the profession as perceived by the general 
public, the professions have resorted to codes of ethics 
or rules to regulate the behavior of their members and 
set standards of entry whereby only qualified applicants 
will be admitted to the profession. Practices such as 
the use of advertising to attract customers readily 
assumed by the tradesman are abhorred by the professions 
because such practices reflect the selfish and greedy 
nature of the tradesman. The basic premise is that the 
lawyers are to facilitate the law and to provide help to 
those who are ignorant of the law. The profit motive 
2 
should not dominate over the calling to the 
profession. However, with the continual change of 
social values, such a belief is bound to be challenged 
and it was in the late 1970s and 1980s that the legal 
profession was made to realized that the services they 
render are in many respects no different from the 
commodities put up for sale by the tradesman. To 
improve the lawyer's position in the changing world, 
changes to the approach to their practice are necessary. 
Lawyer advertising is a topic that has attracted 
significant attention and controversy, not so much on 
the aspect of acceptance by the public but on the 
psychological barriers put up by the profession as to 
its acceptance. Considerable relaxation of the 
restrictions imposed on lawyer advertising has been 
achieved in countries such as Australia, England and 
United States of America but not in Hong Kong. It is 
perhaps high time to examine the situation of lawyer 
advertising, and more generally the marketing of legal 
services in Hong Kong in the light of experience gained 
oversea. 
The objectives of this research are to examine the 
laws regulating the promotion of legal services in 
several oversea countries, the impact on the legal 
profession after the relaxation of restriction on 
promotion, the attitudes of the Hong Kong solicitors 
towards promotion of their services and the marketing 
opportunities of legal services in Hong Kong. The 
3 
opinions of a limited sector of the public on the 
subject were also surveyed. 
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CHAPTER II 
LAWS ON PROMOTION 
Hong Kong Laws 
Rule 2(1) of the Solicitors' Practice Rules, Cap. 
159, Laws of Hong Kong clearly states that a solicitor 
in Hong Kong shall not advertise his practice as a 
solicitor nor invite instructions for his business. As 
a result, solicitors in Hong Kong cannot employ many of 
the standard marketing techniques to attract more 
business. 
History of Rule 2 
Many of the statutes and regulations of Hong Kong 
are copied, sometimes with slight modification, from the 
English statutes and regulations. Similarly, Rule 2(1) 
of the Solicitors Practice Rules of Hong Kong was 
basically a copy of an old version of the English 
Solicitors Practice Rules. 
The evolution of the English Solicitors Practice 
Rules can be traced from the guides on professional 
conduct issued by the Law Society of England and Wales. 
Under the English Solicitors' Practice Rules 1936, Rule 
1 states that a solicitor shall not directly or 
indirectly apply for or seek instructions for 
professional business or do or permit in the carrying on 
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of his practice any act or thing which can reasonably be 
regarded as touting or advertising or as calculated to 
attract business unfairly. The prohibition on 
advertising is strict and without qualification. 
Indeed, one can see the sentiments of the attitude of 
the Law Society at that time from "A Guide to the 
Professional Conduct and Etiquette of Solicitors" 
written by Sir Thomas Lund who was the Secretary of the 
Law Society of England in 1960. He said: 
(You must not put on your nameplate) an alleged 
specialist qualification such as, for example, 
'Legal Consultant in Town and Country Planning 
and Public Administration'. That is 
objectionable on your plate. It may be true, 
but you must not say so (Lund 1960, 9). -
It is objectionable for a solicitor's name to 
appear in any brochure where the association 
recommends its members to consult the 
association's solicitors (Lund 1960, 13). 
As regards the solicitor who is in private 
practice, while it would be unobjectionable for 
his name and description to appear in a legal 
textbook or in an article in the recognized 
legal Press, he should in respect of all other 
books and articles write under his name only or 
anonymously under a pseudonym such as 
(solicitor, and not both. It would also be 
improper, where the author's name is given, to 
disclose directly or indirectly in the text of 
the book or article the fact that he is a 
solicitor. I need hardly add that in no case 
should the name of the solicitor's firm be 
mentioned (Lund 1960, 14). 
In 1972, the English Solicitors' Practice Rules 
1936 was amended and the Solicitors' Practice Rules, 
1936-1972 made by the Council of the Law Society of 
England and Wales as approved by the Master of the Rolls 
came into effect. Rule 2(1) of the Hong Kong Solicitors 
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Practice Rules is an exact replica of Rule 1 of the 
English Solicitors' Practice Rules, 1936-1972. 
In "A Guide to the Professional Conduct of 
Solicitors" issued by the Council of the Law Society of 
England and Wales in 1974, the basic rationale of the 
rules prohibiting advertising are propounded: 
The relationship between solicitor and client 
is based upon trust. The client should have 
the right to select his solicitor freed from 
any outside pressure. Professional skill can 
seldom be evaluated by the client. The 
practice of 'shopping around', which may save 
money or yield improved quality in the case of 
commercial products, is of no relevance when 
professional services are sought. Legal 
services are rendered to an individual, they 
are not ‘impersonal‘, like the supply of a 
cominodity through a retailer. Advertising -can 
have little or no effect upon the supply of the 
service, since it does not increase the number 
of solicitors or change the system so that more 
clients can be 'served' more rapidly. To 
permit advertising would be to increase the 
cost of legal services to the public, since the 
cost of advertising, which is heavy, would have 
to be passed on to the client. To permit 
individual solicitors or firms to advertise 
would favour the rich and well-established 
firms at the expense of the small and 
newly-established, and thus entry into and 
establishment in the profession would become 
harder (A Guide to the Professional Conduct of 
Solicitors [1974], 84). 
In 1979, the Royal Commission on Legal Service of 
the United Kingdom in its Final Report reviewed the 
position of individual advertising by the legal 
profession. The Commission came to the view that the 
then existing rules prohibiting all personal advertising 
by solicitors are too restrictive. A proper balance 
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should be struck between the need of the public to be 
adequately informed and the need for the standards of 
the profession to be maintained, provided that the 
primary purpose of advertisements by solicitors is to 
inform the client about the availability of legal 
services. In the Report, the recommendation at para 
27.31 is clear: 
Advertising is inherent in any free or mixed 
economy and helps the consumer exercise the 
choice between competing products or services 
which characterises such economies. The 
potential of advertisements to mislead or 
offend has long been realised: consequently, 
advertisements of goods and services are 
closely regulated. Potential clients should 
have a choice between those who offer the 
services which they require. It follows that, 
subject to the appropriate controls, 
advertising is necessary to enable the 
individual client to exercise a properly 
informed choice. 
Further to the Report of the Royal Commission, the 
English Solicitors Practice Rules have undergone further 
amendment and Rule 2 of the English Solicitors' Practice 
Rules 1988 provides that a solicitor may publicize his 
practice or permit another person to do so but no 
publicity shall contravene a Solicitors' Publicity Code 
promulgated from time to time by the Council of the Law 
Society with the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls. 
Rule 2 of the Solicitors Practice Rules of Hong 
Kong was enacted as of 1972 modelled from the 1972 
version of the English Rules. In 1989, the proviso in 
Rule 2(2) was added allowing a solicitor to publicize 
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his practice in accordance with the Solicitors' 
Publicity Code as made from time to time by the Council 
of the Law Society with approval of the Chief Justice. 
Solicitors, Publicity Code 
In view of the then impending relaxation of British 
law against advertising by lawyers, the editor of the 
Hong Kong Law Journal (Olesnicky 1984) called on the Law 
Society to allow advertising in Hong Kong, citing 
studies that showed the public benefits from the 
advertising. The editorial goes: 
The idea of a closeted profession, sheltered 
from the forces of competition, seems 
anachronistic today especially in a society 
which, correctly or not, is regarded as one- of 
the last bastions of free market competition 
and laissez-faire. 
The editorial goes on to list the advantages of 
advertising as: 
1. An informed public have better access to 
experienced solicitors. 
2. Comparative shopping of service for cheaper 
cost. 
3. Allows newer and smaller firms to compete 
against more established and well-known 
firms. 
4. Encourage innovation and specialization 
which provide economies of scale. 
5. Removes the mystique associated with 
English law to the Hong Kong Chinese and 
reduces the chance of touting and 
exploitation of the ignorant. 
On 1st January 1990, a Solicitors' Publicity Code 
came into effect after its approval by the Council of 
the Law Society and the Chief Justice (see Appendix 1 
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for the complete Solicitors' Publicity Code 1990). It 
lays clear the scope regarding publicity permissible by 
the Practice Rules. Notably, it does the following: 
1. It relaxes previous restrictions regarding 
seminars, conferences and sponsorship• 
2. It permits extra-territorial publicity subject 
to a number of conditions. 
A Publicity Review Committee of nine members was 
set up within the Hong Kong Law Society with the 
objective of formulating a recommendation on the extent 
of advertising allowable in Hong Kong ("Should Lawyers 
Advertise?" The New Gazette 1990) . However, strong 
opposition to further relaxation by certain members of 
the Committee who felt that with advertising the image 
of the profession was at stake was reported ("Publicity 
Review Committee Divided on Advertising" The New Gazette 
1990) . Their concern was vividly depicted on the cover 
of the New Gazette, the official publication of the Law 
Society of Hong Kong, published in January, 1990 (see 
Figure 1). 
Following the publication of the Solicitors' 
Publicity Code, a questionnaire and a consultation paper 
on the Solicitors' Publicity Code 1990 were sent to all 
members of the Law Society with the draft 1990 English 
code appended to solicit the views of the members (see 
Appendix 2). The consultation paper detailed the pros 
and cons of further relaxation of the code and the 
pressures for change were clearly identified —一 they 
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Figure 1 ： Cover of the January 1990 issue of The New Gazette 
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came from the English firms with international practices 
and local firms with expatriate lawyers. The 
questionnaire consisted of two questions: the first on 
the attitude of the respondents towards the need for 
further amendments to the new Solicitors' Publicity Code 
and the second on the reasons for the respondents who 
believed there should be no or little need for changes 
to the Code. 
Practice of the Bar Association 
The rules of publicity of the Hong Kong Bar 
Association are very strict and not unlike Rule 2 of the 
Solicitors Practice Rules. Under the Code of Conduct 
for the Bar of Hong Kong effective from 21 Janua-ry 1983 
promulgated by the Bar Association of Hong Kong, Rule 
101 provides that a barrister may not do, or cause or 
allow to be done on his behalf, anything with the 
primary motive of personal advertisement or anything 
likely to lead to the reasonable inference that it was 
so motivated. 
In England, the rules used to be the same as the 
existing Hong Kong Rules, in fact the Code of Conduct 
of the Hong Kong Bar follows the Code of Conduct for the 
Bar of England and Wales 1981. The Bar Council of 
England began looking into the matter of publicity in 
early 1986. The possible arguments against advertising 
and publicity were considered to include the suggestion 
that advertising may compromise the integrity, dignity 
and independence of the Bar. An argument in favor is 
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that the above view is out-dated. In the present day and 
age, the aloof unworldly image of the Bar in less 
popular and possibly damaging. A free society ought to 
permit the professions to give such information to 
potential clients. Another argument due to the special 
circumstances of the Bar is that as England, has a 
separate legal profession consisting of solicitors and 
barristers and the rules of conduct require that 
barristers must obtain instructions through solicitors 
and not directly from clients, it means that any 
advertising or promotional efforts of the Bar will be 
primarily directed to the solicitors. The 'market' of 
the Bar is therefore the solicitors and not the gullible 
general public (Farrer 1987). The attitude of the Bar 
in England at that time could perhaps be seen from an 
article written by Peter Scott QC, chairman of the Bar 
Council of England in 1987, he starts the section on the 
proposed amendment of the regulations by saying: 
No-one seriously doubts that the profession 
should advertise itself and the services which 
its members offer (Scott 1987). 
The Bar Council of England has led the way and 
publicity by members of the Bar was allowed in 1988. 
The regulations permit individual sets of chambers to 
produce brochures promoting the qualifications and areas 
of expertise of their members. The brochures will only 
be supplied to solicitors and not members of the general 
public ("Inter Alia" Solicitors Journal 1987). The use 
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of graphics, artwork or photographs is forbidden. There 
are even restraints on the color of the ink used to be 
limited to black or other 'restrained' color. The paper 
must not be shiny or glossy and should be white or 
another 'unemphatic' color ("Barristers' Ads must be 
'Unemphatic'" Solicitors Journal 1988). 
In 1989, the Bar Council of England amended the 
regulations and barristers may use photographs, 
advertise their rates and methods of charging and make 
claims about the nature and extent of the services 
offered ("De Minimis" Law Notes 1989; "Bar Council lifts 
Advertising Ban" Law Society's Gazette 1987). 
Hong Kong also has a separate legal profession of 
barristers and solicitors. The impact of marketing by 
the Bar may not have such wide public effect as that of 
marketing by solicitors. Nonetheless, the Bar 
Association of Hong Kong is also looking into the matter 
with its three-member publicity sub-committee. The 
terms of reference of the sub-committee is however 
whether chambers, not individual barristers, may be 
permitted to publicize their areas of specialization 
(Barrett, 1990). 
International Laws 
The rules on promotion by lawyers in eight 
countries or states will be compared. These eight 
places are Alberta, British Columbia, Upper Canada of 
Canada, England, New Zealand, Scotland, United States of 
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America and Victoria of Australia. The relevant rules 
or regulations on promotion and advertising of the 
various jurisdictions are annexed at Appendices 3 to 10 
respectively. 
The Law Society of England and Wales is now 
conducting a consultation for amendment of the 1988 
Solicitors' Practice Rules and the Publicity Code. A 
copy of the draft Solicitors' Practice Rules and draft 
Publicity Code 1990 is annexed at Appendix 11. The 
draft Publicity Code 1990 is shorter and simpler than 
the current Code. Some of the existing prohibitions 
have been omitted, for example the prohibition on 
coraparison between the firms in advertising. - It was 
felt that the general requirements that no publicity may 
be inaccurate or misleading provide the sufficient 
safeguards already ("Practice rules revision yet again!“ 
Law Society's Gazette 1990). 
All the eight jurisdictions allow advertising by 
lawyers. British Columbia has been forward and calls 
promotion of legal service 'Marketing Activities' in the 
rules. It seems that the trend of all eight 
jurisdictions is moving towards more liberalization of 
the rules. It must be stated however that the Law 
Institute of Victoria had amended the rules allowing fee 
advertising since 22 March 1989 and fee advertising is 
no longer allowed. The amendment was the result of 
pressure from small firms that feared a 'price war' 
would drive many out of business. 
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Table 2.1 is a comparison of the various aspects of 
the rules in the eight jurisdictions and which are 
discussed below. 
Media of Advertisement 
Lawyers are allowed to advertise in any media in 
all eight jurisdictions. According to information from 
the Law Society of British Columbia, the major thrust of 
advertising there seems to be in the Yellow Page 
Telephone Directory. There are occasional newspaper 
advertisements and even rarely, radio and television 
advertisements. 
The New Zealand Law Society informed that members 
of the profession there do not advertise on- a wide 
basis. Some law firms advertise through daily 
newspapers, other through business magazines while some 
issue brochures outlining the business of the firm. 
The Law Society of Scotland informed that before 
the introduction of the Solicitors (Scotland) Practice 
Rules in 1985 allowing advertising, the members are 
generally opposed to the idea. This is evident from the 
heated debate in the discussion of the issue at the 
meeting - of the Law Society at that time. 
Notwithstanding the opposition, the Practice Rules were 
passed and remained relatively restrictive. The 
Solicitors (Scotland) Practice Rules 1985 only allowed 
advertising in certain specified media which included 
newspaper, journal, radio, television or brochures. A 
copy of the 1985 rules are annexed in Appendix 12. 
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Table 2.1 ： Comparison of rules on proiotion in eight jurisdictions 
C A N A D A ENGLAND NEW SCOTLAB U.S.A. VICTORIA 
ZEALAND 
ALBERTA BRITISH UPPER 
COLOMBIA CANADA 
1. Media in which 
advertising 
allowed: 
i. Press v v v v v v v v 
ii. Radio v v v v v v v v 
iii. Television v v v v v v v v 
iv. Posters/Signs v v v v v v v v 
V. Brochures v v v v v v v v 
2. Information allowed 
in advertisements: -
i. Claims to 
specialization x )： 杀 / >： x f 若 
ii. Claims to 
expertise x x v 
iii. Comparison with 
other fins x x x 
iv. Names of client x x 
V. Statistics x x 
vi. Fee advertising f f i I v x 
3. Can lawyers publicly 
sponsor sporting or 
cultural events? v v 
4. Can lawyers allow 
their fir® nasie to 
be published when 
participating in 
seminars? 
V = YES 
X = NO 
f = ALLOWED SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS 
BLANK = NO INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
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After the Rules were introduced, the members having had 
the new-found freedom to advertise engaged in what the 
Secretary of the Law Society of Scotland described as a 
'range war' between solicitors and estate agents and 
others who sold domestic property in the open market. 
In two years from 1985, the attitude of the profession 
towards advertising completely changed and there was 
demand from the profession for more liberal rules. 
Accordingly the Solicitors (Scotland) (Advertising) 
Practice Rules 1987 (Appendix 8) were passed. Under 
these rules, the limitation of specific media allowed 
for advertising were repealed and under Rule 7, a 
solicitor in Scotland is entitled to advertise his 
services in any way he thinks fit. 
The Law Institute of Victoria informed that many 
firms advertise in the print media but only one firm 
runs radio advertisement and none have appeared on 
television so far. 
It can be seen that although all eight 
jurisdictions allow advertising in most media, in actual 
practice, the profession seems generally more inclined 
towards less 'overt' acts of advertisement like in the 
newspapers or by brochures. 
Claims to Specialization 
All eight jurisdictions have specific rules dealing 
with claims to specialization in advertisements. 
Alberta, British Columbia, New Zealand and Scotland 
specifically disallows such claims to specialization. 
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Paragraph 8 of Rule 12 of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct of the Law Society of Upper Canada (Appendix 5) 
provides that a lawyer may indicate that the lawyer is a 
specialist in a particular area of the law only if the 
lawyer has been so certified by the Law Society. 
Under the Solicitors' Publicity Code 1988 (Appendix 
6) issued by the Law Society of England and Wales, 
paragraph 3(i) provides that no claim may be made that a 
solicitor is a specialist, or an expert in a particular 
field, unless the solicitor is a member of a relevant 
Law Society panel or possesses a qualification listed 
from time to time by the Law Society as recognized for 
that purpose. -
Rule 7.4 of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct 
issued by the American Bar Association (Appendix 9) 
provides that a lawyer shall not state or imply that the 
lawyer is a specialist except for a lawyer admitted to 
engage in patent practice before the United States 
Patent and Trademark Office who may use the designation 
‘Patent Attorney' or a lawyer engaged in Admiralty 
practice may use the designation 'Admiralty'. The 
comment on the rules says that use of the term 
'specialist' may be misleading as there may be the 
implication of formal recognition. 
The Solicitors' (Professional Conduct and Practice) 
Rules 1984 of Victoria (Appendix 10) specifically 
prohibits claims to being a specialist or a direct 
derivation of that word unless the solicitor is an 
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accredited specialist in an area of practice. 
Claims to Expertise 
Most of the eight jurisdictions do not mention 
whether members are allowed to claim expertise in 
advertisement. Alberta however specifically prohibits 
use of the word 'expert' in an advertisement. England 
prohibits claims to expertise but allows the members to 
claim 'experience' in any area. The Law Institute of 
Victoria does not prohibit its members from claims of 
being an 'expert' in an area of law. 
Comparison with Other Firms 
Three jurisdictions saw fit to impose bans on 
comparison with other firms in advertisement. They are 
Alberta, England and Scotland. The rules of Alberta 
provide that any advertisement, promotion or other 
marketing activity shall not compare either directly, 
indirectly or by innuendo the lawyer's services or 
ability with that of any other lawyer or firm. The 
English Publicity Code 1988 provides that no publicity 
may compare the quality of service provided by a 
solicitor with that provided by any other identifiable 
solicitor or solicitors. The Scottish Rules provide 
that an advertisement by a solicitor shall not claim 
superiority for the quality of his practice or services 
over those of or offered by other solicitors or compare 
his fees with those of any other solicitor. 
Names of Clients 
The Publicity Code of England and the Practice 
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Rules of Scotland specifically prohibits the solicitor 
from naming his client in any advertisement. 
Statistics 
The Solicitors' Publicity Code 1988 of England 
prohibits publicity on a solicitor's success rate. The 
Solicitors (Scotland) (Advertising) Practice Rules 1987 
prohibits reference to the volume of business or fee 
income of a solicitor and the outcome of any business 
carried out for clients by a solicitor in any 
advertisement. 
Fee Advertising 
Six jurisdictions have specific provision for fee 
advertising. . 
The three Canadian jurisdictions, Alberta, British 
Columbia and Upper Canada, all allow fee advertising 
subject to the conditions, inter alia, that the fees 
advertised are accurate, is not misleading and states 
all and not only part of the fees involved. The 
Publicity Code 1988 of England requires clarity and 
accuracy of the fees advertised and prohibits 
advertising which states a fee as being from or upwards 
of a certain figure. 
The Practice Rules 1987 of Scotland allows fee 
advertising. As discussed, Victoria prohibits fee 
advertising. 
Sponsorship of Sporting or Cultural Events 
Most jurisdictions do not specifically provide for 
this. Alberta however allows its legal profession to 
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participate in or donate services to charitable 
endeavors. The English Publicity Code 1988 also allows 
its members to have stands at exhibitions or shows and 
distribute literature from such stand and give legal 
advice provided that the firm name and piractising 
address of the solicitor are displayed on the stand and 
the literature. 
In jurisdictions where there is no prohibition of 
such sponsorship, it may perhaps be assumed that such 
activities are not in breach of the relevant code of 
conduct. 
Publication of Firm Name in Seminars 
All jurisdictions do not provide for this. Again it 
can be assumed that there is no prohibition. In fact, 
in the commentary on the English 1987 Publicity Code, 
which is now replaced by the 1988 Code, the Law 
Society's Gazette specifically put forward the view that 
if a particular form of publicity is not mentioned in 
the Code, that does not mean that it is forbidden. On 
the contrary, it is permitted subject to the general 
provisions of the Code and the Practice Rules (Stevenson 
1987). 
General 
All eight jurisdictions allowed advertising and 
promotion by lawyers subject to restrictions. Different 
rules are in force in the different jurisdictions but 
the overall trend is a liberalization of the trend of 
promotion by lawyers. 
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The restriction on advertising by lawyers has been 
lifted in the United States in 1977 and in the United 
Kingdom in 1984. The legal profession in Hong Kong is 
patterned after that of the United Kingdoin and is quite 
similar to that of the United States. The Hong Kong 
society, though mainly Chinese, has westernized to a 
great extent and has taken up many elements and ideas of 
western cultures. Based on the above facts, several 
interesting questions can be posed concerning the 




Experience in Hong Kong 
Under the existing Code where limitations to 
advertise are abundant, it is only natural to find very 
few firms utilize what is permitted under the Code to 
attract business. Brochures were made by some firms to 
describe the history and background of the firm, and the 
areas of work in which the firms partake. Two examples 
of such brochures are appended (Appendices 13 and 14). 
Other than a newspaper report in one of the local 
English language newspaper (Grant 1990) where a local 
branch of an international public relations firm was 
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cited as being interested in providing public relations 
services to the Hong Kong law firms, there does not 
appear to be others in the public relations and 
advertising profession who have expressed an open 
interest in the promotion of legal services. 
It is apparent that on the subject of promotion of 
legal services, Hong Kong lags far behind other 
countries such as the United States, Canada, and 
Britain. Therefore much insight could be gained by a 
careful review of the circumstances under which the laws 
of the countries mentioned were relaxed and the state of 
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affair now existing in these countries. 
Experience in United Kingdom 
In 1970, the Monopolies and Mergers Commission in 
England favored lifting of the restrictions on 
individual advertising by solicitors. In 1976, 
repeating their belief, the Commission concluded that 
restrictions were against the public interest on tlie 
grounds that (Circus 1983): 
1. They prevented the public and potential new 
entrants to the profession, being given 
information about the services offered by 
individual solicitors or firms of 
solicitors; 
2. They were likely to have a disadvantageous 
effect on the competitiveness and 
efficiency of the profession generally, on 
the introduction of innovatory methods and 
services and of the setting up of new 
practices; 
3. They might, in some degree, enhance the 
importance of other less open and 
challengeable methods of attracting 
business and detract from the public 
confidence in the profession. 
The Royal Commission on Legal Services also held the 
view that solicitors should be allowed to advertise, 
subject to certain restrictions. 
Circus (1983) believed that advertising will 
highlight the specialization of law which is taking 
place within the profession and help the consumers to 
locate the expertise they need. He felt personally the 
hostility to advertising may stem from the traditional 
prejudice of the educated classes against being in trade 
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where advertising is relevant. 
In the early days of relaxation, there was 
significant confusion regarding what was allowed 
regarding the forms of advertising. The following 
excerpt described the confusing state of the code as 
experienced by a solicitor who tried to advertise: 
You could have a jingle sandwiched between pop 
records on your local radio station but you 
could not put a card up in your local post 
office offering to help with pension problems. 
You could mention the name of your partner in 
an advertisement but not the name of your 
assistant solicitor; although you could mention 
his name in a brochure if you revealed his 
rank. You were not allowed to say that you 
were an expert in a particular field of law but 
you could say that you did not do anything else 
(Wright 1986). -
An editorial in the New Law Journal ("Law Firm 
Profiles and the Advertising Guidance" 1988) also 
highlighted the difficulties of the advertising rules 
when the journal was preparing to run profiles of major 
law firms in England. Fearing such journal profiles may 
be in breach of the advertising rules, law firms took 
the conservative approach and declined to be profiled by 
the journal. The editorial also brought up the fact 
that in 1985, immediately after the relaxation, the 
number of complaints by solicitors against other 
solicitors had risen 86 per cent with most of the 
increase related to alleged breaches of the advertising 
guidance. Nevertheless, by 1988, it was reported that 
many English law firms had advertised in one medium or 
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another ("How Solicitors are Building 工mages" Law 
Society's Gazette 1988). The most common media used 
were local and national press, brochures and stationery, 
and event sponsorship (Barr 1987). More rarely used 
were posters and television commercials ("Newcastle Firm 
First with Television Advertising" Law Society's 
Gazette 1987). One firm took the step of advertising on 
a bus ("Solicitors on the Bus" Law Society's Gazette 
1987). 
By advertising in the newspapers, Pictons, a local 
solicitors' firm in Watford, England, found that 25% of 
all domestic conveyancing work was from clients who had 
come to the firm because of the ads (Dyer and Berlins 
1987). Pictons also tried radio, brochure, and sport 
sponsoring as means of marketing their legal services. 
Farmer et al• (1988) contacted 796 solicitors firms 
in England and Wales (excluding London) and found that 
45.5% had advertised in the media or in the yellow 
pages, compared to 31% in the United States between 1977 
and 1987. Several interesting observations came out of 
their study: 
1. Local circumstances seem to dictate the level 
and form of advertising by a firm and city 
firms are not necessary more inclined to 
advertise than country firms. 
2. Very few firms undertook intensive advertising 
campaigns. 
3. Yellow pages saw the most number of firms 
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advertised (37.8%) when compared to the media 
(radio, local and national press, free—sheets 
etc.) at 20.7%. 
4. Price advertising was low (2.2% of the firms), 
the majority of which was in conveyancing. 
The reasons given for advertising by the law firms 
which advertised were: advertising is an aggressive 
instrument to increase market share, as a response to 
competition, and done as an experiment. The 
non-advertisers, on the other hand, did not bother 
because: there was enough work, cost of advertising, and 
advertising was considered unprofessional. The fear 
that advertising will bring down prices was not strongly 
supported by the study. 
Experience in United States 
In the United States, the landmark case of Bates v. 
State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S. 350 (1977) saw the United 
States Supreme Court upholding U.S. lawyers' right to 
free speech under the First Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution. The court held that lawyers are allowed 
to advertise in newspapers the prices they would charge 
for routine legal services, information on the lawyers' 
education, professional honors, base fees, areas of 
specialization and the acceptance of credit cards. 
Subsequent to the ruling, a number of states amended 
their professional codes and in some, to allow for 
visual and oral advertising. Even with the adoption of 
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more liberal advertising and solicitation rules in some 
states, state bar associations have met with law suits 
filed by individual lawyers or law firms challenging 
particulars of the advertising rules ("Advertising 
issues flare in Courts in Three States" American Bar 
Association Journal 1979; Baker 1978) . By 1980, there 
were still twenty seven states that imposed restraints 
on advertising by lawyers. 
There is no doubt that, in the United States, the 
trend for promotion is upward and law firms and lawyers 
were increasingly turning to advertising as a means of 
bringing in more business (Moskowitz 1985). other 
sectors of business where many of the law suits were 
directed had complained about lawyers who solicited 
business in a specific area such, as personal b a n k m p t c y , 
product liability and workers‘ compensation claims. For 
example, the article cited the case of a Columbus lawyer 
who advertised in Ohio newspapers offering 
representation to women who were having trouble 
conceiving after the use of a particular brand of 
pregnancy prevention device. The lawyer in question 
filed 95 suits against the manufacturer of the device 
after receiving 235 responses to the advertisement. 
Schroeter, Smith and Cox (1987) reported that the 
relaxation of advertising by law firms has led to 
decrease in the price of routine legal services. As a 
result there was concern that in order to get business 
at a lower price, there is a possibility that the 
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quality of the service may suffer. Such a concern 
however was not substantiated by the study by McChesney 
and Muris (1979) who showed that at least in one 
incident where a legal clinic, providing high-volume, 
low-cost legal services through specialization in 
routine services such as divorces and simple wills, was 
able to provide services that were siiperioi: to the 
traditional law firms. The clinic used heavy 
advertising to attract the volume of business. The 
superiority of service was reflected in all seven 
categories of measurements of client satisfactions which 
include promptness of attention, interest and concern, 
honesty, detail explanation, keeping client inf-ormed, 
attentiveness, and reasonable service charges. 
A survey of 332 practicing attorneys in the State 
of Virginia, United States by Snizek and Crocker (1985) 
showed that variables which measured 'professionalism' 
were not related to attorney's propensity towards 
advertising. The variable that was inversely related to 
advertising was the number of years in practice of the 
attorney. This confirms an earlier study by Shimp and 
Dyer (1978) who found that older lawyers piractising in 
large specialized firms were the ones who put up the 
greatest resistance to advertising. 
A comparative survey of lawyers, dentists and 
certified public accountants in three major cities in 
United States by Billiard and Snizek (1988) showed that 
lawyers were the least inclined to advertise. When the 
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survey group was given specific types of advertisements, 
Bullard and Snizek (1988) found that variables measuring 
professionalism did affect the selection behavior of the 
professionals. Faced with advertisements that ranged 
from conservative to liberal, the professionals chose 
the conservative advertisement which transmitted the 
least information (e.g., cost and discounts) about the 
services provided. Geographical variations of 
advertisement acceptability were also detected in the 
study. 
Siebert (1984) in an analysis of the economic 
argument of advertising and the professions pointed out 
that the rules such as entry limitations, fixing -common 
fee scales, and restricting advertising are for the 
reduction of competition among the members and could be 
contrived to form the basis for price increase. He 
highlighted the fact that the service rendered by the 
professions is different from an ordinary purchase by 
the consumer because the customer knows much less about 
the commodity than the vendor and the customer cannot 
easily judge the quality of service and the quantity to 
be brought. Under these conditions, manipulation of 
customer's needs is a distinct possibility. Other 
characteristics of the transaction between lawyers and 
clients are: 
1• the commodity purchased each time is not quite 
identical； 
2. the service must be 'experienced'； 
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3. the purchase is usually infrequent; and 
4. the outcomes are not certain. 
He argued that permitting advertising would result in a 
greater diversity in quality of service. By restricting 
advertising, the search cost of the consumer increased 
and less search is done. Customers as a result become 
less price sensitive in their demands and the demand 
curve for each lawyer becomes less elastic and under 
such condition, a higher price can be charged. A 
high-volume low-cost practice can only be sustained if 
advertising if allowed to generate the sales volume. 
Lastly, even 12 years after the Bates v. Arizona 
Bar case in the United States, dissenting voice against 
the liberalization of advertising could still be heard 
(Reynoldson 1989) indicating that not all concerned were 
convinced of the benefits to be accrued from 
advertising. 
Experience in Other Professions 
Since 1910, advertising by physicians in America 
had been banned. Until 1977, the Bates decision on the 
constitutional right of United States attorneys to 
advertise marked the entry of all professions, including 
physicians, into consumer advertising. The Federal 
Trade Commission in 1980 found that the prohibitions 
upon physician advertising restrained trade and ordered 
discontinuance of the prohibitions. Physician 
advertising thus began. In advertising, physicians will 
need to resolve seven issues. They are: limits of taste 
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as some medical topics may offend public sensibilities, 
communication of complex medical specialties in laymen's 
terms, targeting the audience to either the general 
public or a less specialized physician group, packaging 
the services into a coherent and attractive form, tackle 
the issue of product claims as purchaser expectations 
will be based on measurable medical outcomes, guard 
against deceptive advertising and advertising 
expenditure (Schaffer 1989). 
A 1984 study of the attitude of doctors in America 
towards advertising showed that the profession itself 
held negative ideas about advertising of medical 
services. The doctors and physicians felt that 
advertising will do more harm than good to the medical 
profession. The author of the study drew a parallel 
with the anti-advertising attitude of non-profit 
organizations in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The 
subsequent acceptance of marketing principles by the 
non-profit organizations has been due to the educational 
efforts initiated by the marketing professional. Such 
experience may suggest that a change in the attitude of 
the medical profession towards advertising may be 
induced through concerted educational efforts (Riecken 
and Yavas 1984). 
The attitude of dermatologist and plastic surgeons 
towards advertising was researched and the results 
indicated that there was difference in their perception 
of the attributes of advertising and the impact on their 
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practice. As a whole, the physicians indicated 
resistance to the adoption of advertising. When the 
different advertising attributes were tested against the 
two disciplines, dermatologists seemed to be more 
patient and health concerned and were more likely to 
react positively to advertising if there was a positive 
impact on the quality of health care. On the other 
hand, plastic surgeons appeared to be more economic and 
business oriented and their likelihood of advertising is 
affected by their perception of the negative 
consequences from the abuse of advertising. The study 
indicates that a profession does not necessarily have a 
homogeneous reaction to the idea of advertisiiig and 
different disciplines within the profession may have 
different attitude towards the advertising attributes 
(LaBarbera and Reddy 1987). 
The accountants in United States, like lawyers, 
face the same opposition to the liberalization of the 
rules on advertising. Walsh (1986) wrote that he 
considered the accountants have given up an integral 
part of their identity and cheapened their profession by 
allowing advertising and solicitation. Theirs is one of 
personal service and clients go to them because of their 
professionalism and not on the basis of ads in the 
Yellow Pages. 
Studies were also conducted to investigate the 
attitude of consumers towards promotion by the 
professionals. The attitude of new residents in a city 
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towards their reliance on personal (through word of 
mouth communication) or nonpersonal (through mass media) 
sources of professional service information was studied 
by Mangold (1987). The results showed that the new 
residents relied more on personal sources of information 
than nonpersonal sources for information on dental 
services. The new residents are however willing to rely 
on nonpersonal sources of information but are still 
likely to rely on personal sources when one is 
available. The results confirm the long held view that 
when the perceived risk associated with a purchase is 
high, as in most professional services, information 
gained through nonpersonal sources of information- tends 
to play a contributory role rather than a decisive role 
in the decision-making process. 
An empirical analysis of consumers' attitude 
towards physician advertising was done by Johns and 
Moser (1989) and the results indicated that consumers 
were amenable to the idea of advertising and marketing 
by physicians. The consumers surveyed generally felt 
the use of advertising to be informational and would 
help in the decision making process of selection. 
Physicians were well advised to do the necessary market 
research to investigate the attitude of his potential 
clients. 
Consumers Attitudes Towards Lawyer Promotion 
While there is a lot of discussion on the extent to 
which the lawyers should be allowed to market their 
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services, the attitudes and receptiveness of the 
consumers who are the ultimate users of the services to 
the existing restriction and methods of promotion are 
undoubtedly of importance as well. A study of consumers 
in Arkansas, U.S. by Kite and Kiser (1985) showed that 
consumers were amenable towards lawyer advertising and 
did not feel that the image of lawyers was tarnished as 
a result of advertising. Respondents to the survey 
believed that advertising would help them to make better 
choices of lawyers even though they did not have a high 
image of lawyers. Nonusers of legal service said they 
did not have a good idea of the cost of legal services 
as well. The occupation, income, education level, and 
age of the consumer were shown to be related to the use 
of legal services. Regarding the media for advertising, 
the preference of the consumers were in the following 
order ranging from the most to the least preferred: 
newspaper, professional magazines, and radio. Opinions 
were splitted on direct mail, television, and popular 
magazines while telephone and billboards were thought to 
be inappropriate. 
A study of the attitude of consumers towards 
accountants, lawyers and physician with respect to 
advertising professional services indicated that 
consumers generally have a favorable attitude towards 
advertising by these professionals. The traditional 
attitude of many professionals that advertising will 
damage their image, dignity and credibility should be 
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re-examined. The real issue is that the advertisement 
should be done gracefully and with dignity in order to 
hold the respect of the community. The aim of such 
advertising should be to provide information rather than 




With increasing competition for business, United 
States lawyers were advised by Heintz (1981) to examine 
areas where improvements could be made to sharpen the 
prospect for future survival and growth of their 
firms. Better management of the firms included 
specialization of skills, use of coirrniunication 
technology, innovative approach to supply of services, 
better cominunication between lawyers and clients through 
marketing, better quality control and the application of 
good management practices. All these will help the firm 
to locate and take advantage of any market opportunities 
caused by changes in social attitudes and needs. 
Marketing opportunities for legal services can be 
found at two levels of organizations: institutional and 
individual firms• Both of these are described below. 
Institutional Marketing 
Institutional marketing is the promotion of the 
legal profession as a whole by the law societies or bar 
associations on behalf of their members or by the 
government with the purpose of raising the public 
awareness of the law. Institutional marketing received 
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little opposition from the lawyers as indicated in a 
1982 survey of the U.S. lawyers where 79 per cent of 
those polled favored it. The poll also showed that 64% 
of those polled felt that the purpose of institutional 
advertising is to make the public more aware of their 
legal rights. What is perceived as least important by 
over 40% of the polled lawyers are the increase in 
stature and prestige of the lawyers and the inducement 
of people to go to lawyers for consultation ("Strong 
Support for Institutional Advertising" American Bar 
Association Journal 1982). With institutional 
marketing, individual firms benefit indirectly for the 
public is more inclined to turn to lawyers after-their 
legal awareness is raised by the campaign. However, 
institutional marketing will not be able to address the 
specific needs of the individual firm. An effective 
means of setting the objective for marketing is 
important. It is obvious that there is room for 
marketing by the firms themselves. Institution 
advertising had also been seen as a means to stop the 
encroachment of the conveyancing field by estate agents 
and licensed conveyancers (Simmons 1988). 
An example of how the Law Society of New South 
Wales was soliciting support from its members for 
implementing an institutional advertising campaign is 
appended in Appendix 15. The objectives of the 
campaign, quoted below, illustrate the scope of 
promotion possible with this technique: 
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1. To enhance the image of the legal 
profession and to increase the 
understanding of the role of solicitors in 
the community. 
2. To demonstrate to the community that the 
legal profession is one made up of 
competent, caring, efficient and properly 
regulated solicitors intent on protecting 
and furthering the interests of their 
clients. 
3. To expose the general public to the wide 
range of services offered by the legal 
profession and to encourage use of those 
services. (Law Society of New South Wales, 
1988) 
Individual Firm Marketing 
With the relaxation of restriction in the United 
States, the American Bar Association Journal began to 
feature articles regularly between 1986 and 1988 -on the 
marketing of legal services for its readers. The Law 
Society's Gazette of England and Wales also featured a 
couple of articles for individual firm marketing. The 
articles are of a how-to nature and attempt to educate 
the readers on the finer points of marketing. Its wide 
ranging topics cover areas such as advertising (King 
1985; Middleton 1983), brochures (Curtis 1987; Sherrard 
1987), newsletter (Burke 1988e), referrals (Foonberg 
1986a), seminar presentations (Burke 1988b; Curtis 
1986), newsletters (Burke 1987a, 1988a), open house 
(Hengstler 1987), marketing directors (Foonberg, 1987b), 
as well as sound general advice (Bower 1987； Burke 
1987b, 1988a, 1988c, 1988d; Burke and Jeffrey 1987; 
Burke and Malone 1987; Foonberg 1986b, 1987a; Meyerowitz 
1987; Cooper 1987). Of value to those who are thinking 
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of taking the marketing route, there are also journal 
articles, publications and books related to the 
marketing of professional services which provide either 
general or specific approaches to marketing (Bloom 1984; 
Townley et al• 1985; Kotler and Bloom 1984; Shipley 
1985; Tierno 1987). 
The marketing of legal services by small firms was 
discussed by Smock and Heintz (1983) who identified 4 
keys steps in implementing a marketing program: 
1. Determine the market segment or niche that is 
appropriate for the firm. 
2. Select and develop the services to fill the 
niche. -
3• Get in contact with the customers• 
4. Manage the marketing process. 
According to Smock and Heintz, to complete market 
planning, there should be: internal analysis, external 
analysis, identification of strengths and weaknesses, 
definition of the mission and objectives of the firms 
and the establishment of strategies and action plans. 
Marketing strategies include: client-leveraged 
referrals, marketing teams, marketing and selling skills 
and the use of automated marketing systems. Lastly, 
communication is vital and takes the form of: 
newsletter, brochures, public speaking, and 
publications. 
Identification of Service Products 
Traditionally law services were provided along 
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functional lines and with the law growing in 
complexities as time goes on, specialization seems to be 
the call of the day. Furthermore, the case law approach 
confers the notion that while similarities could be 
drawn between established cases and what a client would 
bring into the law office, each fresh case is unique in 
itself, needing the attention of the lawyers to the 
particulars and circumstances of the case. This notion 
of individualized attention paid to the client's case 
was taken over by the profession to differentiate itself 
from other trades where mass production or uniform 
services suffice. 
a. Routine services -
The individualized service has been taken by many 
opponents of advertising to mean that the consumer will 
not be able to compare services rendered by lawyers who 
will also have difficulty in fixing a imiform price 
scale for their service. This argument was analyzed and 
refuted fully by Hazard, Pearce and Stempel (1983) who 
concluded that at least a part of the legal service is 
amenable to standardization of fee charges. Such 
concept of routine service has been used in the United 
States in legal advertisements where the fees charged 
for 'uncontested' services such as divorce and will are 
regularly given as a matter of course. 
b . Non-routine services 
For cases that call for non-routine services, as in 
the traditional methods of charging the client, it was 
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again argued by opponents that in such area advertising 
for these types of services would be difficult• Yet it 
could not be argued that these non-routine services were 
rendered by many firms on the basis of time used on the 
case, type of expertise required, and experience and 
track record of the lawyers involved. All these 
elements used in the calculation of costs of non-routine 
services for a client can be made known in more than one 
way to potential clients to attract business. Such 
information can be advertised although there is some 
doubt whether the consumers would rely on advertisements 
for non-routined services (Hazard, Pearce and Stempel 
1983). -
c . New Products 
It is clear from experience overseas that with the 
liberalization of promotion restrictions, new and 
innovative approach to the supply of legal services has 
materialized. In marketing terms, the range and types 
of products offered are extended. Conversely, the 
restrictions on the Hong Kong lawyers regarding the 
sharing of profits and the limitations on the use of 
promotions have stifled many incentives to expand 
services along similar lines. One innovative approach 
that has attracted great interest and success in the 
United States is what is termed ‘group legal insurance' 
or 'prepaid legal service'. One of the benefits of such 
an approach is that the uncertainty of cost is reduced 
for the consumer. The policy holder of such a legal 
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insurance knows the exact extent of his legal coverage 
and costs. Another benefit is that the cost, by 
installments, is spread over the agreed contribution 
period. To the benefits of the lawyers, group legal 
insurance attracts more people to use legal services and 
leads to higher demand. It is therefore not surprising 
to find in a 1986 poll of U.S. lawyers showed 67 percent 
of the surveyed lawyers approved of legal insurance and 
53% were willing to participate as an attorney in a 
group legal insurance plan (Reskin 1986a). It was also 
quoted in the same article that 25,000 lawyers were 
participating in prepaid legal services and that at 
least 12 million Americans were covered by group plans. 
The restrictions on advertising and solicitation 
will hamper the marketing of such a product as the 
success of group legal insurance relies on high volume 
of sales and achievement of the level of participations 
required advertising and solicitation. The area of law 
most frequented by participants of group legal insurance 
in the United States include wills and estates, consumer 
disputes, domestic relations, real estate and traffic 
problems (Keating and Schwartz 1984). There are a 
variety of methods to package the product and legal 
insurance plans are marketed not just by law firms but 
insurance firms, labor unions, and large department 
stores (Montgomery Ward and Amway) as well. Example of 
plans ranged from simple ones that provide the member 
with funds for lawyer's fees to ones that establish 
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their own panels of lawyers for consultation by their 
plan members. A detailed explanation of the many types 
of coverage, as well as a history of the legal expense 
insurance can be found in Pfennigstorf (1975). 
To provide the required services to the plan, 
lawyers must be able to respond to calls for help 
promptly, to schedule appointments rapidly, and to keep 
clients informed. Prepaid legal plans calls for lawyers 
who can handle routine cases in volume and at fees that 
are less than market rate for non-plan consultations. 
In the United States, the hourly rates and flat fee 
payments charged under prepaid plans were 20 to 35 per 
cent lower than customary rates (Keating and Schwartz 
1984). 
A survey of consumer satisfaction by McChesney and 
Muris (1979) showed that the services rendered by a 
California legal clinic were ranked superior by 
consumers to those offered by traditional law firms. The 
study showed that the lower price charged by the clinic 
did not necessary mean poorer quality of service as long 
as appropriate adjustments were made to minimize cost of 
production of the service. 
Urbanski (1987) in a survey of the prepaid legal 
plans showed that the insurance packages offered by the 
various vendors ranged from US$6.75 to US$16 a month. 
The largest vendor has 500,000 subscribers in 28 states 
and grossed US$42 million. It uses a multi-level 
marketing system where sales associates, who are 
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themselves plan subscribers, are paid commissions for 
new recruits and over-rides on sales made by other 
associates they signed up. Other vendors use mailings 
and direct marketing techniques to reach their target 
markets. Services were rendered to plan subscribers by 
phone and personal contacts. Emphasis was placed on 
preventive measures and settlements before cost to 
vendor escalates ("Prepaid Legal Benefits Start to Catch 
On" Business Week 1984). 
Relevant Forms of Promotion 
To embark on a promotion program usually requires a 
law firm to face a task that normally exceeds the 
purview of the firm in terras of expertise. Outside help 
may need to be solicited. The general approach to be 
taken by law firms is described by Meyerowitz (1986). 
The firm should retain the service of a marketing firm 
to ascertain its market position and to determine the 
preferred type of clients. A public relations firm 
should then take over to perforin various promotional 
activities. The basic function of the public relations 
firm is to expand the law firm's visibility and to 
create opportunities for direct contact with potential 
clients. The means to achieve such goals are for the 
public relations firm to persuade the news media to run 
favorable news on the law firm, to co-ordinate seminars 
or other publicity-oriented activities in which its 
client law firm could exhibit its capabilities and areas 
of expertise, and to prepare written and broadcast 
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materials which enhance communication between the law 
firm and its existing and potential clients. Meyerowitz 
(1986) also outlined the methods for the law firms to 
evaluate the performance of the public relations firms. 
Public Relations 
Public relations, if done properly, establishes the 
right image of the firm in the eyes of the customers. 
The following quotation summarizes public relations 
succinctly: 
A firm which advertises blows its own trumpet, 
whereas a public relations agency will get 
somebody else to blow the firm's trumpet for it 
(Blackhurst, 1985). 
Blackhurst (1985) stated that public relations 
consultants are expensive and he recommended that law 
firms should analyze their objectives before retaining 
public relations firms for service. The relaxation of 
restrictions on promotion has led to the use of 
professional public relations firms in the United 
States. A 1983 survey by the American Bar Association 
("Big Firms Favor P.R. : Little Firms like Ads" American 
Bar Association Journal 1983) indicated that public 
relations firms were used mainly by law firms with 10 or 
more lawyers. Fourteen per cent of these larger firms 
had retained out-side public relations firms and 20 per 
cent have used in-house resources for public relations 
activity. Among users of public relations, 15 per cent 
were very satisfied, 54 per cent were somewhat satisfied 
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with the services. Seventy-three per cent said they 
will continue or resume public relations use in the 
future. Those who used public relations believed that 
public relations activities enhanced public recognition 
in the community and among other lawyers. However, only 
39 per cent believed new business could be linked to 
public relations. Another poll conducted a year later 
indicated that the number of firms using an outside 
public relations consultant has more than doubled over 
the previous year and a total of 26 per cent of all 
American Bar Association members reported they have 
engaged in public relations activities. The reasons 
given by those who oppose public relations were that it 
is not necessary, that it is not professional or 
inappropriate for their practice, and that it was never 
given much thought (Reskin 1984). A third poll in 1986 
showed that public relations is used more by business 
lawyers than either litigation or general practice 
lawyers and it identified problems faced by potential 
users to be the difficulty in assessing the 
effectiveness, spending limits and approach to take 
(Reskin 1986c). 
Advertising 
According to Crane et al. (1989) the arguments 
against advertising by lawyers are the following: 
1. Advertising will diminish the public's 
confidence in the legal profession. 
2. Legal advertising is inherently misleading. 
3. Advertising will create a flood of 
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unmerited litigation because of the 
public's increased awareness of its legal 
rights. 
4. Advertising will have undesirable economic 
effects. 
5. Advertising will have an adverse effect on 
quality of service offered. 
6. It will be difficult to control tasteless 
and misleading advertising. 
On the other hand, advertising is seen to bring forth 
such good as : 
1. Advertising can enhance the public's image 
of the profession. 
2• Lawyers have a duty to provide counsel in 
an efficient and convenient manner. 
3. Advertising will have positive economic 
effect. 
A survey of lawyer advertising in 1986 (Reskin 
1986b) showed that the number of lawyers advertising was 
on the increase between 1978 and 1985. It rose from 2 
per cent in 1978 to 24 per cent in 1985. The media used 
most by lawyers was the yellow pages (74 per cent), 
followed in the distant by newspaper with 16 per cent. 
The main reasons given by those who did not advertise 
were: a belief that advertising is unprofessional, it 
generates an undesirable image and it is unnecessary. 
Blotnick (1985) wrote that advertising by lawyers 
and doctors led to a change in the nature of the 
clientele; there would be an increase in the number of 
clients but a decrease in the average income for each 
new client. The reason for this was that the ones 
responding to the commercials were the young, the poor 
and the elderly. Responding to advertisements also 
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bring benefits of anonymity to the respondents who may 
not want to go the referral route. 
Hazard, Pearce and Stempel (1983) believed that 
advertising would be of little use to lawyers who 
offered individualized services because the clients, in 
view of their high risk of loss, would rely on other 
modes of search in selecting their lawyers. These other 
modes include personal referral or past experience. 
Advertisement simply does not offer sufficient 
information for these types of clients to make their 
decision. Advertising as they suggested is most 
suitable to standardize services which can be mass 
produced at low cost without loss of quality. They also 
pointed out that restrictions on advertising in effect 
limit the lawyer's exposure to entrepreneurial risk and 
without advertising, demand would be stable. 
Mitchell (1982) stated that misrepresentations in 
advertisement should not be prevalent because certain 
forces work against sellers from making false claims. 
These forces included the knowledge of the customer, the 
cost of a bad reputation, competition and legal 
remedies. 
Samples of advertisement of legal services in the 
United States and England are appended (Appendix 16). 
From the samples, it can be seen that the subjects 
highlighted are confined mainly to the area of specialty 
or expertise and the experience of the firm. In a few 
of the United States advertisements, costs of various 
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services are mentioned. 
Pricing 
Penetration pricing can be very successful if the 
volume of business justified it. Two good examples of 
penetration pricing in the United States are two legal 
clinics: Hyatt Legal Services of Kansas City, Missouri 
and Jacoby & Meyers (Beauchainp 1986) . By offering 
cut-rate services to the middle class and getting 
capital injection from cash—:rich companies, both firms 
were able to embark on a rapid expansion of business. 
By 1986, Hyatt has 580 lawyers working in 200 offices in 
2 2 states and the District of Columbia and Jacoby & 
Meyers has 275 lawyers in 150 offices in six states^ 
Price skiitmiing can be practiced if the service 
rendered is non-routined and required personal attention 
of the lawyers to provide the quality factor that is 
required by the client. The client, when faced with a 
high risk situation where the outcome could lead to 
significant gain or loss, would value quality of service 
over cost and be willing to pay a premium price for 
additional assurance of the outcome. 
Overall, there are two factors which mitigate the 
problem of price competition (Mitchell, 1982). One is 
the fact that many legal services are non-routine work 
and the second is that many criteria other than price 
are considered by the customers when choosing a lawyer. 
•Market Definition, Segmentation and Strategies 
As a result of advertising, Siebert (1984) believed 
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there would be greater diversity of practice. It is 
possible to segment the market by the products offered. 
With standardized products such as wills and uncontested 
divorce, a high volume, low-price, high advertising 
strategy can be adopted. To streamline operations, 
extensive use of paralegals, standardized procedures, 
and advanced office communication equipment offer great 
opportunities for cost reduction. In contrast, for 
individualized, non-routined products, such as complex 
litigations, a high-price, high quality strategy will be 
appropriate. Specialization in a single or limited 
products allow standardization of procedures and reduce 
costs, help built a more easily identified reputation in 
the area of expertise, and provide strong barrier to 
entry against competitors. Specialization is partly 
made possible due to the ever-increasing complexities of 
the law and partly due to advertising which, according 
to Siebert (1984), makes for a more concentrated 
industry structure. Mixed firms, i.e., firms offering 
their clients both standardized and non-standardized 
services, cannot maximize profits as much as the 
specialized firms can and therefore are at a distinct 
disadvantage in regard to competition (Hazard, Pearce 
and Stempel 1983). 
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CHAPTER V 
OPINION SURVEY OF SOLICITORS AND THE PUBLIC 
The marketing of the legal services in Hong Kong 
can be examined from at least two perspectives: 
1. The lawyers^ perspective : If Hong Kong 
lawyers believe that the marketing of their 
service will bring more good than harm to the 
profession and support the idea full-heartedly, 
the existing restrictions would most lilcely be 
transitory in nature and further relaxation 
could be anticipated. If the lawyers believe 
the opposite is true, then little or no 
progress should be expected regarding marketing 
of their services to the public. 
2. The consumersz perspective : The attitudes of 
the consumers towards their need for legal 
services determine the propensity of the 
consumers to use those services. Also, with 
limited information on the service to be 
rendered, there would be greater resistance and 
cost of search on the part of the consumer to 
use the service. If marketing of the legal 
profession leads to better comiminication and 
relationship between the profession and the 
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consumers, the search cost of the consumer 
would be reduced and the consumer's resistance 
would be overcome, leading to more frequent use 
of the service. 
At the present time, there is no information 
available in Hong Kong to shed light on these two 
perspectives on a quantitative basis. If the subject of 
legal services marketing is to be examined, access to 
the information via research is the only means 
available. Consequently a survey of a representative 
sample of Hong Kong solicitors was conducted in 
February, 1990 to ascertain the attitudes of the lawyers 
towards the promotion of the legal profession by various 
means. A questionnaire survey of a limited section of 
the public was also conducted in late March 1990 to 
determine their attitudes. 
Research Method - Survey of Solicitors 
The survey of solicitors was intended to determine 
the factors of the Hong Kong lawyers that correlate with 
their propensity towards marketing of legal services. 
The dependent variable is the propensity of the Hong 
Kong lawyers towards marketing of the legal services. 
The independent variables of interest are age, 
professional experience, the size of law firm the lawyer 
works in, and the income of the solicitors. The survey-
will also test the beliefs and attitudes of the 
solicitors regarding the pros and cons of promotion of 
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legal services and the content of advertising if 
promotion is allowed. The solicitors' attitudes towards 
their own profession and legal service advertising were 
also tested based on a study conducted by Snizek and 
Crocker (1985) in the United States in order to 
determine any geographical differences. The study is 
confined to analytical hypotheses testing and is a 
correlational, non-contrived, cross sectional field 
study. The hypotheses set out to be tested are as 
follows: 
1. Age of solicitors is inversely related to their 
degree of favorableness towards the promotion 
of legal services. -
2. Professional experience of solicitors is 
inversely related to their degree of 
favorableness towards the promotion of legal 
services. 
3. The larger the firm in which the solicitors 
work, the lesser the tendency towards the 
promotion of legal services. 
4. The income of solicitors is inversely related 
to their degree of favorableness toward the 
promotion of legal services. 
5. Consumers will be better placed to choose a 
lawyer if promotion of legal services is 
allowed. 
6. The promotion of legal services will diminish 
the image of lawyers in the eyes of the public. 
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7. The promotion of legal services will induce 
increased competition that is not desirable. 
8. If promotion of legal services is allowed, it 
should be controlled. 
9. The promotion of legal services will increase 
the total volume of business for solicitors. 
10. The promotion of legal services will only 
benefit certain segment of the legal 
profession. 
11. Solicitors believe that promotion will benefit 
certain areas of legal work. 
12. If promotion is allowed, there are definite 
preferences for certain promotional approaches 
to be taken by the solicitors. 
13. If advertising is allowed, there are definite 
preferences for certain messages to be 
included. 
14. The extent to which solicitors consider their 
professional organization as a major referent 
is inversely related to their tendency towards 
the promotion of legal services. 
15. The extent to which solicitors indicate a 
belief in service to the public is inversely-
related to their positive tendency towards the 
promotion of legal services. 
16. The extent to which solicitors exhibit a belief 
in self-regulation is inversely related to 
their positive tendency towards the promotion 
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of legal services. 
17. The extent to which solicitors exhibit a 
calling to the field is inversely related to 
their willingness to market their services. 
18. The extent to which attorneys indicate a 
feeling of autonomy is inversely related to 
their willingness to market their services. 
Questionnaire Survey 
The data for this survey were gathered via a mail 
questionnaire which was sent to 482 practicing 
solicitors in Hong Kong, The solicitors were randomly 
chosen from 1996 solicitors with practicing certificates 
who were listed in the March 1989 List of Solicitors' 
Firms published by the Law Society of Hong Kong. The 
questionnaires were despatched on 20th January 1990. No 
time limit was imposed on the solicitors for the return 
of the questionnaire but the majority of the return was 
received in the two weeks following the distribution of 
the questionnaire. A total of 145 completed 
questionnaires were returned resulting in a response 
rate of 30.1 per cent. A sample of the questionnaire is 
shown in Appendix 17• As English is the medium for 
legal communications in Hong Kong and solicitors are 
fluent in the language, only the English version of the 
questionnaire was prepared for use. The questionnaire 
was pre-tested on seven solicitors and their responses 
indicated that only minor corrections on the wording of 
a few questions were needed. These corrections were 
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incorporated into the main questionnaire before 
distribution. 
The questionnaire was divided into five sections. 
Section 1 consists of 18 questions which gauge the 
attitudes of the solicitors towards the promotion of 
legal services and the areas of legal work which will 
benefit most from promotion. Section 2 gathers 
information on the solicitors' preference for the 
different media of communication used in promotion. 
Section 3 listed the items which solicitors would 
include in an advertisement promoting legal services. 
The personal particulars of the solicitors are gathered 
in Section 4. Lastly, Section 5 contains the question 
set used by Snizek and Crocker (1985) with slight 
modifications to adapt it specifically to the legal 
profession. The questions were randomized and measured 
the solicitor's: use of one's professional organization 
as a major referent, belief in service to the public, 
belief in self-regulation, sense of calling to the 
field, and feeling of autonomy. The five multiple item 
variables of Snizek and Crocker (1985) and the dependent 
multiple item variable of 'propensity to promote‘ were 
constituted by the following questions from the 
questionnaire: 
Organization as a Major Referent: Questions 
41,44,51,55,57. 
Service to the Public: Questions 42,45,48,52,62. 
Belief in Self-Regulation: Questions 46,53,56,60,63. 
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Sense of Calling to the Field: Questions 
47,49,54,58,64. 
Autonomy: Questions 43,50,59,61,65. 
Propensity to Promote: Questions 8,9,10,12,16. 
A Likert 5-point scale was used to measure the responses 
from the solicitors. Statistical analyses of the data 
were accomplished by using the computer programs 
available in the computer software package SSPSPC+. 
Discussion of Results 
Out of a total of 482 questionnaires sent out to 
identified solicitors, 145 replied with usable data. 
The response rate is therefore 30.1 per cent. 
Summaries of the data for the first four sections of the 
questionnaire are presented in Tables 5.1 to 5.4. 
From the personal particulars (see Table 5.1), it 
was noted that 62 per cent of the respondents were 
between 31 and 40 years of age, 16 per cent of the 
respondents were less than 31 years old and only 8 per 
cent was 46 years old and above. Seventy-seven per cent 
of the respondents were male. Expatriates, at 41 per 
cent, constituted a significant portion of the legal 
professional in Hong Kong where the population is over 
98 per cent Chinese. The large percentage of 
expatriates probably also explained the results on 
sources of law training: 73 per cent of the respondents 
received their training overseas. Only 27 per cent of 
the respondents were locally trained and this is in line 
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Table 5.1 ： Solicitors' personal particulars 
Percentage 
1. Age: 
Less than 31 15.9 
31-35 30.3 
36-40 31.7 
41一45 1 4 . 5 
46-50 2.1 





Chinese 59. 3 
Expatriate 40.7 
4. Number of years as a solicitor: 






Greater than 30 1 . 4 
5. Income before tax including 
valuable benef its(HK$/itionth): 




Greater than $110,000 31.9 
6. Training in law: 
Local institution 27.3 
Institution overseas 52.4 
Both local & overseas 20.3 
7. Employment status: 
In private practice as partner/ 
sole practitioner 53.9 
In private practice as employee 36.9 
In-house lawyer 2.1 
Working for Government 5.7 
Others 1.4 
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Table 5.2 ： Solicitors' opinion towards pronotion of leqal services 
Percentage 
Strongly Strongly 
Statement Agree Agree Neutral Disagree disagree 
1. Proiotion of leqal services will help the consuners to 
lake better decisions when choosing a lawyer. 11.7 46.9 9.7 27.6 4.1 
2. Proiotion will damage the iMqe of lawyers in the eyes 
of the public. 9.0 21.4 18.6 40.0 11.0 
3. It will be difficult to control tasteless and lisleadinq 
promotion practices. 11.7 40.7 10.3 33.8 3.4 
4. Promotion will induce undesirable competition among 
lawyers. 8.3 34.5 11.7 38.6 6.9 
5. Proiotion will allow a lawyer to establish his own 
practice sore easily. 5.5 51.0 24.8 15.9 2.8 
6. Proiotion will benefit the consuaers by bringing down 
the cost due to co即etition, 2.1 28.3 24.1 40.0 5.5 
7. Proiotion will induce lore people to seek 
leqal services. 4.8 52.4 21.4 21.4 0.0 
8. Promotion is not needed as there is enough work to 
occupy all practising lawyers. 2.8 16.1 25.2 45.5 10.5 
9. ProEotion is not cost-effective. 2.1 23.6 34.7 34.0 5.6 
10. Proiotion will not improve the overall efficiency 
of the leqal profession. 8.3 37.2 15.2 35.9 3.4 
11. If proiotion of leqal services is not allowed, a 
large share of leqal business will qo to other 
professionals, e.g. bankers, accountants. 4.1 27.6 22.1 42.8 3.4 
12. Innovation and specialization of services will come 
as a result of proaotion. 4.1 40.7 26.9 24.8 3.4 
13. SoBe foras of control is needed if proaotion of legal 
services is allowed in Honq Kong. 53.8 42.8 2.8 0.7 0.0 
14. The Law Society of Hong Kong should promote legal 
services on behalf of all its aenbers. 18.1 42.4 18.1 18.1 3.5 
15. Individual fins should be allowed to proaote their 
legal services without any restraint. 2.1 9.0 3.5 49.3 36.1 
16. I personally do believe proiotion of leqal services 
is good for the profession. 11.2 45.5 16.1 22.4 4.9 
17. The present M e 2 of the Solicitors' Practice M e s 
banning advertiseBent and invitation of instructions 
for business is agreeable to ne. 4.3 36.9 13.5 34.3 10.6 
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Tahle 5.2 Continued. 
Percentage 
Strongly Strongly 
Statenent Agree Agree Neutral Disagree disagree 
18. The following areas of leqal work will benefit greatly 
from proiotion: 
a. Corporate leqal work 2.2 29.5 29.5 33.8 5.0 
b. Individual legal services 11.4 58.6 17.1 10.7 2.1 
c. Conveyancing 9.4 39.9 30.4 17.4 2.9 
d. COEffiercial work 4.3 34.5 28.8 28.8 3.6 
e. Litiqation work 7.9 49.6 25.2 15.8 1.4 
f. Probate 5.1 48.6 29.7 14.5 • 2.2 
q. Fanily 9.4 56,5 21.7 10.9 1.4 
h. Coipany secretarial work 5.1 41.3 30.4 21.7 1.4 
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Table 5.3 ： Solicitors' preference for laedia of promotion 
‘ ‘‘ _丨• I _ •• I • —— - — . . - . • 1 
Percentage 
finitely Not Definitely 
Preferred Preferred Neutral Preferred not preferred 
1. ADVERTISING - For example: ads in newspapers, 
lagazines, on radio, television or by direct mail. 6.3 39.6 16.0 25.0 13.2 
2. PERSONAL SELLING - For exaaple: by direct personal 
contact and selling (apart froi touting). 7.7 39.2 15.4 25.9 11.9 
3. SALES PROMOTION - For exanple: free auxiliary 
services, patronage rewards, price packs, or 
brochures. 7.0 24.5 19.6 29.4 19.6 
4. PUBLIC DELATIONS - For exaiple: newsletters, public 
service activities, articles in journals, speeches 
in seiinars, or telephone information services. 23.8 61.5 7.7 4.9 2.1 
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Table 5.4 ： Solicitors' preference for items in advertisement 
Percentage 
Definitely Not Definitely 
Preferred Preferred Neutral Preferred not preferred 
1. Location of office 36.9 47.5 13.5 2.1 0.0 
2. Office hours 22.9 31.4 31.4 13,6 0.7 
3. Types of services offered 40.6 55.2 2.1 0.7 1.4 
4. Areas of specialty 47.2 42.3 3.5 4.2 2.8 
5. Past awards/accomplishments 7.8 22.0 29.8 31.9 8,5 
6. Educational background 10.6 30.3 33.1 22.5 3.5 
7. Experience 22.0 50.4 17,0 6.4 4.3 
8. Cost of services 10.6 31.2 22.0 28.4 7.8 
9. Testimonials by clients 2.8 6.4 22.0 48.2 20.6 
10. Special offers 0.7 4.2 15.5 45.8 33.8 
WmEMMmMMMB 
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with the history of legal education in Hong Kong where 
local training in law was made available at the 
University of Hong Kong only in 1970 and afterwards. 
Nearly 54 per cent of the respondents were partners or 
sole practitioners and 36.9 per cent were employees. 
The ratio of partners/sole practitioner to employees of 
the response is quite similar to the population of 
solicitors with a ratio of 55.8 to 38.4 per cent. 
Nearly one-third of the respondent has 1 to 5 years of 
experience, another third with 6 to 10 years and 18 per 
cent with 11 to 15 years of experience. Monthly income 
before tax was concentrated in two ranges: $50,000 to 
$79,999 and greater than $110,000. Less than 1 per cent 
takes home $20,000 or less per month. 
The internal consistency of the elements making up 
each of the six multiple item variables was tested using 
Cronbach's alpha. The results from this survey, 
together with those obtained by Snizek and Crocker 
(1985) are shown in Table 5.5. 
Except the variable of "solicitor's belief in 
self-regulation" which shows a Cronbach's alpha of 0.46, 
the results are all above 0.6 and indicate acceptable 
consistency. The variable of lawyer's attitudes towards 
advertising has the highest alpha (0.799) which 
indicates high inter-item consistency and good 
reliability. By removing question 63 in the 
questionnaire from consideration in the self-regulation 
variable, great improvement to internal consistency was 
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Table 5.5 ： Cronbach's alpha of the 6 Multiple item variables 
Variable This survey Snizek & 
Crocker (1985) 
1. Professional organization as a 
major referent 0.637 0.698 
2. Belief in service to the 
public 0.689 0.715 
3. Belief in self-regulation 0.460 0.641 
(0.654)* ‘ 
4. Sense of calling 0.623 0.766 
5. Feeling of autonomy 0.627 0.654 
6. Lawyers' attitudes towards 
advertising 0.799 0.834 
* After removal of Question 63 in the questionnaire from consideration in the 
self regulation variable. 
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obtained and the new alpha is 0.623. As seen in Table 
5.5, for the first five variables where questions from 
Snizek and Crocker (1985) were put to the local 
solicitors, the alphas from this survey were all lower 
than those obtained by Snizek and Crocker (1985) for the 
United States attorneys. This perhaps indicates a 
greater variability in the responses of the Hong Kong 
solicitors to the same questions used by Snizek and 
Crocker (1985). 
Results of the statistical analyses for hypotheses 
testing are summarized in Table 5.6 which showed the 
Pearson correlations table of the major variables. 
Hypothesis 1 ‘ 
Ho: Age of solicitors is not inversely related to their 
degree of favorableness towards promotion of legal 
services. 
Ha: Age of solicitors is inversely related to their 
propensity to promote. 
The correlation between age and propensity for 
solicitors to promotion (PROM) in the Pearson 
correlation table was not significant indicating no age 
differences. Therefore the null hypothesis is not 
rejected. 
Hypothesis 2 
Ho: Professional experience of solicitors is not 
inversely related to their degree of favorableness 
towards promotion of legal services. 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































With a correlation coefficient of -.0439 which is 
not significant at p=0.01, the null hypothesis was not 
rejected, i.e., that amount of experience of a solicitor 
is not inversely correlated with the solicitor's 
promotion propensity. 
Hypothesis 3 
Ho: The size of the firm is not correlated with the 
solicitor's promotion propensity. 
Ha: The larger the firm in which the solicitors work, 
the lesser the degree of favorableness on the part 
of the solicitors towards promotion of legal 
services. -
Results indicated no significant inverse 
correlation between size of the law firm and the 
solicitor's propensity to promote. 
Hypothesis 4 
Ho: The income of solicitors is not related to their 
propensity to promote. 
Ha: The income of solicitors is inversely related to 
their degree of favorableness towards promotion of 
legal services. 
No significant correlation is found and the hull 
hypothesis is not rejected. 
Hypothesis 5 
Ho: Solicitors believe that consumers will not be able 
to make better decisions when choosing a lawyer 
even if promotion of legal services is allowed. 
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Ha: Solicitors believe that consumers will be better 
placed to choose a lawyer if promotion of legal 
services is allowed. 
Nearly 59 per cent of the responses believed that 
the consumers will be able to make better decisions when 
choosing a lawyer while almost 3 2 per cent of the 
responses believed otherwise. 
Hypothesis 6 
Ho: Promotion will not diminish the image of lawyers in 
the eyes of the public. 
Ha: Promotion will diminish the image of lawyers in the 
eyes of the public. 
Fifty-one per cent of the surveyed solicitors did 
not believe that promotion will damage the image of 
lawyers in the eyes of the public. Slightly over 30 per 
cent of the solicitors believed otherwise. 
Hypothesis 7 
Ho: Solicitors believe that promotion of legal services 
will not induce increased competition that is not 
desirable. 
Ha: Solicitors believe that promotion of legal services 
will induce increased competition that is not 
desirable. 
The responses were evenly divided with 43 per cent 
believed in having undesirable effects from promotion 
and 46 per cent believing otherwise. Twelve per cent of 
the response was neutral on the issue. 
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Hypothesis 8 
Ho: Solicitors believe that if promotion is allowed, it 
should not be controlled. 
Ha: Solicitors believe that if promotion is allowed, it 
should be controlled. 
Overwhelmingly by 97 per cent the responses 
believed in the controlling of promotion if it is 
allowed in Hong Kong. 
Hypothesis 9 
Ho: Solicitors believe that promotion will not increase 
the total volume of business for the legal 
profession. 
Ha: Solicitors believe that promotion will increas'e the 
total volume of business for the legal profession. 
The majority of the responses (57%) thought that 
promotion will increase the number of people seeking 
legal services. Only 21 per cent of the solicitors did 
not believe there would be any increase in demand. 
Hypothesis 10 
Ho: Solicitors believe that promotion will not benefit 
certain segment of the legal profession. 
Ha: Solicitors believe that promotion will benefit 
certain segment of the legal profession. 
Fifty-seven per cent of the responses thought that 
promotion will help lawyers in setting up a new practice 
as against 19 per cent who did not think so. 
Hypothesis 11 
Ho: Solicitors believe that promotion will not benefit 
7 1 
certain areas of legal work. 
Ha: Solicitors believe that promotion will benefit 
certain areas of legal work. 
Of the eight major areas of work, only corporate 
legal work was identified by the respondents as the 
single area which would not benefit from promotion. The 
other seven areas all believed to be benefited from 
promotion. The area of individual legal services will 
benefit most from promotion. It is followed by family, 
litigation, probate, conveyancing, company secretarial 
work, and commercial work. 
Hypothesis 12 
Ho: If promotion is allowed, there is no definite 
preference for certain approaches taken by 
solicitors. 
Ha: If promotion is allowed, there is definite 
preference for certain approaches taken by 
solicitors. 
Of the four media of communication, i.e., 
advertising, personal feeling, sales promotion and 
public relations, public relations is the most preferred 
approach with 85 per cent of the responses believed in 
the use of newsletters, public service activities, 
journal articles, seminars or telephone information 
services. Both personal selling and advertising were 
preferred by 46 per cent of respondents. Sales 
promotion, however, was not well-received by the 
respondents with 50 per cent of the responses showing 
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disapproval of the method. 
Hypothesis 13 
Ho: If advertising is allowed, there is no definite 
preferences for certain messages to be included. 
Ha: If advertising is allowed, there is definite 
preferences for certain messages to be included. 
If advertising is allowed, the respondents replied 
that the information to be included in the 
advertisement, in order of preference, is types of 
services offered, areas of specialty, location of 
office, experience, office hours, educational 
background, and cost of services. What is not preferred 
in the advertisement includes mentioning of special 
offers, testimonials by clients and past awards or 
accomplishments. 
One interesting result that was not expected is the 
significant correlation between nationality and 
propensity to promote (Table 5.6). On further 
investigation of the dataset, it was shown that there 
exists a significant difference (p<0.0001) between 
expatriate and local lawyers who are partners or sole 
proprietors of law firms in regard to their propensity 
to advertise. Expatriate partners were shown to favor 
promotion while the local partners showed opposition. 
The same difference was not found between expatriate and 
local employees of law firms. The survey result 
therefore provide statistical confirmation of reported 
differences in the press about local firms resisting 
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relaxation of the publicity code ("Should Lawyers 
Advertise?" The New Gazette, 1990). 
Of the five hypotheses tested by Snizek and Crocker 
(1985) which were used in the present survey (Hypotheses 
14 to 18), only the variable gauging service to the 
public showed a significant negative correlation with 
promotion propensity. The significant variable, 
however, is not the same one identified by Snizek and 
Crocker (1985) to be significant. Furthermore, there 
was minimal correlation between the five variables of 
professionalism in this study which is in strong 
contrast to the results of the American study. In that 
study, the variables were highly correlated. ‘ The 
comparison of the results indicate that differences 
existed between the two studies regarding the 
relationship of attitudes of professionalism of the 
lawyers in Hong Kong and United States. 
In summary, the survey indicates that the 
solicitors believed that promotion is beneficial to the 
consumers and will induce more people to seek legal 
advice, although it is unlikely that legal costs will 
change much. It will encourage innovation and 
specialization in the legal professional, assist lawyers 
to start their own business and it is cost-effective and 
likely to improve the overall efficiency of the 
profession. Promotion will not damage the image of the 
lawyers in the eyes of the public. The great majority 
of the solicitors believed that promotion, if allowed in 
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Hong Kong, must be constrained as it is difficult to 
control tasteless and misleading promotion practices. 
Opinions are split as to whether promotion will lead to 
undesirable competition for business among lawyers and 
the agreeableness of the present Rule 2 of the 
Solicitor's Practice Rules which bans advertisements and 
invitation of instructions for business. Institutional 
promotion by the Law Society on behalf of its meitibers is 
welcome by the majority of the respondents. The survey 
also confirms the result of a previous United States 
study in that professionalism is not correlated with 
lawyer's attitudes towards advertising. It differs from 
the U.S. study in that the elements of professionalism 
are not highly correlated for Hong Kong solicitors. 
Research Method - Survey of a Segment of the Public 
To determine the attitudes of a segment of the 
public towards the promotion of legal services by 
solicitors, a sample of the Hong Kong population was 
surveyed. The variables of concern to this study are 
the sample population's awareness of the cost factor of 
legal services, the sample population's image of 
lawyers, and whether the sample population feels that 
promotion is proper for solicitors. The sample 
population's preference for particular avenues of 
promotional approaches and for information to be 
included in a lawyer's advertisement was also examined 
in the survey. 
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Questionnaire Survey 
It was recognized early that with the resources 
available to the authors of this research, it would not 
be possible to obtain a truly representative samples of 
the 'public' in Hong Kong. The sample population was 
therefore restricted to full-time working individuals 
participating as final-year students in the three-year 
part-time MBA Programme of the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and selected staff members of the 
Environmental Protection Department of Hong Kong 
Government. Seventy-two questionnaires were distributed 
by hand in late March 1990 to individuals in these two 
groups. No attempt was made to segregate the returned 
questionnaires from these two groups. A Likert 5-point 
scale was used to measure the responses from the 
selected group. 
Discussion of Results 
Sixty questionnaires were returned out of the 72 
distributed giving a response rate of 83 per cent. 
Summaries of the data are presented in Tables 5.7 to 
5.9. 
Eighty-three per cent of the respondents are male. 
The dominant age group is from 30 to 39 years old which 
comprised over 76 per cent of the respondents. 
Twenty-two per cent of the respondents are less than 30 
in age and only 1.7 per cent are in the 40 to 49 age 
bracket. Nearly two third of the respondents earned 
over HK$20,000 per month and nearly a quarter earned 
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Table 5.7 ： Public opinion towards promotion of legal services 
Percentage 
Strongly Strongly 
Statement Agree Agree Neutral Disagree disagree 
1. ProBotion by lawyers will provide useful 
infonation to me when I ai looking for a lawyer. 15.0 60.0 15.0 10.0 0.0 
2. When lawyers promote, the cost of advertisement 
is passed on to m through higher prices. 25.0 50.0 15.0 10.0 0,0 
3‘ ProEotion will improve the quality of service. 6.7 21.7 31.7 30.0 10.0 
4. I generally know how mich lawyers charge for 
different services. 1.7 18.6 11.9 50.8 16.9 
5. It is proper for lawyers to promote. 6.8 44.1 40.7 8.5 . 0.0 
6. Promotion by lawyers will be acre deceptive than 
the profflotion of consumer products. 5.1 23.7 33.9 32.2 5.1 
7. I have as much respect for lawyers as for other 
professions such as doctors, architects and 
university professors. 8.3 51.7 11.7 25.0 3.3 
8. Hy image of lawyers will be lowered if lawyers 
promote their services. 0.0 25.0 31.7 38.3 5.0 
9. Profflotion will help le to pick the right lawyer. 6.7 33.3 38.3 16.7 5.0 
10. If lawyers promote, prices will be lowered due 
to coipetition aiong lawyers for custoners. 5.0 33.3 21.7 33.3 6.7 
11. I would like to see lawyers pronote. 10.0 41.7 38.8 8.3 1.7 
12. Proiotion by lawyers would lower the credibility 
and dignity of the legal profession. 0.0 30.0 26.7 36.7 6.7 
13. Promotion would benefit only unscrupulous lawyers. 3.4 6.8 37.3 45.8 6.8 
14. I would use the services of lawyers who promote. 1.7 27.1 52.5 11.9 6.8 
15. If I know how much lawyers charge for their 
services, I would use lawyers aore often. 10.0 45.0 23.3 20.0 1.7 
16. Even if lawyers are allowed to promote their 
services, I would rely on friends or relatives 
for advice in selection of a lawyer. 26.7 61.7 5.0 6.7 0.0 
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Table 5.8 ： Public preference for media of promotion 
Percentage 
Definitely Not Definitely 
Preferred Preferred Neutral Preferred not preferred 
1. Advertising - e.g. ads in newspapers, magazines, 
on radio, television or by direct nail. 10.0 33.3 28.3 25.0 3.3 
2. Personal selling - e.g. by direct personal 
contact. 3.3 21.7 21.7 31,7 21.7 
3. Sales promotion - e.g. free auxiliary 
services, patronage rewards, price packs, or 
brochures. 8.5 30.5 28.8 22.0 10.2 
4. Public relations - e.g. newsletters, public 
service activities, articles in journals, 
speeches in seminars, or telephone inforiation 
services. 25.4 54.2 15.3 5.1 0.0 
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Table 5.9 ： Public preference for items in advertisement 
Percentage 
Definitely Not Definitely 
Preferred Preferred Neutral Preferred not preferred 
1. Location of office 31.7 61.7 6.7 0.0 0.0 
2. Office hours 28.3 56.7 13.3 1.7 0.0 
3. Types of services offered 53.3 46.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4. Areas of specialty 61.7 36.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 
5. Past awards/accomplishments 20.3 50.8 22.0 3.4 3.4 
6. Educational background 21.7 43.3 35.0 0.0 0.0 
7. Experience 40.0 50.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 
8. Cost of services 62.7 33.9 3.4 0.0 O.a 
9. Testimonials by clients 11.9 22,0 45.8 15.3 5.1 
10. Special offers 13.6 40.7 27.1 11.9 6.8 
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between $10,000 and $19,000. 
Twenty-eight of the respondents have not required 
the service of a solicitor up to the time of the survey 
while nearly 22 and 27 per cent have used solicitors 
once and twice respectively. 
On the element of cost, the survey results showed 
that two-third of the respondents generally did not know 
how much the lawyers charged for their services 
(Question 4 in Table 5,7). Three quarters of the 
respondents also believed that the cost of advertisement 
by the lawyers would be passed on to the customers who 
use the services (Question 2, Table 5.7). Opinions were 
nearly equally divided on whether the price of legal 
services would be lowered as a result of competition 
among the lawyers for customers (Question 10). What is 
most important on the subject is that if the cost of 
service is made known to the sample population, 55 per 
cent of the respondents replied that they would use 
lawyers more often (Question 15). 
On the subject of promotion, two-thirds of the 
respondents felt that they could glean useful 
information from promotion exercises conducted by the 
lawyers (Question 1). Forty per cent said promotion 
will help them to pick the right lawyer as opposed to 22 
per cent who believed otherwise (Question 9). Opinions 
were divided on whether promotion will improve the 
quality of the legal service (Question 3) or that 
promotion by lawyers would be more deceptive than the 
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promotion of other consumer products (Question 6). Over 
half of the respondents did not believe that only 
unscrupulous lawyers would benefit from promotion 
(Question 13). Only 8.5 per cent of the respondents 
felt that lawyers should not promote (Question 5). 
The respondents generally have a high image of the 
lawyers (Question 7) and this image would not be 
tarnished by promotion (Questions 8 and 12). 
Although over half of the respondents would like to 
see lawyers promote (Question 11), they were not as 
ready to use the services of those lawyers who promote 
(Question 14). They much preferred reliance on referral 
by friends or relatives in the selection of a lawyer 
(Question 16). This reluctance on the part of the 
consumers may be attributed to their lack of previous 
exposures to legal promotion and the inertia from the 
past where personal referral by trusted friends and 
relatives was probably the best means of obtaining legal 
services. 
Regarding the preferred type of promotions, the 
respondents overwhelmingly chose public relations, while 
advertising came in a distant second and followed by 
sales promotion. Personal selling was not preferred by 
the majority of the respondents and this is in contrast 
to the solicitors‘ response. 
In a lawyer's advertisement, the types of services 
offered, areas of specialty, cost of service, location 
of office and experience of the lawyer were of utmost 
8 1 
importance to the respondents. The rest of the items, 
such as past awards/accomplishments, educational 
background, special offers, were also preferred by the 
respondents to be included in the advertisement. Only 
the item of testimonials by clients appeared not to rank 
as important. Differences between the results from the 
solicitors' survey and this survey are therefore 
observed on the items of past awards/accomplishments, 
testimonials by clients and special offers. The item of 





This study indicates that the majority of the Hong 
Kong solicitors supports the promotion of legal service, 
though they are not in favor of unconstrained 
promotion. The group that shows resistance to promotion 
is identified to be the local partners or sole 
practitioners of law firms. Strong support were also 
shown for institutional promotion. Public relations is 
the medium of choice for promotion, followed in the 
distance by personal selling and advertising. The 
solicitors also felt that many areas of their work with 
the exception of corporate legal work will benefit 
greatly from promotion and they demonstrated a degree of 
conservatism in the items to be included in the 
advertisement. Even though it is determined that 
solicitors in general are in favor of promotion, one has 
yet to determine the pace at which the existing 
restrictions should be relaxed and the extent of 
relaxation. 
A review of the situations overseas, especially in 
England and United States, regarding the relaxation of 
legal restrictions on promotion indicate that these 
countries are much farther down the road than Hong Kong 
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in allowing the promotion of legal services for the 
benefits of the public. Hong Kong being a cosmopolitan 
city is unlikely to remain insulated from world 
developments. Further lifting of more, if not all, 
restrictions could be anticipated if world trend is to 
be followed. 
Concomitant with the relaxation will be changes of 
t>usiness outlooks for the profession if oversea 
experience is a reliable guide• New, profitable market 
segments will be ready for those firms which have enough 
foresight to position themselves correctly with the 
right proactive strategic plans. The strategies can 
only be drawn up after the firm has given considera'tion 
to its strengths and weaknesses, its mission and 
objectives, its resources and the expectations and needs 
of its existing and potential customers, and applicable 
technologies and management skills. 
Beyond the findings of this research there are room 
for further studies. One worthwhile and complementary 
investigation will be a more extensive research into the 
consumer's attitude towards lawyers and the consumer's 
need for legal services in Hong Kong. The limited 
survey of a sample of the consumers in this study 
indicates that the public's response would most likely 
be a positive one towards the promotion of legal 
services by solicitors in Hong Kong. With the 
relaxation of restrictions, new market segments would be 
made available and that information about the market and 
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its demand, if it can be accurately gauged, may be worth 
more than all the billable hours of quite a few lawyers 
in their life-time. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Solicitors Publicity Code 1990 
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SOLIC ITORS ' PUBLICITY CODE 1990 
Introduction 
1. Rule 2 of the Solicitors' Practice Rules provides that: 
"(1) Subject to paragraph (2), a solicitor shall not obtain or attempt to obtain 
professional business by -
(a) directly or indirectly without reasonable justification inviting instructions for 
such business; 
(b) doing or permitting to be done without reasonable justification anything which 
by its manner, frequency or otherwise advertises his practice as a solicitor; or 
(c) doing or permitting to be done anything which m a y reasonably be regarded as 
touting. 
(2) A solicitor m a y publicise his practice in accordance with the Solicitors' Publicity 
Code as made from time to time by the Council with the prior approval of the Chief . 
Justice." 
2. The Solicitors' Publicity Code has been drawn up and approved by the Council 
after consulting with senior partners of all firms. It has the Chief Justice's approval and 
will come into force on 1st January 1990. It supersedes all existing guidelines in relation 
to advertising and publicity whether published by way of Practice Direction or Circular. 
3. The Code provides a comprehensive statement for the guidance of practitioners. It 
relaxes some present restrictions, notably in relation to seminars, conferences and 
sponsorship. It permits extra-territorial publicity subject to certain conditions. The 
Council has decided to allow such publicity so that solicitors, if they so wish, can 
compete internationally on equal terms with foreign firms and Hong Kong firms with 
offices in other jurisdictions. 
4. The Code does not and is not intended to cover every possible situation. The 
Council and the Ethics and Guidance Committee are always willing to assist solicitors 
with particular points of interpretation on the application of the Practice Rules, but in 
situations not covered by this Code practitioners must ensure that they do not infringe 
Practice Rule 2. 
5. It should be emphasised that a solicitor must have regard at all times to the need to 
uphold the good name of the profession and all that is said in the Code is subject to this 
overriding principle. 
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S O L I C I T O R S ' P U B L I C I T Y C O D E 1990 
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SOLICITORS' PUBLICITY C O D E 1990 
1. G E N E R A L ⑴ must be in good taste and not of such a 
character as is likely to bring the profession into 
disrepute 
Claims to specialisation or particular expertise 
(ii) must not contain any inaccurate or misleading 
In any situation where a solicitor is permitted to statement and any factual information must be 
publicise his firm no claim m a y be made that he is a verifiable 
specialist or an expert in a particular field, and 
derivatives of those words must be avoided. It is (iii) must not suggest that the firm is superior in its 
permissible however to refer to his knowledge, practice to other solicitors, nor directly or indirectly 
qualifications or experience. criticise or compare its services or charges with those 
of other solicitors 
Biographical details (iv) must not contain any statement as to the quantity 
of work, names of clients, fee income, past cases or 
Where a solicitor is permitted by this Code to allow success rate 
biographical details about himself to be published 
such details (v) must not mention specific fees or- charges 
(including hourly rates), other than scale fees, but 
must be personal to the solicitor, succinct and may give general guidance as to the basis on which 
pertinent; and fees or charges will be calculated 
must be verifiable and not misleading. (vi) may mention the names of partners and fee 
earners but with respect to those who are not partners 
their status must be indicated 
(vii) must not be on public display except within the 
2. B R O C H U R E S firm s offices 
(viii) must not be sent to any one addressee in 
Solicitors m a y send a copy of their brochure or other multiple copies 
publicity material to 
present clients; 
3. D IRECTOR IES 
former clients except those w h o m the solicitors 
should know are not likely to return to them as 
clients; Solicitors and their firms m a y be listed in 
prospective clients who ask for information about the A. Legal Directories 
firm; and 
B. Telephone Directories 
members of the legal and other professions with 
w h o m the solicitors have an established professional 1. In the Hong Kong Business Telephone Directory 
connection. 
(i) Firm names can appear in bold type. 
All such publicity material (ii) Solicitors and other members of staff can be 
一 1 一 
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S O L I C I T O R S ' P U B L I C I T Y C O D E 1990 
named individually. In agreeing to an interview with the media a solicitor 
must take all reasonable steps to ensure that the 
2. In the "Yellow Pages” provisions of this Code are not breached. 
(i) Firm names must not appear in bold type. 
(ii) Only one telephone number may be listed for the 5. W R I T I N G A L E G A L A R T I C L E 
main office of a solicitor's firm and one for each 
branch office, if any. Individual solicitors' names and 
telephone numbers m a y not be inserted. A solicitor who contributes a legal article for 
publication in the press or a periodical or is a member 
3. In the case of both directories, firms with a of the editorial advisory board or is another officer of 
practising notary public can add the words or the a legal periodical m a y be identified in such article or 
abbreviation "Notrs" after the word "Solicitors" or periodical by his name and his firm and m a y allow 
"Solrs" as the case m a y be. biographical details about himself to be published. 
4. M E D I A PUBL IC ITY 6. W R I T I N G A L E G A L B O O K 
A solicitor may A solicitor's name, profession, firm name and 
business address, together with biographical details, 
speak on radio may be published but the name of the firm m a y not 
appear on the cover of the book or in any advertising 
appear on television or film or pre-publicity material. 
be interviewed for an article in the press 
and describe himself as a solicitor. 7. P R O F E S S I O N A L 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
H e may allow his photograph to be published and 
give biographical details of himself. 
Notice of commencement of practice, opening 
He m a y give the name of a client where instructed or of branch offices, admission and retirement of 
I with the client's consent, but not otherwise. partners and change of address and/or 
telecommunication numbers. 
A solicitor may not In addition to an announcement to existing clients and 
established professional connections, notices m a y be 
mention the name of his firm or provide any means of placed in the L a w Society of Hong Kong Gazette or 
identifying it publications published under the auspices of L a w 
Societies overseas (collectively referred to below as 
by the frequency of his exposure on the media appear Gazettes) and the classified or legal notice section of 
to be touting for business the press, subject to the following conditions:— 
seek or'inspire an interview about his firm and its (i) A notice may appear only in one edition; 
practice 
一 2 — — 
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(ii) Apart from notices appearing in Gazettes, the (iii) The office address or addresses; 
size of the notice may not exceed 12 c m by 6 cm; 
(iv) Telephone number, telephone number when 
(iii) Notices appearing in Gazettes may not exceed office shut and home telephone number for 
half a page. emergencies, telex number, D X number, fascimile 
transmitter number, telegraphic address and cable 
(iv) The notice m a y contain the name, address address; 
(including all addresses from which the firm 
practises) and telephone telex D X and facsimile (v) N a m e of one of the firm's departments 
transmitter number(s) of the solicitors' firm (provided such description is not misleading); 
concerned, together with a statement as to the reason 
for the notice. But it must not contain any statement (vi) Office hours; 
or make any reference to the services provided by that 
firm; and (vii) The names of partners, assistant solicitors or 
consultants but there should be some indication of 
(V) In the case of branch offices, if the branch is not status. A clear distinction should be made between 
open during normal office hours, the notice may the names of partners or sole proprietor and assistant 
additionally state the times when the office will be solicitors and consultants to make it clear that such 
open. persons are not partners. The description "Solicitor", 
"Assistant", "Assistant Solicitor", "Associate" or 
Sample notices are available from the Secretariat. "Consultant" as appropriate m a y be used. 
(viii) Year of admission; 
Advertisements for the recruitment of 
qualified and unqualified staff. (ix) The words "Commissioners for Oaths", where at 
least one partner in the firm is a Commissioner 
(i) Advertisements m a y be placed in the classified appointed under the Oaths and Declaration Ordinance 
section of Gazettes and the press. - or an alternative term such as "empowered to 
administer oaths". "Commissioner for Oaths" may 
(ii) It is permissible to give some general appear against the name of a solicitor who is a 
information about the firm for the purpose of Commissioner; 
attracting candidates for the post advertised provided 
that the general appearance, tone and size of the (x) The firm can be described as "Solicitors and 
advertisement are such as to advertise the post and not Notaries" if at least one partner is a notary public and 
the firm. the partner or partners are so described. 
(xi) The words "Agents for Trademarks and 
Patents", where the firm carries on that practice; 
8. PROFESS IONAL STATIONERY 
(xii) Decorations, degrees, honours, qualifications 
including foreign legal qualifications; 
(1) The following information only m a y be stated 
on professional stationery :- (xiii) That a firm is in association with one or more 
firms of lawyers provided that there is at least one 
(i) Firm name (or employer's name where partner c o m m o n to each firm, 
appropriate); 
(xiv) A foreign address provided it is more than a 
(ii) Description as solicitor; poste restante or mere accommodation address. 
— 3 — 
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(xv) The names of solicitors holding current Firm name painted or inscribed on the main door of a 
practising certificates resident abroad provided they solicitor's office or in the reception area or elsewhere 
are separately indicated as "Non-resident" or by within the office. 
identifying the country in which they are resident (for 
example "Resident in England")； (3) The outside nameplare should not be illuminated 
artificially. 
(xvi) A logo (see para.(2) below). 
(4) The nameplate should not be installed in such a 
(2) A logo must be in good taste and not unduly way as to project externally from the building, 
prominent; it must not be misleading, nor suggest a 
special connection with any item of local interest or 
include any information other than permitted in (1) 
above; in particular it must not describe work 
undertaken. 10. P R O F E S S I O N A L C A R D S 
(3) The Solicitors' Practice Rules do not affect the 
practice adopted by some firms of putting on their Solicitors and, at the discretion of the principal or 
stationery the name of the member of staff who is to partners, other members of the firm may use 
be contacted, e.g. "when calling or telephoning, professional cards but only containing the firm name, 
please ask for Mr……，，.This is a helpful practice and logo, addresses, details such as telephone, facsimile 
is sometimes used in place of or in addition to the transmitter and telex numbers and the name, address, 
space for a reference. qualifications and occupation of the user. The cards 
must not be used in any circumstances which could be 
(4) The following information must not be given :- construed as a breach of Rule 2. 
(i) The description "Justice of the Peace" or the 
initials "JP". 
(ii) The names of clients for w h o m the solicitors act, H . P R I N T E D E N D O R S E M E N T S 
except when the stationery is used by a solicitor 
exclusively upon a client's business in the capacity of 
that client's solicitor. There is no objection to the endorsement (whether by 
franking machine or otherwise) of a solicitor's or 
(iii) Public appointments. solicitor's firm name, logo, address and description on 
envelopes, cheques and documents including public 
forms provided that the endorsement does not have 
the appearance of an advertisement for the solicitor. 
9. N A M E P L A T E 
(1) A solicitor may display a nameplate outside the 
premises at which he carries on practice. This is in 12. G R E E T I N G S C A R D S 
addition to the firm name appearing in the directory 
or directories in the building where the firm's office is 
located. Christmas and other greetings cards may include the 
name and address of the firm but (when so endorsed) 
(2) The size of a nameplate should not exceed 1 x may only be sent to clients and established 
0.66 metres. This size does not, however, apply to a professional connections. 
——4 — 
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13. SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 15. ELECTION ADDRESSES 
(1) A solicitor may only organise a seminar for A solicitor who is a candidate for election to public 
established clients (or for other solicitors). A seminar office may be described as such in an election address 
organised by the solicitor in conjunction with any to constituents but the solicitor's firm name and 
other person or body to which clients of that other address must not be mentioned, nor must there be any 
person or body are invited would, prima facie, put the advertisement of the candidate's work as a solicitor, 
participating solicitor in breach of Rule 2. The words "lawyer" or "solicitor" or their equivalent 
in Chinese characters must not appear either 
(2) There is no objection to a solicitor speaking at a immediately preceding or following the candidate's 
seminar, conference or other speaking engagement name in election posters or banners. However, there 
organised by some other body or person and provided is no objection to a description of the candidate's 
the address is of a legal nature a solicitor so profession of a solicitor appearing in the body of a 
participating may permit the inclusion of his firm poster or other promotional material. 
name in the programme and any papers to be read at 
the seminar, conference, or engagement as well as 
biographical details. The solicitor must not give • 
specific, rather than general, legal advice. 16. E X H I B I T I O N S 
(3) A solicitor should not speak at a conference or 
seminar which is organised with the aim of attracting A solicitor's stand at an exhibition or show is not 
work to solicitors. permitted. A stand at an exhibition may be organised 
under the auspices of the Law Society but individual 
solicitors may not be identified. 
14. SPONSORSHIP 
17. SPORTING EVENTS 
(1) A solicitor or a firm of solicitors described as 
such may, with the approval of the Council, be named (1) The name or logo of a firm of solicitors must not 
as a sponsor or contributor in a list of sponsors or appear on a box or stand or be displayed in any public 
contributors which is published in a brochure or place at a sporting event, 
programme about a charitable or sporting event, a 
concert or a theatrical performance, in which the (2) Where an individual solicitor purchases or 
names of a number of other sponsors or contributors acquires the use of a box or stand for himself and his 
are similarly listed. The event or performance must guests at a sporting event his name—can appear on the 
not be one the sponsorship of which might reasonably box or stand provided it makes no reference to his 
be regarded as likely to bring the profession into profession, 
disrepute. The solicitor or firm of solicitors must not 
be the sole sponsor or contributor. (3) Articles of clothing worn at sporting events can 
bear the name or the logo of a firm of solicitors 
(2) A solicitor or firm of solicitors can sponsor or provided the firm has entered a team in the event and 
endow scholarships at universities and other places of the clothes bearing the firm name or logo are worn 
education and can be identified in the name of the only by team members and bona fide team organizer 
prize or scholarship as the person or firm sponsoring or officials. 
or endowing such prize or scholarship. 
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18. E N T E R T A I N I N G being part of another business. Where c o m m o n areas 
are shared, or a building is shared with other 
businesses, signs must indicate the premises of the 
A solicitor should not entertain persons who are not solicitor so as to distinguish them from the premises 
clients with the object of attracting work. However. occupied by others, 
there is no objection to a solicitor entertaining 
existing clients and his established professional Even if there is sharing within these guidelines, care. 
connections. must still be taken to retain clients' confidentiality 
and where the other business is one from which work 
If persons other than clients and established could readily be passed to the solicitor, e.g. an estate 
professional contacts are entertained :- agency, solicitors should be particularly aware of the 
risk of breach of Rule 2. 
(i) they must not be entertained in the firm's 
premises; 
(ii) the invitation must not be from the firm or refer 
to the firm's name; and 20. T H I R D P A R T Y P U B L I C I T Y 
(iii) care must be taken in selecting guests to ensure 
compliance with Practice Rule 2. Clients' stationery 
A solicitor's name must not appear on a client's 
stationery, unless he is an honorary solicitor or 
19. T H E S O L I C I T O R ' S O F F I C E honorary legal adviser or unless the solicitor uses the 
stationery on the business of that client as solicitor for 
that client. 
Sharing an office and staff 
A solicitor's office, including waiting or reception Solicitor directors of companies 
rooms and telephone, should be in self-contained 
premises under the solicitor's exclusive control. A solicitor m a y be named and described as a solicitor 
Staff, including the telephone receptionist, should also on a list of directors of the company where any other 
be under exclusive control. director or directors show their appropriate 
qualifications although care should be taken about this 
The office must not be shared with another firm of since regard must be had to the content of the list and 
solicitors unless there is a formal association of the its distribution, 
two firms. 
Subject to the appropriate steps being taken to protect Literature 
clients' confidentiality and to avoid any possibility of 
conflict of interest, there is no objection to sharing the The name, description and address of a solicitor or a 
services of persons who are regarded as independent firm of solicitors m a y appear in literature issued by a 
contractors, such as the use of computer services. corporate body or society 
- in a list of officers and professional advisers of 
Sharing common areas the particular body, provided that if the solicitor rather 
than the firm is the adviser to that body, the firm name 
C o m m o n areas should not give the appearance of must not appear; 
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— w h e n given in accordance with statutory or services in a jurisdiction other than Hong Kong 
regulatory requirements or conventions; (foreign jurisdiction) provided that such publicity or 
advertisement (foreign publicity):— 
- when the solicitor or the firm is acting for the 
body concerned qua solicitor and not m some other (i) complies with the rules and restrictions on 
capacity. publicity or advertising imposed by law or by 
professional rules of conduct of legal practitioners 
. admitted to practise in that foreign jurisdiction. If 
Public notices there are no such rules and restrictions in that foreign 
jurisdiction, the foreign publicity shall comply with 
Where a client asks a solicitor or his firm to publish paras (i) to (viii) of Section 2 of this Code, 
an advertisement on the client's behalf, for example, a 
legal notice on behalf of executors, trustees or (li) has as its primary purpose, the publicising or 
administrators, then the name address and description advertising of the firm or business thereof (whether 
of the solicitor or firm may appear. located in the foreign jurisdiction or elsewhere 
including Hong Kong) in that foreign jurisdiction. 
The name of a solicitor m a y appear as an attesting 
witness to a public notice or a notice by one spouse (iii) if circulated otherwise than in the press or some 
disclaiming the other spouse's debts or as a witness to other commercial publication, is not circulated in 
an application for a licence or an application for Hong Kong, 
naturalisation. 
(iv) if circulated in the press or some other 
Such notices must not constitute an advertisement for commercial publication, is not included in an edition 
the solicitor by their layout or typestyle. The solicitor which is widely circulated in Hong Kong and is 
should ensure that it is agreed by the advertisement circulated in Hong Kong only as an incidental 
office of the periodical or newspaper in which the consequence of the publicity or advertising of the 
notice IS to appear that the form and type used will be solicitor or firm of solicitors in the foreian 
such as IS appropriate to formal legal notices. jurisdiction, such circulation in Hong Kong not being 
promoted or encouraged by or on behalf of the 
solicitor or firm in question. 
21. P R O P E R T Y A D V E R T I S I N G in deciding whether a publication is widely circulated 
in Hong Kong, the following matters will be taken 
into account :-
There is no objection to the name and address of the 
vendor's solicitors appearing in auction or tender (a) whether the publication is available to the public 
particulars. However, a solicitor's name and address at book shops and newspaper stands; 
must not appear on a hoarding on property under ， 
development or for sale, or in sales brochures. (b) the level of marketing of the publication in Hong 
Kong; and 
(c) the method of circulation and the number 
22. E X T R A - T E R R I T O R I A L circulated. 
P U B L I C I T Y 
Notwithstanding these guidelines, a solicitor or firm 
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Incorporated with limited liability 
Our ref: 
Your ref： 
19th March, 1990 
Dear Colleague, 
President: SOLICITORS PUBLICITY CODE 
A. Donald Yap, J.P. 
As you will know the Solicitors Publicity Code came into effect 
on 1st January this year. Apart from one or two fairly recent 
Vice Presidents： relaxations it was essentially a codification of the previous 
Amy s.F. Ko rules and guidelines on the subject. 
Ambrose H.C Inu, J.R 
Even before the final draft was approved many solicitors were 
seeking further relaxations. So towards the end of last year the 
» ., u . Council set up a new committee to consider the issues afresh and-Council Members： , ” 
Christopher c Chan make recommendations to the Council. 
Karen S.Y. Chan 
Edmund Y.s. Cheung, J.R Papers have been written advocating substantial change, fairly 
？S。fS^ kc Chow minor relaxations and retention of the status q u o， a n d there has 
Simon SO. ip, J.P. been a good debate within the committee on what should be done. 
G.F. Kinmonth However it is felt that before any firm conclusions are reached 
lewartSmith the profession should have the opportunity of expressing its 
David Sutton v iews. 
William H.C Tsui 
！S^aHY. Attached to this letter is a questionnaire which I would ask you 
all to complete. The Committee has also prepared a Consultation 
Paper and members are encouraged to express views in more detail 
by writing to the Secretary General. 
Secretary General： 
John M. Croxen It is important that the arguments for and against further change 
5-8460502 are identified and fully debated. But I want to stress that 
this is not a ballot, and that it is for the Council in due 
course to make a decision based on its own perceptions. 
Deputy Secretary 
General and Please return the completed questionnaire and any written 
？)iS^L Conduct： representations to the Secretary General not later than 30th 
、‘ ‘ April 1990. K.C Yeung ^ 
5-8460531 
Yours sincerely, 
Director of Professional — ~ / C / ^A 
Development： 
Anne Duncan ^ ^y^ y 
5-8460551 / / 




Alex iBung ^ , 
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Survey on Solicitors‘ Publicity Code 1990 
(i) Please answer all questions 
(ii) Please put a t i c k (/) in the box(es) which 
best describe(s) your opinion 
(iii) You may amplify your answers either by short 
comments next to the relevant box or by 
submitting a written submission on a separate 
piece of paper 
1. Which of the following statements best describes your 
attitude to the recently published Solicitors• 
Publicity Code? 
It requires no amendment (1) 
It requires very few changes (2) 
It requires substantial revision (3) . 
It should be replaced by a code 
similar to proposed English Publicity (4) 
Code (see Appendix to Background Paper) 
2. If you answered Question 1 by ticking box (1) or (2) 
which statements best describe your reasons 
further relaxation would be 
demeaning to the profession (1) 
the public already know ——~ 
how to find the right solicitor (2) 
the public do not need to know 
what alternatives are available (3) 
if firms were allowed to 
advertise it would favour 
the larger ones unfairly (4) 
NAME： 
FIRM: 
To be returned to the Secretary General, 910, Swire 
House, Central not later than 30tli April 1990. 
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Publicising your practice 
Should the present rules be relaxed? 
A Consultation Paper 
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INTRODUCTION 
1. The Solicitors Publicity Code 1990 came into effect on 
1st January this year. 
2. Work began on the review of the previous rules, which 
were scattered in various Practice Directions and 
Circulars, as long ago as 1985. To a large extent it 
was a codification of the previous rules with one or 
two relaxations. 
3. The most significant was that solicitors who wish to 
speak and deliver papers to seminars on legal topics 
may now publicise their firm name. Previously they had 
to prove "competitive disadvantage", i.e. that there 
were other professional speakers who were using their 
firm names (notably accountants). 
4. One other relaxation was made by the Council last 
year. That was the permission to use the firm name in 
legal articles in non-legal magazines and in the daily 
press. Again that was a response to the frequent 
appearance of articles on tax by accountants, typically 
in the weekend papers. 
ATTITUDES TO CHANGE 
5. It is clear that there are strong pressures for change 
coming mainly from the English firms with international 
practices and from the predominantly European local 
firms . 
6. Those pressures were apparent before the Code was 
published but the Council decided to go ahead with its 
publication so that the profession could have the 
benefit of a unified Code which records the situation 
which has existed effectively for the last two years or 
so. 
7. It is equally clear that many solicitors are content 
with the status quo and are opposed to change. 
8. In June last year the Council established a Publicity 
Review Committee with a composition which reflects a 
range of views on the subject. 
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CONSULTATION 
9. The Coimittee has met on a number of occasions and 
explored a range of options. Papers have been written 
advocating substantial change, fairly minor relaxations 
and retention of the status quo. The Committee feel 
that before making any reconmiendations to Council, it 
would be wise to consult the profession. 
10. The rest of this paper tries to summarise the arguments 
for and against possible changes to the present Code. 
THE CASE FOR SIGNIFICANT CHANGE 
11. The starting point for the argument is that in a free 
society - and Hong Kong is noted for its comparative 
freedom from restrictions - a person should be allowed 
to do as he pleases unless it is against the public 
interest. And that is particularly so in the field of 
business and coimerce. 
12. However, for many years solicitors, and indeed most 
professions, regarded the prohibition on advertising as 
one of the hallmarks of a profession. Advertising was 
considered as something only suitable for selling goods 
and commercial services. 
13. The English Law Society, most of whose practice rules 
are followed in Hong Kong, now allows solicitors to 
advertise their services with few restrictions, most of 
which are likely to disappear during this year. The 
key prohibitions which iremain are against unsolicited 
visits and telephone calls (the proposed new Code is 
set out as an appendix to this report). Similar rules 
obtain in other common law jurisdictions such as 
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, United States and 
Ireland. 
14. Whilst it would be wrong blindly to follow the English 
example, we do need to look carefully at the rules and 
the experiences of other jurisdictions, particularly 
with the growing trend towards the irrtemationalisation 
of legal practice and a pressure towards harmonisation• 
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15. Two local arguments need to be considered. Firstly, it 
is said that a strong impression is developing overseas 
that only the London-based firms have Hong Kong 
business law capacity. This is an impression which the 
London firms themselves in their permitted promotional 
material circulating widely outside Hong Kong, and the 
English Law Society, do much to foster. This works to 
the disadvantage of local firms and operates against 
the maintenance of a strong locally-rooted profession. 
16. Secondly, there is a need to look at what other 
professions are doing, in Hong Kong in particular. 
Lawyers have always been in competition for work with 
accountants and others, but it is getting fiercer. 
Particularly in the commercial field it is important 
that the solicitor is the "first stop" in a major 
project. Already many accountants employ lawyers to 
give basic legal advice, for example on leases to 
companies setting up business. 
THE CASE AGAINST CHANGE -
17. The case against change is more simple and fundamental. 
Firstly, it is based on the argument that in Hong Kong, 
and contrasted with their historical position in China, 
lawyers have a hard-earned social status which needs to 
be preserved and maintained. And that would be 
demeaned by the commercialisation of the profession 
through advertising. 
18. Secondly, it is felt that in view of the serious 
problem of touting a substantial liberalization would 
open the floodgates to abuses. 
19. Thirdly, there is no overt demand from newly 
established firms. That confirms a view that the two 
year period of conditional practising certificates 
provides a good opportunity for young solicitors to 
build up their own clientele. Local Chinese families 
have very strong ties and if anyone needs legal advice 
or services friends and relatives can help in 
recommending a solicitor or firm. 
20. There is also evidence from some jurisdictions, notably 
Scotland, that expensive advertising does not bring the 
expected returns and that fee advertising can produce 
many unforeseen problems. It could also increase the 
cost of legal services. 
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21. Perhaps a final argument is that if the legal 
profession relaxed its rules on publicity significantly 
it would be moving way ahead of other professions in 
Hong Kong, and that would be undesirable. 
THE MIDDLE GROUND 
22. The present rules prohibit publicity except in defined 
circumstances. A significant relaxation would probably 
best be framed as a general permission with conditions 
or exceptions. What kind of restrictions should still 
be retained? 
23. Assuming that a new code starts from the English model, 
should there be prohibitions, for example, on 
outdoor advertising - posters, hoardings, 
balloons? 
paid television or radio advertising? 
paid advertisements in the daily press or 
non-legal magazines? 
unsolicited mailshots or faxes? 
24. If all or some of these methods of advertising were 
allowed, what about content and presentation; what 
about good taste? Should the profession lay down in 
advance detailed rules? Or should it have a simple 
statement as the current (but not the new proposed) 
English rules do about avoiding publicity which brings 
the profession into disrepute? 
25. For those who favour only minor relaxations the general 
prohibition would remain with more paragraphs added to 
the Code on additional kinds of permitted publicity. 
26. In that category, looking at recent requests on the 
files, might come: 
distributing brochures to non-clients 
entertaining non-clients at cocktail parties 
putting the firm name on the cover of legal books 
putting the firm name in commercial directories 
publicising the firm and its work through media 
interviews 
-1 -
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27. It needs to be said that if there is a general freedom 
with many restrictions or a general prohibition with 
many freedoms there will inevitably be problems of 
interpretation and enforcement, and also pressure to 
keep changing the rules to meet changing perceptions. 
RELATED ISSUES 
28. If significant change is envisaged there are two 
specific issues that also have to be faced.七 he 
definition of touting, and fee advertising. in the 
proposed new English Publicity Code unsolicited visits 
and telephone calls are specifically prohibited. All 
that remains essentially of the old anti-touting rule 
IS a requirement not to do anything which will brinq 
the profession into direpute. 
29. Fee—advertising is an aspect of advertising but can be 
considered as a separate issue. It is allowed in some 
jurisdictions, including England, but banned “ in 
others: . The argument for is that it promotes 
competition and greater efficiency and thereby reduces 
the cost of legal services to the consumer. The 
argument against is that it encourages cutting corners 
and lowers proper standards of service (e.g. reporting 
back to clients). Those arguments of course do not 
apply to scale fees which should be considered separately. 
7th March 1990 
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A P P E I I D I X 
Solicitors' Publicity Code [1990] 
Code dated promulgated by the Council of the Law Sodcty with the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls 
under rule 2 of the Solicitors' Practice Rules [19901. 
1. General principles 
(a) Compiiance with professional obligations 
Nothing in this code shall be construed as authorising any breach of the Solicitors' Practice Rules' and in particular rule 1 thereof, or any 
other professional obligation or requirement. 
(b) Publicity in bad taste 
Solicitors shall not publicise their practices in any manner which may reasonably be regarded as being in bad taste. 
(c) Misleading or inaccurate publicity 
Publicity must not be inaccurate or misleading in any way. 
(d) Statutory requirements 
As a matter of professional conduct the publicity of a solicitor must comply with the general law. Solicitors are reminded, inter alia, of the 
requirements of: 
(i) the regulations made under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 concerning references in certain advertisements to the advertiser being 
licensed as a credit broker; 
(ii) the Business Names Act 1985 concerning lists of partners and an address for service on stationery, etc; and 
(iii) Chapter 1 of part XI of the Companies Act 1985 concerning the appearance of the company name and other particulars on stationery, 
etc. 
(e) British Code of Advertising Practice -
No advertisement shall be published which breaches the British Code of Advertising Practice for the time being in force. 
(ft Solicitors' responsibility for publicity 
It is the responsibility of solicitors to ensure that ail their publicity, and all publicity for their services which is conducted by other persons, 
complies with the provisions of this code. The responsibility cannot be delegated. Where solicitors become aware of any impropriety in any 
publicity appearing on their behalf, they must use their best endeavours to have the publicity rectified or withdrawn as appropriate. 
2. Contents of publicity - general 
(a) Solicitor to be identified 
Every advertisement by a solicitor must bear the solicitor's name or firm name (subject to paragraph 10 below on flag advertising). 
(b) Claims to specialisation or particular expertise 
It is not improper for a claim to be made that a solicitor is a specialist, or an expert in a particular field provided that such a claim is justified 
and can be supported by membership of a Law Society panel, attainment of a relevant qualification or on the basis of acquired knowledge 
and experience. 
(c) The Law Society's coat of arms 
The armorial bearings of the Law Society may not appear in a solicitor's publicity. 
(d) Legal aid logo 
Solicitors willing to undertake legal aid cases may use the legal aid logo in their publicity, but the logo must not be altered in any way. 
(Photographic copies of the logo can be obtained from the Legal Aid Board.) 
(e) Judicial appointments 
No mention mav be made in anv advertisement (including stationery - see paragraph 16 (ii) below) of the fact that a solicitor is a recorder, 
assistant recorder, deputy registrar, acting stipendiary magistrate or justice of the peace. 
3. Unsolicited visits and telephone calls 
Solicitors may not publicise their practices or properties for sale or to let by means of unsolicited visits or telephone calls except: 
(i) by means of a telephone call to a current or former client; or 
(ii) by means of a visit or telephone call to another solicitor or to an existing or potential professional connection; or 
(iii) by means of a visit or telephone call made to publicise a specific commercial property or properties the solicitor has for sale or to let. 
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4. Naming clients 
Solicitors may name or identify their clients in advertisements or in the public media, or supply information about their clients to 
publishers of directories, provided in every case that: 
(i) the client gives consent; and 
(ii) any such naming or identification of a client is not likely to prejudice the client's interests. 
5. Statements as to charges 
(a) Clarity 
Any publicity as to charges or a basis of charging must be deaily expressed. It must be stated what services will be provided for those 
charges or on that basis of charging. Any circumstances in which the charges may be increased or the basis altered must be stated. It must 
be clear whether disbursements and VAT are included. 
(b) Fee from or upwards of a figure 
It is prohibited to state a fee as being from or upwards of a certain figure. 
(c) Service free of charge 
Publicity may state that a particular service of a solicitor is free of charge, but this must not be conditional on the solicitor or any other person 
being given any other instructions, or receiving any commission or other benefit, in connection with that or any other matter. 
(d) Composite fees 
No publicity may quote a composite fee for two or more separate services of a solicitor unless the solicitor is willing if required (i) to quote 
separate fees for'the individual services (which separate fees may not total more than the composite fee), and (ii) to carry out any one only 
of those services on the basis of such separate fee. 
(e) Commissions from third parties 
In publicity for conveyancing or other services of a solicitor, fees must not be quoted which are intended to be net fees, ie fees which are 
reduced by the availability of any commission (such as that on an endowment policy). Any fee quoted in such circumstances must be the 
gross fee, although there is no objection to mentioning that the availability for the benefit of the client of a commission may reduce the net 
cost of the transaction to the client; provided that, where such mention is made in connection with mortgages, there must be no implication 
that endowment mortgages are appropriate in all circumstances, and there must be included an indication of the solicitor's willingness to 
advise as to the appropriate type of mortgage for the client's circumstances. 
6. Designation of a solicitor's practice 
Any designation of a solicitor's practice (including the practice of a recognised body) shall include the word 'solicitor' or 'solicitors' and 
must not be misleading. 
7. Naming staff 
(a) A member of staff other than a solicitor who holds a current practising certificate may only be named in a solicitor's publicity, including 
stationery, if the status of that person is unambiguously stated. 
(b) The term legal executive' may only be used in a solicitor's publicity, including stationery, to refer to a Fellow of the Institute of Legal 
Executives. 
(c) Solicitors are reminded of the danger of inadvertently holding out persons as partners in a firm by inclusion of both partners' and non-
partners' names in a list. The status of non-partners must be indicated for avoidance of doubt whenever a situation of inadvertent holding 
out might otherwise arise. 
(d) The following terms, used alone or in combination, will be deemed to indicate that a person is a solicitor holding a current practising 




(e) The following terms, used alone or in combination, will be deemed to indicate that a person is not a solicitor holding a current practising 
certificate, unless the person's name appears in a list of partners or the person is specifically designated as a partner or a solicitor: 
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'f) The appearance against a persons name or the title of a legal qualification or a lunsdicnon other than Eneiand and Wales, or tne title 
licensed conveyancer or the title or any other profession, will be aeemed to indicate that the person is not a soiicitor holding a current 
practising certificate, unless the person s name appears m a iist of panners or the person is specifically designated as a partner or a solicitor. 
8. Directory headings 
In a directory or listing which includes the services ot non-solicitors, a solicitor's entry or advertisement, including that of a recomised 
bodv. mav appear under a classification other than solicitors' only if the solicitor is described in the entry or advertisement as 'solicitor' or 
'solicitors'. 
9. Subsidiary practising style 
A subsidiary practising style of a type other than that used as the name ot a firm of solicitors may be used in relation to a firm or a part ot a 
firm, provided that it is used in conjunction with the name or the firm and provided that the word 'solicitor' or solicitors is also used. (With 
regard to the name ot a firm see practice mie 11 and, in the case ot a recognised body, rule 22 of the Solicitors Incorporated Practice Rules 
19^ ). 
10. Flag advertising 
(a) For the purpose of this paragraph, 'flag advertising' means advertising conducted by or on behalf of solicitors under the logo of or in the 
name of a grouping or association including one or more firms of solicitors but without naming the firm or firms whose services are being 
advertised. 
(b) Any flag advertising must include the word 'solicitor' or 'solicitors' and an address at which the names of all the firms involved are 
available. 
(c) Notwithstanding anything in this paragraph, notepaper used on legal professional business must include the name ot the firm 
concerned and not merely the name or a grouping or association. 
11. Addresses to the court 
It is not proper for solicitors to distribute to the press, radio or television copies of a speech or address to any court, tribunal or inquiry, 
except at the tune and place ot the hearing to persons attending the hearing to report the proceedings. 
12. Professional stationery 
ffljApplication of the code to stationery 
The provisions ot this code apply to a solicitor's letterhead and matter similarlv forming part of a solicitor's professional stationery. 
(b) Practising address on stationery 
Anv stationery used by solicitors for their professional work must include a practising address and not merely a box number. Where a 
facsimile transmission is being sent, the front sheet should contain the solicitor's address if this is not contained in some other part of the 
transmission. 
(c) Use of client's or employer's stationery and client's or employer's name on solicitor's stationery 
Solicitors may use for their professional work the stationery of, or stationery including the name of, a client or non-solicitor employer, 
provided that 
(i) either the letterhead or the signature makes it clear that the stationery is being used by a solicitor on legal professional business and that 
the solicitor is responsible for the contents of the letter; and 
(ii) the stationery is being used for the business of that client or non-solicitor employer or for third parties in circumstances permitted by 
practice rule 4. 
(d) Stationery of a recognised body 
The professional stationery of a recognised body and of a partnership which includes a recognised body as a partner must comply with the 
Solicitors Incorporated Practice Rules from time to time in force. 
13. Professional announcements, advertisements for staff, etc. 
Any professional announcement, advertisement for staff, advertisement offering agency services, or any other like advertisement by a 
solicitor (including any advertisement in the Law Societ/s Gazette) must comply with the provisions of this code. 
14. International aspects of publicity 
No publicity for a solicitor's practice may be conducted in a jurisdiction other than England and Wales in any manner that would contravene 
either (i) the provisions of this code or (ii) any restrictions in force m that other jurisdiction concerning lawyers' publicity. For the purposes 
of this paragraph, publicity shall be deemed to be conducted in the jurisdiction in which it is received. However, publicity shall not be 
regarded as being conducted in a jurisdiction in which such publicity would be improper if it is conducted for the purpose of reaching 
persons in a jurisdiction or jurisdictions where such publicity is permitted and its receipt in the former jurisdiction is incidental. 
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15. Institutional publicity 
(a) Institutional publicity by the U w Society 
This code does not apply to publicity by the Law Society, or any body established under the control of the Law Society, concerning the 
services of solicitors in general or any class or group of solicitors. 
(b) Institutional publicity by local law societies 
This code does not apply to publicity by a local law society concerning the services of solicitors in general. 
(c) Publicity naming solicitors 
Where any publicity referred to in Ca) and (b) above names individual solicitors or firms, such publicity must comply with this code as if the 
publication were by individual solicitors. 
16. Interpretation 
In this code: 
(i) all references to individual practice rules are references to the Solicitors' Practice Rules [1990] and all words have the meanings assigned 
to them in rule 18 of those rules; and 
(ii) 'advertisement' and 'advertising', except where the context otherwise requires, refer to any form of advertisement and include inter alia 
brochures, directory entries, stationery, and press releases promoting a solicitor's practice; but exclude press releases prepared on behalf of 
a client. 
17. Commencement 
This code will come into force on [1 September 1990】 
Note: Breaches of the Publicity Code 
Where contravention of this code is not serious, the Council encourages local law societies to bring breaches to the attention of the solicitors 
concerned. Serious or persistent cases should be reported to the Solicitors Complaints Bureau. 
6 
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R U L I N G 3 
INFORMATION REGARDING 
LEGAL SERVICES 
3:1 A lawyer or firm may make information about 
himseif/herself or itself and his/hers or its legal services available to 
any client, potential client or the public generally, subject to the 
limitations contained herein. 
3.2 A lawyer or firm may initiate contact with a prospective 
client, subject to the limitations as contained herein. 
3.3 Advertising, promotion 仙 d other marketing activities, and 
competition by and among lawyers or firms must be in good taste', 
accurate and not capable of misleading the public:. Any conduct, 
either directly or through any medium or agent that: 
(a) misrepresents law or fact; 
(b) compares either directly, indirectly or by innuendo, 
the lawyer's services or ability with that of any other 
lawyer or firm, or promises more effective service or 
better results than those already obtained; 
(c) deprecates another lawyer or firm as to service, abili-
ty or fees 
(d) creates an unjustified expectation about the results 
the lawyer can achieve; 
1. Good taste is generally a subjective concept and each situation 
will be judged individually; crass commercialism, attention-getting 
devices and creation of unrealistic expectations are but some illustra-
tions of limitation. 
2. A communication is false or misleading if it contains a material 
misrepresentation of fact or omits a fact reasonably necessary to 
make the communication, considered as a whole, not materially 
misleading. 
3. This is not to prevent a lawyer from advising anyone on the 
reasonableness of another lawyer's fees，either for comparison pur-
poses or for taxation. This is not intended to prevent a lawyer from 
giving demonstrably accurate information about the quality of his or 
any other lawyer's services, provided it is in the interest of such per-




(e) IS made under any false or misleading guise, or takes 
advantage of the weakened state, either physical or 
emotional, of the client or uses coercion, duress or 
harassment"; 
(0 contemplates a breach of contract; 
(g) is undignified, in bad taste or otherwise offensive so 
as to be incompatible with the best interests of the 
public or the members of the Society or tends to 
harm the standing of the legal profession generally; 
or ‘ 
(h) discloses the names of clients without their consent 
is to be strictly avoided as such conduct is contrary to the interest of 
the public and the profession. 
3.3.1 A lawyer shall retain a copy or recording of every 
advertisement for one year after the last publication. 
3.3.2 A lawyer shall not give anything of value lo a person for 
recommending a lawyer's services except to pay the usual costs of the 
advertisement. 
3.4 I f the lawyer or firm advertises or publishes a fee schedule, the 
lawyer or firm must: ’ 
(a) be precise as to the service offered for the fee stated. 
There cannot be a m in imum or sliding fee schedule; 
(b) state whether the fee includes disbursements'; 
(c) adhere strictly to any fee so indicated; 
(d) ensure that all members of the firm who do the work 
advertised must do so for the fee indicated and must 
adhere strictly to the fees quoted. 
3.5 ” No lawyer or firm may use the term “specialist’’，“preferred 
area’’ or ‘‘expert，，or words of similar import’ but may designate an 
area of practice only by the phrasing: “practice restricted to 
l aw” . 
4. This is to discourage ‘ ‘ambulance chasing’，where the lawyer 
seeks a client who is in no mental or physical condition to consider 
his or her position or to give proper instructions. 
5. "Disbursements" include any payment to third parties on 
of the client as well as photocopying charges. They do not 
include internal office expenses, such as word processing time, 
normal secretarial time, etc. ’ 
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3.5.1 A n y lawyer so restricting his or her practice 
(ai) may only designate up to two areas or fields o f 
res t r i c t ! o n ; 
("b) shall limit M s / h e r practice exclusively to that 
area or those areas so designated; 
(c) shall, prior to any such deal gnat ion and annual 1y 
t h e r e a f t e r for so long as the des i gnat ion is used, 
u n d e r t a k e in writing to the Secretary that he/she 
has r e s t r i c t e d h i s / h e r practice and that he/she 
will not practice in areas or fields outs ide 
th.0se so d e s i g n a t e d . 
3 . 5 . 2 A firm may in its own name designate up to two restricted 
areas or fields of 1 aw p r o v i d i n g all m e m b e r s of that firm comply 
wi th th.es e Rules and the firm shal 1 ： 
(a) limit its prac t i ce e x c l u s i v e l y to that area or "those 
areas so designated; 
("b) prior to any such, d e s i g n a t i o n and annua 1 ly thereafter 
for so long as the d e s i g n a t i o n is u s e d , u n d e r t a k e in 
w r i t i n g to the S e c r e t a r y tliat i t has restricted its 
p r a c t i c e and that i t will no t practice in areas or 
fields outs ide those so d e s i g n a t e d . 
3 . 5 . 3 A 1awyer or firm 
(a) m a y state that the lawyer or 1 aw firm is a general 
pract i t i oner and carries on a practice including the 
loll owing areas： 
(b) m a y not m e r e l y list areas or fields of practice 
w i t h o u t complying w i t h R u l i n g s 3 . 5 . 1 , 3.5.2 or 
3.5.3 (a), whicliever are a p p l i c a b l e . 
(c) must m a k e it clear "by a p p r o p r i a t e w o r d i n g that 
tlie lawyer or firm does not claim to be a specialist 
in any area and, in p a r t i c u l a r , is not a specialist 
in the areas as e n u m e r a t e d . 
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3.6 A 1awyer s h o u l d not inspire a m e d i a interview or invite or 
c o n t r i v e a t t e n d a n c e by the m e d i a in any judicial or quas i j udi c i al 
or other p r o c e e d i n g , h e a r i n g or m e e t i n g in whi ch a lawyer appears 
in a legal p r o f e s s i o n a l capa.c i ty, i f the p r i m a r y object of doing 
so is to g a i n p e r s o n a l p u b l i c i t y for the lawyer. 
3.7 It is u n d i g n i f i e d and a c c o r d i n g l y improper for a member as 
a 1awyer k n o w i n g l y to endorse a product or s e r v i c e . 
3 , 7 . 1 A 1awyer or firm m a y p a r t i c i p a t e in or donate services to 
c h a r i t a b l e e n d e a v o u r s . 
May 1987 -8-
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3 . 8 ( a) A 1 atwyer ahoul d no t ho 1 d h l m s e 1 f/herae 1 f out us 
b e i n g a. m e m b e r of & firm w h i ch h & s a.s part of 
the firm name the words "and Company", "and Co." 
or "and 人a s o c i e s ’• unless， In fact, th.e firm has 
l a w y e r s other than those s h o w n 1n the firm name 
w h o are in a c t i v e p r a c t i c e w i t h the firm. 
3.8 (a)(1) Lawyers carrying on business out of the a ama office 
p r e m i s e s w i t h o t h e r 1 a w y e r a , n o n e of w h o m are 
p a r t n e r s of the o t h e r , a h o u 1 d m a t e k n o w n to m e m b e r s 
of the pub lie and others de a.1 Ing wl th. them that 
they are no t partners by printing on the i r letter-
head at statement to the effect that members 
p r a c t i s ing 1 aw in th.e o f f i c e ire no t p a r t n e r s o f on 
a.no ttie r . Vlil 1 a i t 1 s no t professional misconduct to 
lio 1 d one ‘ a aelt out, ats at p a r t n e r of a.nother w h e n In 
fact that 1 s no t the c&s e, the daingers of doing so 
are o b v i o u s And th.0 S o c i e t y w o u l d p r e f e r 1 f m e m b e r s 
of the S o c i e t y c a r r y i n g on b u s i n e s s In this m a n n e r 
m a k e the i r re 1 At i o n s h i p p l a i n to tlio s e w h o a-re 
d e a l i n g w i t h tiiem. 
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("b) In l e t t e r or o the rwi a e , 11 is i m p r o p e r for a m e m b e r 
or a firm t o m e n t i o n or i n c l u d e i n the 1e 11 a rhe ad 
the name o { a s i t t i n g J u d g e is b e i n g a. p r e d e c e s s o r 
or former m e m b e r of tiie f i r m . 11 i s no t i m p r o p e r 
for a, m e m b e r or a. firm to m a k e 11 k n o w n it th.e time 
of a p p o I n t m e n t of & m e m b e r of the firm to the B e n c h 
the r e a s o n w h y that m e m b e r h a s left tlie firm 
m a k i n g m e n t i o n of the appo I n t m e n t in a tastef\il 
a d v e r t i s e m e n t to the pub l i e . 
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(c) L a w y e r s are no t p e r m i t t e d to u s e the Ir firm 1 etter-
h.e&d. in c e r n r & s a l n g for cha.rita.bl e funds 
u n l e s s th.8 c a n v a s s 1 a d i r e c t e d o n l y to m e m b e r s 
of tlie prof ess Ion and m e m b e r s of the Bench.. 
3 , 8 . 1 A firm n a m e m a y i n c l u d e tlie n a m e of & d e c e a s e d , i n a c t i v e , 
or r e t i r e d m e m b e r of the f i r m so long a.s the 1 e 1 1 e r h e a d i n d l c a t e s 
tlirough some m a n n e r that the d e c e & s e d m e m b e r of tlie firm is no 
l o n g e r 1 lying or tliat the in&ct 1 ye or r e t i r e d m e m b e r of tlie firm 
is on tlie i n a c t i v e list or r e t i r e d . 
B M S E P / 8 7 
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3.8.2 A lawyer or f1rm o f lawyers should no t us a a firm letterhead 
which lists a living person no t authorized to practice 1 aw in 
Alberta unless： 
(a.) that person has retired from active practice or has 
gone on the inactive list and is so designated, 
(t)) that person is a patent or trademark agent and is so 
de s i gnat ed, 
(G) that person is a. student-at-1 aw and is so 
de s ignat ed. 
3.8.3 Wtie r a a lawyer purchases a practice, he/ she may use the words 
"Successor to “ in small print under 
his/her own name for a reasonable length of time. 
3.8.4 Trade Names 
The us e of tirade and similar name s is permi 11 ed provided 
such name: 
(a) is in good taste; 
(b) is accurate and not capab1e of misleading the pub lie; 
(c) otherwise conforms wi th. the rules respect ing advertising: 
(d) shall, In any written form, save for exterior s i gnag e, 
"be used in conjunction wl tli a firm name or wi th the 
names of the members of th.e Law Society who practice 
under such name. 
BMOCT/89 
3.8.5 A t t o r n e y at Law 
No 1awyer or firm shal1 use the designations "Attorney 
at Law" or "Attorneys at Law". 
BMOCT/88 
3.9 Reference to Legal Ethics Committee 
In th.e event that a lawyer or f irm is in doubt as to the 
propriety of a^nytliiiig to be done under the s e Rules, i t is 
recommended the 1 awyer refer th.e matter to the Legal Ethics 
Committee through the Secretary. 
RULING 4 - BJESCINDED - Letterheads Titles and Qualifications 
R U L I N G 5 - RENUMBEHED AS 3.8, 3.8.1, 3.8.2, 3.8.3 
EXILING 6 - RESCINDED - Signs 
RULING 7 - RESCINDED - Legal Writing 
RULING 8 - Branch. Offices 
8.1 Every B r a n c h office shal 1 be managed by, and "be under the 
direct personal supervision of, a member or members of the Society 
who a.re in attendance thereat either on a ful 1-t Ime "basis or on a 
regular part-1 ime bas i s, -9a-
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Part C of the Professional Conduct Handbook 
of the Law Society of British Columbia 
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PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT H A N D B O O K 
Application of Rul ing 
1. This Ruling applies to any marketing activity undertaken or authorized by a member in 
respect of his or her professional legal services. 
Definitions 
2. In this Ruling: , 
"advertisement" means the use of paid space or time in a public medium, or the use of a 
commercial publication such as a brochure or handbill，to communicate with the general 
pu严c or a segment thereof, for the purpose of promoting professional ser/ices or 
enhancing the image of the advertiser, 
"inter-jurisdictional law firm" means a sole proprietorship, partnership, law corporation, 
personal law corporation or any other arrangement to carry on the business of the practice 
of law together, in which 
(a) the firm carries on the practice of law in the province and in one or more other 
Canadian or foreign jurisdictions, and 
(b) not ail the lawyers in an office of the firai outside of the province are members of 
the Society. 
"marketing activity" includes: 
(a) an advertisement; 
(b) any publication or communication in any medium with any client, prospective 
cliem or the public generally in the nature of an advertisement, promotional 
activity or material, a listing in a legal directory, a public appearance or any other 
means by which professional legal services are promoted; 
(c) contact with a prospective client initiated by a member; 
"member" includes a member of the Law Society, and a person enrolled in the Law 
Society Admission Program. 
[Amended 11/88] 
Purpose of Ru l ing 
3. The purpose of this Ruling is that a member may, in any medium of communication 
undertake or authorize any marketing activity respecting his or her professional legal 
services which is factual, accurate, verifiable and in good taste. 
Content and Format of Marketing Activities 
4. Any maiiceting activity undertaken or authorized by a member must not be: 
(a) false; 
(b) inaccurate; 
(c) reasonably capable of misleading the recipient or intended recipient; or 
[11/88】 17 
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(d) in the opinion of the benchers or of the discipline committee undignified, in bad 
taste or othenvise offensive, so as to be contrary to the best interest of the public 
or of the legal profession, or tending to harm the standing of the legal profession. 
Examples 
5. For example, a mariceting activity violates section 4 if it: 
(a) is calculated or likely to take advantage of the weakened state, either physical or 
emotional, of the recipient; 
(b) is likely to create in the mind of the recipient or intended recipient an unjustified 
expectation about the results which the member can achieve; 
(c) implies that the member can obtain results; 
(i) not achievable by other members; 
(ii) by improperly influencing a court or other public body or official; or 
(iii) by any other improper means; 
(d) compares the quality of services provided with those provided by another 
member, or 
(e) is conducted in unseemly circumstances such as by the offer of legal services at a 
courthouse where the services of duty counsel employed by the Legal Ser/ices 
Society are available. 
Public Representations 
-6. A member shall not: 
(a) comment publicly on the validity, worth or probable outcome of a legal 
proceeding in respect of which he or she acts;-
(b) state publicly that he or she speaks on behalf of the legal profession unless he or 
she has been expressly authorized to state the official position of the legal 
profession; or 
(c) endorse or lend himself or herself to the advertisement of any property, 
investment or service for sale to the public. 
Judge 
7. (1) A member who was formerly a judge shall not continue to use the title "judge". 
(2) A member shall not state on any letterhead or business card or in any other 
maiketing activity the name of a judge as being a predecessor or former member 
of his or her firm. 
18 [11/88� 
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Notary Public 
8. A member who，on any letteihead, business card or sign, or in any other marketing 
activity, 
(a) uses the term "Notary", "Notary Public" or any similar designation, or 
(b) in any other way represents to the public that he or she is a notary public, 
shall also indicate in the same publication or marketing activity his or her status as a 
barrister and solicitor. 
- (Amended 08/S8] 
Firm Name 
9. A member shall not use a firm name which violates section 4(d) of this Ruling. 
Letterhead 
10. A member shall not, on his or her firm's lettertiead, list a person who is not a member of 
the Law Society in good standing, except where that person is appropriately designated 
as: 
(a) a retired member or former member of the Society; 
(b) a deceased member, 
(c) an articled student; 
(d) a patent agent, if registered as such under the Patent Acr, or 
(e) a trademark agent, if registered as such under the Trade Marks Act. 
[St. (d) <& (e) mended 05/88] 
Jurisdictions in Which a Member is Qualified to Practise 
10.1 A member of the Society who is a member of an inter-jurisdictional law firm shall ensure 
that, whenever the firm on its lettertiead or in any other marketing activity enumerates the 
members of the firm, he or she is identified as being qualified to practise law in the 
province. 
[Amended lO/SS; 11/88] 
Fees 
11. A member who, in any advertisement, includes a statement of fees for a specific legal 
service: 
(a) shall ensure that the statement sufficiently describes the fees and services so as to 
enable the recipient or intended recipient to understand the nature and extent of 
the work to be performed and the cost to the client; and that the statement clearly 
specifies whether or not disbursements are included in that cost; 
[11/88] 1 9 
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(b) during the currency of the advertisement shall agree to perform the services at the 
stated fee for any person unless excused by circumstances such as conilict with 
the interests of another client or other reasonable and proper ground; and 
(c) shall not in the advertisement compare the fees charged by the member with 
those charged by another member. 
12. Provided that：" ‘ 
(a) a statement of fees for specific legal sen/ices indicates the nature of the 
disbursements involved which are not included in the fee; and 
(b) the member, during the currency of the advertisement, agrees to perform the 
specified legal services required in the circumstances of the case for the stated 
fee; 
then the member may use in any advertisement the terms set out in Column 1 below, or 
any reasonable equivalent, in which case the member is deemed to provide all the 
services set out in Column 2 below which are necessary in the circumstances of the case, 
except for any item which the member in his or her statement specifically excludes: 
Column 1 Column 2 
"Uncontested Divorces" A divorce in which there is no dispute 
throughout, including the following elements: 
(i) taking instructions from a client and 
advising on grounds of divorce and on 
corollary relief under the Divorce Act 
and other relevant legislation; 
(ii) preparation of the petition and all other 
procedural steps necessary to obtain a 
Decree Absolute，including 
maintenance，custody and access if 
appropriate. 
A member may exclude any of the following 
elements, if his or her statement expressly refers 
to the element to be excluded and states that 
there will be an additional charge for it: 
(a) obtaining a foreign marriage certificate; 
special proof of service; 
(c) proof of foreign marriage; 
(d) proof of grounds of divorce: 
(i) investigative ser/ice, 
(ii) medical report, professional 
opinion, 
(iii) leave to prove evidence by 
affidavit, 
(iv) examination for discovery; 
(e) order for substituted service; 
(f) adjournments at the instance of the 
client; 
(g) immediate Decree Absolute; 
(h) change of name. 
18 [11/88� 
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"Simple Wills" Advising, taking instructions, preparation, 
review with the client and execution of a will 
appointing an executor and providing for 
payment of debts and specific and residual 
bequests. 
"Estates" All necessary services to obtain a grant of letters 
, probate or of administration of any kind 
including arranging for valuation of assets and 
for preparation and filing of income tax returns 
for the deceased and in attending to the 
transmission of the assets of the estate into the 
names of the personal representatives and, 
where applicable, into the names of the 
beneficiaries，advising upon Canada Pension 
Plan benefits as well as any services, process or 
proceedings relating to the passing or settling of 
the first accounts of the executor or 
administrator. 
"Conveyances" Advising on interim agreement, if required, 
determining and advising upon status of 
property taxes, attending to review title, 
preparation, completion and filing of all 
necessary documents to carry out the transfer in 
accordance with the interim agreement and 
registration thereof, including assumption of 
mortgage when applicable, settlement of 
statement of adjustments, post registration 
search and advising in writing on registration of 
title and of any charges assumed by the 
purchaser but not including cost of clearing title. 
"Mortgages" Attending to take instnictions and to review title, 
obtain and review mortgage survey if required, 
and confinn conformity with zoning 
requirements if any, and payment of current 
taxes, preparation, completion and registration 
of mortgage, preparation and completion of 
direction to pay, preparation of postponement 
agreement and certificate of independent advice 
where applicable, advising in writing on 
registration validity and priority of mortgage. 
"Simple Incorporations" Advising and taking instructions, obtaining 
approval of corporate name, preparation, 
completion and filing of incorporation 
documents for the incorporation of a British 
Columbia company having one class of shares, 
preparation and completion of the minutes of 
subscribers adopting a seal and form of share 
certificate, determining the addresses of records 
and registered offices and the time for inspection 
[11/88】 2 1 
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of records, fixing the number of directors and 
appointing the first directors’ allotting 
subscribers shares, appointing or waiving the 
appointmeni of auditors, approving a banking 
resolution and in the case of federally-
incorporated companies adopting general and 
boiTOwing by-laws, directors' resolutions 
‘ appointing officers and transferring subscribers' 
shares，preparation, completion and filing of 
notices of records and registered offices and 
directors, setting up corporate records, reporting 
in writing on incorporation and organization of 
the company and advising in writing of the 
annual report and the annual meeting 
requirements. 
Hourly Rates of Charge 
13. A member may state in any advertisement his or her hourly rates of charge for specific 
legal ser/ices provided that he or she shall: 
(a) as soon as reasonably practicable, give to the client a written estimate of the total 
cost to the client of the work to be performed, including disbursements; 
(b) when the specific service will extend over a substantial period of time, provide to 
the client in writing a budget showing the cumulative cost5 of the work involved 
to the appropriate stages; and 
(c) if at any time he or she anticipates that the budget or estimate may be exceeded, 
so advise the client in writing, giving reasons. ’ 
Currency of Fee Advertisement 
14. Unless otherwise stated in the advertisement, the currency of a fee advertisement shall be 
deemed to be 90 days after the date of publication. 
Preferred Areas of Practice 
15. A member may state in any marketing activity a preference for practice in any one or 
more fields of law if the memben 
(a) has been engaged in the practice of law for at least 3 years; 
(b) regularly practises in each field of law in respect of which he or she wishes to 
state a preference; and 
(c) has, during the most recent 3 year period that the member has practised, devoted 
at least 20% of his or her time to practising in each field of law in respect of 
which the member wishes to state a preference. 
18 [11/88� 
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Restrictions of Practice 
16. A member who restricts his or her practice may state in any marketing activity the fields 
of law to which the practice is restricted. 
Specialization 
17. Unless otherwise authorized by the Act’ these Rulings, or the benchers, a member. 
(a) shall not use the title "specialist" or any similar designation suggesting a 
recognized special status or accreditation on any letterhead or business card or in 
any other marketing activity; and 
(b) shall take all reasonable steps to discourage use, in relation to the member by 
another person, of the title "specialist" or any similar designation suggesting a 
recognized special status or accreditation in any mariceting activity. 
18. A member who has been accredited by the Society as a Family Law Mediator may so 
state in any mariceting activity. 
Yellow Pages and Pink Pages Directories 
19. [Repealed 11/88] 
Member's Duties 
20. A member shall retain for one year after the date of publication or broadcast of any 
advertisement or brochure, and shall provide to the Society upon request: 
(a) a copy of any such publication; 
(b) a recording of any such broadcast made by use of any electronic media, including 
radio, television and microwave transmission; and 
(c) a written record of when and where the publication or broadcast was made. 
21. It is the duty of any member, when called upon by the Discipline Committee, 
Professional Standards Committee or the Benchers to do so, to verify the statements 
made in his or her marketing activity. 
111/88] 2 3 
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1. Lawyers should make legal services available to the public in an effi-
cient and convenient manner which will command respect and confidence, and by 
means which are compatible with the integrity, independence and effectiveness of the 
profession.' 
Advertising 
2. Subject to paragraph 3 of this Rule individual lawyers or firms may 
advertise their services or fees in any medium including the use of brochures and similar 
documents provided the advertising: 
(a) is not false or misleading and any factual information in the 
advertisement is verifiable; 
(b) is in good taste and not such as to bring the profession or the 
administration of justice into disrepute; 
(c) does not compare services or charges with other lawyers or firms. 
3. Individual lawyers or firms may advertise fees charged for their ser-
vices subject to the following conditions: 
(a) advertisement of fees for consultation or for specific services shall 
contain an accurate statement of the services provided for the fee 
and the circumstances in which higher fees may be charged; 
(b) if fees are advertised the fact that disbursements are an additional 
cost must be made clear in the advertisement; 
(c) advertisements shall not use words or expressions such as 
“from...”, “minimum” or "...and up" or the like in referring to the fees 
to be charged nor shall advertisements indicate that a price is a dis-
count or reduction or special rate; 
(d) services covered by advertised fees shall be provided at the adver-
tised rate to all clients who retain the advertising lawyer or firm dur-
ing the 30 day period following upon the last publication of the fee 
unless there are special circumstances which would not have been 
foreseen, the burden of proving which rests upon the lawyer. 
Restrictions on Soliciting and Advertising 
4. A lawyer may not solicit professional employment from a prospec- -
tive client with whom the lawyer has no family or prior professional relationship, by 
mail, in-person or otherwise, when a significant motive for the lawyer's so doing is to be 
retained in a particular matter except as a public service. The term "solicit" includes 
contact in person, by telephone or telegraph, by letter or other writing, or by other com-
munication directed to a specific recipient, but does not include letters addressed or 





i the kind provided by the lawyer m a particular matter but who are so situated that 
hey m.g t ,0 general find such serv.ces uselui. All such letters or 二 ^ c c u t 
shall be clearly marked ^advertisement" on each page thereof. 
5. The lawyer shall not: 
f permit the lawyers name to appear as solicitor, counsel or 
C^ueen s Counsel on any advertising material offering goods (other 
than securities or legal publications) or services to the public; 
( t while in private practice permit the lawyer's name to appear on 
the letterhead of a company as being its solicitor or counsel of a busi-
ness, firm or corporation, other than the designation of honorary 
or honorary lawyer on the letterhead of a no叩rofit or phi-
lanthropic organization which has been approved for such purpose 
by the Professional Conduct Committee; 
(c) act for a vendor of property who, to the knowledge of the lawyer 
as an inducement to a purchaser advertises or makes any representa-
tion through salesmen or otherwise that a registered deed is included 
m the purchase price, or leads purchasers to believe that it is unnec-
essary for them to be legally represented in the transaction; 
(d) offer or permit others to offer the lawyer's services to any prospec-
〔ive purchaser as being particularly fit to act for such purchaser 
because of special knowledge acquired as lawyer for the vendor; 
(e) permit a vendor or real estate agent to hold out to a prospective 
purchaser that the lawyer, as lawyer for the vendor, will also act for 
the purchaser and that the lawyers fees for so acting will be paid in 
whole or in part by the vendor; 
(D arrange for or encourage anyone (e.g. a real estate agent) to make 
a practice of recommending to any person that the lawyer's services 
be retained; 
(g) act for or accept a brief from, or on behalf of a member of a club 
or organization, as for example an automobile club which makes a 
practice of ^ steering" its members, provided that a lawyer may assist 
a community social agency by providing legal advice or service on a 
gratuitous basis for persons falling within the scope of the agency's 
activities. 
5. Without express and unsolicited instructions from the client it is 
impro巧 for the lawyer to insert in the client's will, a clause directing the executor to 
retain the services of the lawyer in the administration of the estate.! 
Firm Name, Letterhead and Related Matters 
7. (a) A firm name may consist of or include the names of deceased or 
retired members of the firm. 
. (b) The name of a law firm shall not include a trade name, a commer. 
cia name, or a figure of speech. Save as provided in paragraph (c) below, it shall only 
include the names of persons who, if living, are qualified to practise in Ontario or in any 
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other province or territory of Canada where ihc firm carries on its practice, or, who if 
dead, were qualified to practise in Ontario or in any other province or territory of 
Canada where ihe firm carries on its praciicc. 
(c) The use of phrases such as John Doc and AiisociaLes', or 'John 
Doe and Company' and 'John Doe and Partners' is improper unless there are in fact, 
respectively, two or more other lawyers associated with John Doe in practice or two or 
more partners of John Doe in the firm. 
(d) When a lawyer retires from a firm to take up an appointment as a 
judge or master, or to fill any office incompatible with the practice of law, the lawyer's 
name shall be deleted from the firm name. 
(e) A lawyer who purchases a practice may, for a reasonable length 
of time, use the words "Successor to ” in small print under the lawyer's 
own name. 
(f) It is improper to acquire and use a firm name unless such name 
was acquired along with the practice of a deceased or retiring member who conducted a 
practice under such name. 
(g) Lawyers who practise in the industrial property field may show 
the names of patent and trademark agents registered in Canada who are identified as 
such but who are not lawyers. 
(h) A lawyers letterhead and the signs identifying the office shall be 
restricted to the name of the lawyer or firm, a list of the members of any firm including 
counsel practising with the firm and the words "barrister-at-law", "barrister and solici-
tor", ''lawyer", ''law office", or the plural where applicable, the words “notary” or ^com-
missioner for oaths" or both, and their plural where applicable, may be added, and the 
words "patent and trade mark agent" in proper cases and its plural where applicable 
together with the addresses, telephone numbers and office hours and the languages in 
which the lawyer is competent and capable of conducting a practice. Logos may be 
used on letterheads provided they are in good taste. 
(Amended-Oct. 1987) 
(i) Lawyers may place after their names on their letterhead; degrees 
from bona fide universities and post secondary institutions including honorary degrees; 
professional qualifications such as the designations of P.Eng.，C.A., and M.D., and rec-
ognized civil and military decorations and awards. 
Restricted'Practices 
8. (a) The lawyer may indicate that the lawyer is a specialist in a partic-
ular area of the law only if the lawyer has been so certified by the Law.Society. The 
lawyer may state that the lawyer's practice is restricted to a particular area or areas of 
the law or may indicate that the lawyer practises in a certain area or areas of the law if 
such is the case but may not indicate that the lawyer has a preferred area or areas of 
practice. The lawyer may indicate that the lawyer is in general practice if such is the 
case. 
(b) A firm of lawyers may: 
(i) indicate under its firm name that it is in general practice or that 
it practises in certain areas of the law or that it has a restricted 
practice; 
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Legal Semces Available Rule 12 
(ii) indicate the area or areas of law in which particular membe-
practise or to which they restrict their practice. 
(Amended Mar. 1989) 
C O M M E N T A R Y 
Finding a Lawyer 
. , . . I t IS essential that a person requiring legal services be ahlp tn f^ nH 
witlj a minimum of difficulty or delay, a lawyer qualified to pr二二ch〜二二 n J 
b S ^ ^ ^ are -"-known, the pe職 w ^ ^ n 
S n infoymed choice and select a qualified lawyer in whom to have confi-
dence. However, m larger centres these conditions will often not obtain and 二 : 
law becomes increasingly complex and the practice of r^an; t v ^ d t 
awyers becomes restricted to particular fields of law, the r e p u t a t i o n ^ ^ a 二 r a n i 
their competence or qualification in particular fields may not b r s u f f i d e X w d f 
known to enable a person to make an informed choice. Thus on 二二二ad L T e t 
「 0 comact with lawyers or who is a stranger in the community may hav二二二d 
ng ^ lawyer with the social skill required for a particular task. i L p h o n e r e ^ i e f 
S 二 二 二 = = 『 • may help find a lawyer, but : 職 s 二 
s t a _ — “ 丄 丁h， l a零 r who)s consulted by a prospective client in such circum-
u = i ， n 二 f y t? assist in finding the right lawyer to deal with the problem If 
广able to act for example because of lack of qualification in the particular field the 
f t m finding a practitioner who is qualified and abL to ac； u S ^ £ 
tance should be given willingly and, except in very special circumstances, without charge/ 
t idmtin。 in t i / h e i l a ^ e r : 口 I S O assist in making legal services available by par-
ticipating in the Lega l Aid Plan and lawyer referral services, by engaging in pro-
『 m m e s of public information, education or advice concerning legal matters and by . 
= n g ， s 斤 a t e of those who seek advice but are inexperienced in lega i S t ers or 
cannot readily explain their problems. 。[ 
available tn th^nnHV ^^ sought to make legal services more readily 
to the pubhc must be consistent with the public interest, and must not be such 
f would primarily advance the economic interests of any individual lawyer or law 
firm，^ detract from the integrity, independence or effectiveness of the legal profes-
sion. Promotional advertising is not in the interests of the public or the profession. 
Right to Decline Employment 
, , “ . The lawyer has a general right to decline a particular employment 
except when assigned as counsel by a court), but it is a right to be exercised prudently if 
the probable resultwould be to make it very difficult for a person to obtain legal advice 
『representation. Generally speaking, the lawyer should not exercise the right merely 
，cause a person seeking legal services or that person's cause is unpopular or notorious 
or because powerful interests or allegations of misconduct or malfeasance are involved' 
or because of the lawyer's private opinion about the guilt of the accused. As stated in 
parap i ^h 2’ the lawyer declining employment should assist in obtaining the services of 
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The Council has recently been engaged in considerable activ-
ity in the cause of bringing the rules of the profession up to 
date. 
This booklet sets out all the rules made in 1988 except the In-
vestment Business Rules and the Accountant's Report 
(Amendment) Rules. Both these rules, which relate only to 
investment business, have already been published. The rules 
in this booklet are the Practice Rules, Deposit Interest Rules, 
indemnity Rules and Incorporation Rules, and there are im-
portant provisions concerning financial services. 
The various rules are set out in full, together with associated 
codes, notes for guidance and Council statements. 
I hope the profession will find this booklet helpful. "The 
Professional Conduct of Solicitors" will itself be brought up 
to date early in 1989. 
/ 
R. K. H. Gaskell 
President • 
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The new Practice Rules Solicitors' Practice Rules as those he could obtain by instructing 
nr^ 山 ， 1 n o o the employed solicitor; and 
- a n i n i r o a u c i i o n l y o o (C) the solicitor is satisfied that the employ-
. ee does not wish to instruct some other 
The Solicitors' Pract ice Rules 1988 in- Ru les dated 25th J u l y 1988 made by solicitor or other qualified conveyancer, 
co rpora te a n u m b e r o f i m p o r t a n t the Counc i l of the L aw Society with (3) fAssocianonsj 
changes:- the concurrence of the Master of the A solicitor w h o is the employee of an 
Rule 1 (Obtaining instructions and the prac- 31 of the Solicitors association may give advice to a member in 
tice of a solicitor) n o w recognises, along Act 1974. non-contenuous matters or act generally for 
with the other principals governing a Rule 1 (Ohtainino instn.rtinns inri jHp nmn ^ member in contentious matters, provided: 
solicitor's conduct, the solicifor's duty to Uce of a s o S o r ) ^ ⑷【he membership of the association is 
the Court , , , u n a- > . limited to persons engaged or concern-
A solicuor shall not directly or indirectly ed in a particular trade： occupation or 
Rule 2 (Publicity) is unchanged as, in the obtain or attempt to obtain instructions for activity, and 
main, is the Solicitors' Publicity Code. professional work or permit another person (⑴ the association is one formed bona fide 
However, one important change should be to do so on his behalf, or do anything m the for the benefit of its members and not 
noted: from 1st June 1989 the term "legal course of practising as a solicitor, m any formed directly or indirectly for the 
executive" m a y only be used in a solicitor's f^aijner which compromises or impairs or is benefit of the solicitor or primarily for 
publicity (including stationery) to refer to a !产f y to compromise or impair any of the securing assistance in legal proceedings; 
Fellow of the Institute of Legal Executives. following: and 
Rule 3 introductions and referral^  now no /m soliator:s independence or mtegnty;⑷ there shall be no charge to the member 
Kule 5 (introductions and reterrals) now no b a person's freedom to instruct a solic- ；„ non-rnnfpnnniK maftprc- anH in rnn 
longer prohibits arrangements for the intro- hor of his choice- non-contentious matters, and in con-
duciion of clients. Instead, all introductions (c) the solid or's ？u'ty to act in the best tenuous matters the association shall 
and referrals are to be subject to a new ( > interests of t L diLnt 丫【he member in relation to the 
S l i S l l r l S r ^ ^ " and Referral Code ⑷ the good repute of the solicitor or of ；忠;t Sf/nt 
(reproduced below). the solicitors' profession; any other source 
Rule 4 (Employed solicitors) looks very ^^e solicitor's proper standard of work; 
different from the old Rule 4. This is the solicitor's duty to the Court. 4 (Insurance) 
because the new rule consolidates m a n y of Rule 2 (Publicity) ⑷ ^ solicitor w h o is the employee o an 
the provisions of the old general wawers A solickor m a y publicise his practice or per- ？n r X c t of any 
and standard waivers insofar as they mit another person to do so but no public- 『 c r o T U h a l f T t h e ri=erTn re 
applied to employed solicitors. ity shall contravene a Solicitors' Publicity fo er n th^^r^e of S in 
The main change of substance is that Code promulgated from n m e to time by the ured and f he does .0 
commercial legal advisory services will n o w Council of the L a w Society with the con- m a^r on hpha I f of r he in>r^H in 
to operate or currence of the Master of the Rolls. ( 丨 ） 二 
• Rule 3 (Introductions and referrals) in respect of the matter; or 
Rule 5 (Offering services other than as a A solicitor m a y accept introductions and (ii) act in proceedings both for the 
solicitor). This rule has been completely re- referrals of business from another person insured and for a defendant cov-
cast, but still prohibits the "hiving off" of and m a y make introductions and refer ered by another insurer where the 
most services. Special provision is made for business to another person, provided there insurers have agreed an appor-
management consultancy and company is no breach of Rule 1 or any other pro- tionment of liability; or 
secretarial services, and there are important vision of these Rules, and provided there is (iii) act in the matter on behalf of the 
transitional provisions. compliance with a Solicitors' Introduction employer and another insurer in 
„ , - . . , • , , . and Referral Code promulgated from time the joint prosecution of a claim; 
Rule 了（^ee sharing) is relaxed in m o 【。tjj^ e by the Council of the L a w Society which exceptions shall not be taken as 
r e s p f First a solicitor m a y share fees with the concurrence of the Master of the applying to legal expenses insurance, 
w u h h丨s non-soiicitor employees Secondly, R 丨 丨 ( b ) A solicitor w h o is the employee of a 
a solicitor w h o sells property will be able to legal expenses insurer m a y handle on 
ij^ struct an estate agent as his sub-agent 5 « j l e & E n j = y e = =《 ; = ) behalf of an insured a claim (other 
The rule now includes several provisions of ( D (The general prohibitions) than a personal injury claim) the value 
the former general waivers. A solicitor w h o is the employee o a non- • ^f which does not exceed the ‘‘no 
Rule 12 (Investment business) is the former do than'th^etoTveJ costs” limit from time to time in oper-
Rule 11A introduced by the Solicitors' In- ^^or? w h 4 fs or c二?be a = ation in the County Court, provided 
vestment Business Pra^e Rule 1988. rkjInh^iLO/hy^ecbft^e 二二 【he insured gives his specific consent. 
Rule 13 (Supervision of a solicitor's office) set out in paragraphs (2) to (8) of this Rule, (5) (Related bodies) 
represents the former Solicitors' Practice provided: (a) A solicitor m a y act: 
Rules 1975. T w o important changes m a y be (a) none of the exceptions shall apply (0 for a partnership, syndicate or 
noted. First, the rule n o w applies to an where the solicitor would be precluded joint venture in which his em-
office open to telephone calls from the from acting by an actual or potential ployer has an interest; or 
public. conflict of interest or by section 39 of (ii) for a pension fund, club or assoc-
Secondly, although the duty of daily the Solicitors Act 1974; and iadon operated for the benefit of 
attendance by a three-year solicitor may, in (b) nothing in any of the exceptions shall . the employees of his employer, 
the case of a firm in private practice still be be taken as sanctioning conduct which (b) The exception set out in paragraph 
carried out by a principal, employee'or con- is inconsistent with the principle of the (5)(a)(i) of this Rule does not apply to 
sultant of the firm, the firm must have at solicitor's independence embodied in local government, 
least one principal w h o is a three-year Rule 1 of these Rules, or with any other ⑷ (Loca l government) ‘ 
solicitor. provision ot these Rules. A solicitor employed in local government 
The Council Statement on Waivers should (2) fCompulsory moves) 冗 y aa: 
be carefully noted, as it contains important 八 w h o is the employee of a non- (a) for another public body or statutory 
provisions both as to general waivers and solicitor m a y act in conveyancing transac- officer to which his emplo^r is statu-
individual waivers (including the standard tions for a fellow employee w h o is being tonly empowered to provide legal ser-
waivers) compulsorily moved on the employer s vices; or 
business, and for the employee's mort- (b) for a company limited by shares or 
The Overseas Practice Rules are amended gagee, provided: guarantee of which the employer or a 
to reflect the changes in Rules 1, 3 and 7 of (a) there is no charge to the fellow employ- nominee of the employer is a share-
the Practice Rules. ee; and holder or guarantor in pursuance of 
(b) the employer has made express pro- its statutory powers and of which 
vision for the employee to instruct a the solicitor or an officer of the emp-
solicitor or other qualified conveyancer loyer is a director or secretary, together 
of his choice on terms as advantageous with any wholly-owned subsidiary or 
1 
1 3 3 
associated companies of such a com- provided: ing to the client of a solicitor; and 
pany; provided that in the case of a faj subject to sub-paragraph (4)(b) of this (d) that, where that business shares prem-
company limited by shares the majority Rule, the advice comprises telephone ises or reception staff with any practice 
of the shares are owned either by the advice only, together with a follow-up of the solicitor, every customer of the 
employer or by the employer together letter to the enquirer when necessary; business is informed in writing that, as 
with other public bodies; or and the customer of that business, he does 
(c) in non-contentious matters for a (b) the solicitor is satisfied that there is not enjoy the statutory protection 
charity or voluntary organisation indemnity cover reasonably equivalent attaching to the client of a solicicor. 
whose objects relate wholly or mainly to that available to solicitors from the ⑷ /FxceDtions) 
the employer's area, provided there Solicitors' Indemnity Fund. ’ jhe prohibition in paragraph (2) of 
二 no charge to the chanty or o r g a n i s - ⑶ 叩 贿 t h i s Rule shall not apply lo a busmess 
• In this Rule: consisting ot a management consult-
(7) (Law centres and advice services) (a) references to a solicitor's employer in- ancy or a company secretarial service 
(a) A solicitor who is the employee of a law elude the employer's holding, associa- and which offers none of the services 
centre or advice service operated by a ted or subsidiary company; and refer- specified in that paragraph save the 
charitable or similar non-commercial ences to an employee include an drafting of documents under sub-
organisation m a y give advice to and employee of such holding, associated paragraph (2)(j) and the giving of legal 
otherwise act for members of the pub- or subsidiary company; and advice, provided such drafting or 
lie, provided: (b) "holding company" and "subsidiary advice is ancillary to the main purpose 
(i) no funding agent shall have company" have the meanings assign- of the business. 
majority representation on the ed to them by the Companies Act 1985， (b) Nothing in this Rule shall prevent a 
body responsible for the manage- and two companies are "associated" solicitor w h o is qualified as a lawyer 
ment of the service, which body where they are subsidiary companies of a jurisdiction other than England 
must remain independent of of the same holding company. and Wales, patent agent, trade mark 
central and local aovernment; „ i - . .. .. agent or European patent attorney 
and - Rule 3 (Offering services other than as a from practising as such; and such a 
(ii) the solicicor shall not act in con- solicitor) practice shall not be subject to the pro-
veyancing matters, commercial ⑴〈/g^JTSfe k ' S of some services visions of paragraph (3) of this Rule. 
" I X T 丄二二二 f i n f Nc/p厂aTc/t J L i e has any application (5) (Explanatory provisions) 
in whatever to such services as may not nor- (a) This Rule applies whether the business 
二二;、nprlnn.i ininr^ 二二 mally be Offered by a solicitor as part of his concerned is in England and Wales or 
estates) personal injury claims ；j outside the jurisdiction; but nothing in 
where the damages (as initially ^^  . this Rule prevents the setting up out-
and approximately quantified) (2) (Prohibition in respect of certain ser- side the jurisdiction of a practice com-
^ceed Scale 2 ot the County vices) plying with Rule 8 of the Solicitors' 
Court costs band, or in criminal A solicitor shall not by himself or with any Overseas Practice Rules 1987 
matters where the accused is aged other person set up, operate, actively p a r - ⑶ N o part of this Rule applies to any 
21 or over, except: ticipate in or control any busmess, other solicitor solely by virtue of the fact 
(A) m giving initial advice and than a solicitor's practice, which otfers any 出at. 
assistance; or of the following services: (i) he is a non-execuiive director of a 
(B) in cases of emergency; or (a) the conduct of any matter which could c o m p a n y or 
(C) where the conduct of the proceed before any court, tribunal or ⑴）as the employee of a non-solicitor 
client's case requires his inquiry，whether or not proceedings he does work permitted bv virtue 
professional business to be are commenced; of Rule 4 of these Rules.‘ 
conducted by the solicitor; (b) advocacy before any court, tribunal ‘ 
or or inquiry; (6) (Transitional provisions) 
(D) where a solicitor in private (c) instructing Counsel; 、(a) Until three years after the coming into 
practice is not reasonably (d) acting as executor or trustee; force of the Solicitors' Incorporated 
. available; or (e) drafting any will; Practice Rules 1988, no part of this 
(E) where the confidence of the (J) giving legal advice; Rule shall apply: 
client would be eroded by (g) property selling; (0 to a wholly owned executor and 
referral of the case; and (h) investment business as defined in the trustee c o m p a n y or nominee 
(iii) no fees are charged save: Financial Services Act 1986; company already providing ser-
(A) under the Legal Advice and (i) any activity reserved to solicitors vices before the coming into force 
Assistance ("green form") (whether solely or together with other of those Rules; or 
or other legal aid scheme; or persons) by the Solicitors Act 1974 or (ii) to a wholly owned company to 
(B) where the organisation indem- any other statute; or provide company secretarial ser-
nifies the client in relation to (j) drafting legal documents other than vices already providing services 
the solicitor's costs insofar as those comprised in the above sub- before 9th June 1988. 
they are not recoverable from paragraphs. (b) Until three years after the coming into 
any other source： and ,,, - 」， , ,,., force of this Rule, no part of this Rule 
(iv) all fees earned and costs recover- tS^q^i^^r w u h 旗 shall apply to any business already 
ed by the solicitor are paid to the ^Jere a solicitor by himself or with any providing services before 11th Decem-
organisation for furthering the 二 n w i :二卜二。 ^ ?工 p二a- ^er 1986 without putting the solicitor 
provision of legal services by the ^raph ⑵ of this Rule operates, actively par- ; breach of the Solicitors' Practice 
organisation; and tjapates m or controls any business, other Rules 1936/72 (as amended). 
, 、 • . than a solicitor's practice, which offers any 、 
⑴ 。 。 O n r f n二丄oji f fe?s。丨丨n。s;»nrtnc: service such as may normally be offered by Rule 6 (Prohibition against acting for 
aga^st professional negligence m “& of his practice, the vendor and purchaser, or for lender and 
such sum as the Law Society may solicitor shall ensure: borrower in a private mortgage) 
deem sufficient after appropriate ⑷出 a t the name of that business has no (1) Without prejudice to the general prin-
consultation, ana substantial element in c o m m o n with ciple of professional conduct that a solicitor 
(VI) such organisation is not described ^ name of any practice of the solid- shall not accept instructions to act for two 
a law centre unless .t is a m e m - 咖； or more clients where there is a conflict 
D，r or tne Law <^entres feaer-(⑴【hat the words "solicitor(s)", "attor- between the interests of those clients, a sol-
, , , a t i o n . L J , nev(s)" or ‘‘lawyer(s)’’ are not used in icitor or two or more solicitors practising in 
(b) This paragraph does not extend to an connection with the solicitor's involve- partnership or association shall not act for 
association formed for the benetit of ment with that business; both vendor and purchaser on a transfer of 
us members. ⑷[hat any client referred by any practice land for value at arm's length, or for both 
(8) (Commercial legal advice services) of the solicitor to that business is in- lessor and lessee on the grant of a lease for 
A solicitor w h o is the employee of a com- formed in writing that, as the cust- value at arm's length, or for both lender 
mercial organisation providing a telephone omer of that business, he does not and borrower in a private mortgage at 
legal advice service may advise enquirers, enjoy the statutory protection attach- arm's length. 
3 
1 3 4 
(2) Provided no conflict of interest (5) To the extent permitted by section 39 of the money. 
appears, and provided the vendor or lessor the Solicitors Act 1974, a solicitor acting for d i ii e r e i- -i \ 
is not a builder or developer selling or leas- his employer's holding, associated or sub- ”（INajiie a tirm ot solicitors) 
ing as such’ and provided the solicitor or a sidiary company within the meaning of ^he name o a firm ot solicitors shall con-
sol icitor pract is ing in partnership or Rule 4 of these L i e s may as an exception ^ist only ot the name or names ot one or 
association with him is not instructed to to this Rule share his fees with his employ- moj^e present or former principals together 
negotiate the sale of the property concern- er. wuh. if desired, other conventional refer-
, 二 /i\ v ences to the firm and to such persons or a 
Riill s'二 = if Rule 8 (Contingency fees) firm name in use on 28th February 1967; or 
(a) the parties are associated companies; or ⑴ 八 solicitor who is retained or employed one approved in writing by the Council of 
(b) the parties are related by blood, adopt- ？ P.^osecute any action suu or other con- the Law Society. 
ion or marnage; or tenuous proceeding shall not enter into any (investment business) 
fc) both parties are established clients arrangemem to receive a contingency fee m ⑴.vithout prejudice to the generality of 
(which expression shall include persons 「espea or ma【proceeding. the principles embodied in Rule 1 of these 
related by blood, adoption or marriage (2) Paragraph (1) of this Rule shall not Rules, a solicitor shall not in connection 
to established cliencs); or apply to an arrangement in respect of an with investment business have any arrange-
(d) on a transfer of land, the consideration action, suit or other contentious proceeding ment with another person under which the 
is less than £5,000; or in any country other than England and solicitor could be constrained to recom-
(e) there are no other solicitors in the Wales when such arrangement is made bet- mend to clients or effect for them (or 
vicinity w h o m either party can reason- ween a solicitor and a person entitled to refrain from so doing) transactions in some 
ably be expected to consult; or practise as a lawyer in that other country, investments but not others, with some per-
(f) two associated firms or two offices of and that person is himself entitled to receive sons but not others, or through the agency 
the same firm are respectively acting a contingency fee in that other country in of some persons but not others; or to in-
fer the parties, provided that: respect of that proceeding. troduce or refer clients or other persons 
(i) the respective firms or offices are . with w h o m he deals to some persons but 
in different localities; and (l^)aims assessors) not others; nor shall a solicitor be an ap-
(ii) neither party was referred to the ().八 solipwr shall not, in respect of any jnted representative. 
firm or office acting for him from claim or claims arising as a result of death ^ . , ^ .. ^ . ^ … , 
an associated firm or from personal injury, either enter into an (2) Notwithstanding any proviso to Rule ：) 
another office of the same firm, arrangement for the introduction of clients of these Rules or any waiver of a Practice 
and ’ with or act in association with any person Rule granted before 1st April 1988’ a 
(iii) the transaction is dealt with or (not being a solicitor) whose business or any solicitor shall not by himself or with any 
sunervised bv a different solicitor Part of whose business is to make, support other person set up, operate, actively par-
in regular attendance at each firm 。「P^ °secute (whether by action or other- tkipate in or control any separate business 
or office wise, and whether by a solicitor or agent or which is an appointed representative. 
门 、 , D I , Otherwise) claims arising as a result of death (3) jhis Rule shall have effect in relation to 
(3 n this Rule: or personal injury and who in the course of he conduct of investment business within 
⑷ “associauon" refers to a suua ion such business solicits or receives c o n t m g e n - 丨 _ any part of the United Kingdom, 
where two or more firms ot solicitors cy fees m respect ot such claims. 】^ 
have at least one c o m m o n principal, _ ,,、 f d 1 u 1’ ， (4) In this Rule "appointed represen-
and "associated" in that context is to ⑵ Paragraph (1) of this Rule shall not Native"’ "investment" and "investment 
be construed accordingly； and 叩Ply ⑴ a solicitor who, in respect of a business，’ have the meanings assigned to 
(b) "private mortgage" means any mort- claim or claims having some connection Financial Services Acri986. 
gage other than one nrovided by an wuh a country other than England and , 
institution which provides mortgages Wales and not involving primary conten- Rule 13 (Supervision of a solicitor's office) 
in the normal course of its activities. "ous proceedings m England and W a l e s，⑴ a solicitor shali ensure that every office 
either enters into an arrangement tor the in- where he or his firm practices is and can 
Rule 7 (Fee sharing) troduction of clients with or acts in associa- reasonably be seen to be properly super-
(1) A solicitor shall not share or agree to tion with a person entitled to practise as a vised in accordance with the following 
share his professional fees with any person lawyer in thai other country if that person is minimum standards: 
- except: himself entitled to receive contingency fees (a) Every such office shall be attended on 
(a) a solicitor; in that other country in respect of claims each day when it is open to the public 
(b) a person who is entitled to practise as a arising as a result of death or personal or open to telephone calls from the 
lawyer in any country other than Eng- injury. public by a solicitor who holds a prac-
land and Wales and has his principal .c.y.- .kail not rire. tising certificate and has been admitted 
office in that other country; SLt i l D e c t of D ^ e l g / i n at least three years, who shall spend 
(c) the solicitor's bona fide employee, ^ h c ^ r ^ ^ s p ^ t。卩 f「。二二 sufficient time at such office to ensure 
which provision shall no: permit a 义^二^丄ncij^ale广 e^her二二『i^f二ing adequate control of the staff employed 
partnership with a non-solicitor under 二Onts acSfs t a t S ^ n . there and afford requisite facilities for 
the cloak o f employment; or S a n e son e n S t 。 i ^ a c t S e ^ lav^er consultation with clients. In the case of 
(d) a retired partner or predecessor of the 丄口^^,',二de^e二 a a firm in private practice such solicitor 
solicitor or the dependants or personal i r ^ a ^ h e ^ o u二么 prg:二二t^t may be a principal, employee or con-
S T d l s S r / e s of a deceased partner or ⑷ / ^^ 。^^ ^^ 。。^【 (^。日^^ ^日旦？ ?^^  s u l _ of the firm provided that the 
predecessor. ^^^^ ^ firm must have at least one principal 
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph ⑴ of this (b) such person has not solicited or received v S r ^ ' " admitted for at least 
Rule a solicitor w h o instructs an estate in England and Wales instructions from n '^rv nfflre chail he managed 
agent as his sub-agent for the sde of a pro- a lay client in the matter in q u e s t i o n .⑶ h o l l g a ^ S n g 
二 5 o》 n s 二o。na1 Rule 10 (Receipt of commissions from third certificate or by a Fellow of the Instk-
proportion of the solicitor s professional parties) ute of Legal Executives confirmed by 
(1) A solicitor shall account to his client for the Institute as being of good standing 
(3) The exceptions set out in paragraphs (3) any commission received of more than £10 and having been admitted as a Fellow 
to (8) of Rule 4 of these Rules shall where unless, having disclosed to the client the for not less than five years. Such solic-
necessary also operate as exceptions to this amount of the commission or, if the kor or Fellow shall normally be in 
Rule but only to permit fee sharing with the amount cannot be ascertained, the basis of attendance at that office during all the 
solicitor's employer. calculation of the commission, he has the hours when it is open to the public or 
client's agreement to retain it. open to telephone calls from the public. 
(4) A solicitor who works as a volunteer in 
a law centre or advice service operated by a (2) This Rule does not apply where a (2) In determining whether or not there has 
charitable or similar non-commercial member of the public deposits money with been compliance with the requirement as to 
organisation may pay to the organisation a solicitor who is acting as agent for a supervision in paragraph (1) of this Rule, 
any fees or costs he receives under the Legal building society or other financial institu- account shall be taken of, inter aha, the 
Advice and Assistance ("green form") tion and the solicitor has not advised that arrangements for principals to see incoming 
scheme. person as a client as to the disposition of mail. 
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(3) Where daily attendance or normal this is not so, application m a y be made for Rule 6 (Commencement) 
attendance in accordance with sub- an individual waiver. These Rules shall come into force on 1st 
paragraph (l)(a) or (l)(b) of this Rule is , .. ., , . September 1988. 
prevented by illness, accident or other '"dividual waivers ^ ^ 
sufficient or unforeseen cause for a pro- J," mdiv.dua waivers of the old 1 3 , , 广 几 � � 
longed period, suitable alternative arrange- Practice Rules will now no longer be S o l l C l t O F S P u b l l C l t y C o d e 
ments shall be made without delay to en- necessary am^in such casesthe waivers con- i n o o 
sure compliance. cerned should be regarded as havmg ex-上>00 
,,、、,..， , , , . , P i r e d . Code dated 29th June 1988 pro-
4. Allindiv^ualw.versoftheoidPraa.ce mulgated by the Council of the L a w 
(l)(b) of this Rule to manage an office and w h 产 solicitors will still need to Society with the concurrence of the 
w h o was 50 years of age or more on 9th hereby continued as waivers o f t ^ Master of the Rolls under Rule 2 of the 
M a y 1975 and had at thai date been con- ^88 Practice Rules until 31st August 1990 Solicitors' Practice Rules 1988. 
tinuously employed in connection with the subject to a pnor time limit). All ’ 
内 � 、 。 ‘ ii^ w^r- I。" such waivers are deemed to be subject to 1 Solicitors publicity 
： T h a i Z l t T u . xerds d r^e du ? 【 h e Introduction and Referral Code. A solicitor m a y at his discretion publicise 
o Solicitors are of course at liberty ro seek his pracuce or p e r m , another person to do 
continue to do so until retiring or attaining new waivers t^D replace those which will ex- so, or publicise the business or acuvuy o 
the age of 70 years, whichever first P're on 31st August 1990. another person, subject to the provisions of 
h a p p e L 1st September 1988 ^^ .s Code; but nothing herem contained 
HK ^ shall be construed as authorising (i) any 
Rule 14 (Waivers) ~ • ， breach of the Solicitors' Practice Rules, and 
In any particular case or cases the Council S o l l C l t O r S O v c r S C a S in particular Rule 1 thereof, or any other 
of the Law Society shall have power to P r n f t i p p A m p n H m A n t ^ professional obligation or requirement, or 
waive in writing any of the provisions of ^ V^iiiciiuiiiciii; (ii) publicity which is other than in good 
these Rules for a particular purpose or pur- R u l C S 1 9 8 8 taste. 
SSL^IS：：^^? such waiver, and to ^ ^ ^ dated 29th J u n e 1988 made bv \ U『丨iched visits and telephone calls 
re oke sucn er Council of the L a w Society with 八 solicitor must not publicise his practice or 
Rule 15 (Interpretation) c 丄 ‘ r 丄 publicise properties for sale or to let by 
In these Rules, except where the context the concurrence of the Master of the ^^ans of unsolicited visiis or unsolicited 
otherwise requires: R o " s under Part II of the Solicitors telephone calls, except: 
(a) "arrangement" means any express or A c t 1974. (i) where such visit or telephone call is 
tacit agreement between a solicitor and Rule 1 (Obtaining instructions and the prac- made to another solicitor or to an 
another person, whether contractually “ce of a solicitor) existing or potential professional 
binding or not; in Rule 4 of the Solicitors' Overseas Prac- connection, proyid^ however that 
(b) "contentious proceeding" is to be con- i^ce Rules 1987’ for paragraph (b) there such visit or telephone call must 
strued in accordance with the definition shall be substituted: not be made with a view to estab-
of "contentious business" in section 87 “（⑴ a person's "freedom to instruct a lishing a solicitor/client relation-
of the Solicitors Act 1974; solicitor of his choice.’’ ship with such person; or 
(c) "contingency fee" means any sum and there shall be added a new para- © where such visit or telephone call is 
(whether fixed, or calculated either as a graph (f) as follows: made to publicise a specific corn-
percentage of the proceeds or otherwise ° “(})【he solicitor's duty to the Court “ merdal property or properties the 
howsoever) payable only in the event of . • solicitor has for sale or to let. 
success in the prosecution of any R^Jf ] (Publicity) 3 jhe content of Dubiicitv 
arrinn "iiiit nr other contentious oro- n Rule 5 of the Solicitors' Overseas Prac- ine tunieni ui puuiituy 
S n r P tice Rules 1987, in paragraph (1) delete ⑷ Statutory requirements 
fd) ''firm-'includes a sole nractitioner- "promulgated from time to time by the As a matter of professional conduct the 
%{ ''nerTon'MncIudes a boSrco S or Council under Rule 2 of the Solicitors' P^^Jicuy of a solicitor must comply ⑷ person inciuaes a Doay corporate or , rpnladng with the general law. Solicitors are re-
- 工 = r 。r group of 『^Se〒’ula'^Ss二 
① ‘二icitoV，includes a firm of solicitors; 蒙 to Rule 5 delete 二 / /二二字： c二 g 
ana “1Q87’’ erences m certain advertisements to the 
fgJ words importing the masculine gender _ . advertiser being licensed as a credit 
include the feminine, words in the sing- Rule 3 (Introductions and referrals) broker; and of the Business Names Act 
ular include the plural and words in the For Rule 6 of the Solicitors' Overseas Prac- 1985 concerning lists of partners and an 
plural include the singular. tice Rules 1987 there shall be substituted: address for service on stationery. 
Rule 16 (Repeals and commencement) “Rule 6 Introductions and referrals (b) Misleading or inaccurate publicity 
(1) The Solicitors' Practice Rules 1975 and A solicitor m a y accept introductions and Publicity must not be inaccurate or mis-
the Solicitors' Practice Rules 1987 are referrals of business from another person leading in any way. • . 
hereby repealed and m a y make introductions and refer (c) Comparisons and criticisms of services 
• business to another person, provided there N o publicity m a y compare the quality-
(2) These Rules shall come into force on 1st is no breach of Rule 4 or any other pro- of service provided by a solicitor with 
September 1988. vision of these Rules. that provided by any other identifiable 
Explanatory note solicitor or solicitors, and no publicity 
. Assistance on complying with the pro- m a y criticise the quality of service pro-
C o u n c i l S t a t e m e n t o n visions of Rule 4 of these Rules can be vided by any identifiable solicitor or 
w . obtained from the Solicitors' Introduc- solicitors. However, a solicitor m a y co-
V Y a i V e r S tion and Referral Code." operate in the preparation of a bona 
_ _ , . ™ u • fide survey of legal services, conducted 
The new Practice Rules Rule 4 (Fee sharing) u third nartv even if such survey 
1. The Solicitors' Practice Rules 1988 con- In Rule 8 of the Solicitors' Overseas Prac- a t t ^ r ^ f e v ^ ^ ^呂““丫^^  
solidate (1) the 1987 Practice Rules,⑵ the tice Rules 1987 for sub-paragraph ⑴(d) 二;【oS二二二^；^ ,^二aly 
1975 Practice Rules,⑶ the general waivers there shall be substituted: provided by different solicitors, 
of the Practice Rules and ⑷ the standard "(d) a bona fide employee; or，； ⑷ Success rate 
waivers for law centres and advice centres. and in the explanatory notes to Rule 8 in ^ publicity m a y refer to a solicitor's 
^ , . the heading delete the letter "s", in the first ....J；--
？ T h e e " r n o . e n e r a l waivers of the 1988 , delete the numeral ‘〒’，’ and delete = 工 : 
pVac'ce Rules° "S)二v^r 二icilS who 【he whole of the second note. ⑴八。她。「 _ refer to the name 
have hitherto relied on general waivers will Rule 5 (Waivers) of a client in the puohc media only 
in most cases be able to operate within the Delete the whole of the explanatory note to with the client s consent (For 
1988 Practice Rules and the Solicitors' In- Rule 17 of the Solicitors' Overseas Practice press releases see paragraph 17(ii) 
troduction and Referral Code 1988. Where Rules 1987. below.) 
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(ii) However, no reference may be (i) Claims lo specialisation or parricuiar a solicitor unless the solicitor is willing 
made to the name of a client in expertise if required (i) to quote separate fees for 
any advertisement by the solicitor N o claim may be made that a solicitor the individual services (which separate 
ot his practice. (For solicitors' is a specialist, or an expert in a panic- fees may not total more than the corn-
stationery see paragraph 6(d) ular field, unless the solicitor is a mem- posite fee), and (ii) to carrv out anv one 
"..、，广..） ber of a relevant Law Society panel or onlv of those services on the basis of 
(III) A solicitor may name a client with possesses a qualification listed from such separate fee. 
the client's consent in advertising time to time by the Law Society as fe) Comparisons and cri deisms of charges 
property for sale or to let on that recognised for this purpose. It is not N o publicity may directly compare a 
fli^ nt's behalf. improper for a claim to be made that a solicitor's charges with those of anv 
(IV) Sub-paragraph (ii) above does not solicitor is experienced in a particular other identifiable solicitor or solicitors, 
prevent a solicitor from being field of work, provided this is indeed and no publicity may directly criticise 
named in the publicity of a client, the case, nor is it improper for a the charees of anv identifiable solicitor 
or from being identified as the solicitor to state his knowledge or qual- or solicirors. However, a solicitor mav 
client's solicitor in the publicity of ifications. co-operate in the preparation of a bona 
another person on chat client's (j) Judicial appointments fide survey of legal costs, conducted by 
business. (For client's stationery N o mention may be made in any a third pany, even if such survey results 
used by a solicitor see paragraph advertisement (including stationery — in the publication of direct comparisons 
below.) see paragraph 17(ii) below) of the fact between the charges of different solic-
(V) Sub-paragraph (ii) above extends that a solicitor is a recorder, assistant itors. 
to a solicitor's directory entries, recorder, deputy registrar, acting stip- (f) Commissions from third parties 
and a solicitor may not supply to endiary magistrate or justice of the In publicity for conveyancing or other 
the publisher of a directory the peace. services of a solicitor, fees must not be 
name of any client. However, (k) The Law Society's coat of arms quoted which are intended to be net 
where a publisher names or pro- The armorial bearings of the Law fees, i.e. fees which are reduced by the 
poses to name a solicitor's client Society may not appear in a solicitor's availability of any commission (such as 
m a directory entry without such publicity. that on an endowment policy). Any fee 
information having been supplied (I) Credit cards quoted in such circumstances must be 
by the solicitor, the following pro- A credit card logo or other reference to the gross fee, although there is no 
visions apply: a credit card may be included in a sol- objection to mentioning that the avail-
(A) The solicitor may with the icitor's publicity if applicable; but ability for the benefit of the client of a 
client's consent confirm the where, by agreement with the credit commission may reduce the net cost of 
accuracy of such entry. card company, the solicitor places a the transaction to the client; provided 
(B) The solicitor may provide limitation on the use of the credit card that, where such mention is made in 
corrected information about facility, the logo or reference must be connection with mortgages, there must 
his practice. accompanied by a form of words indie- be no implication that endowment 
(C) The solicitor may with the ating the existence of the limitation. In mortgages are appropriate in all cir-
cliem's consent provide cor- the case of solicitors operating the cumsmnces, and there must be included 
rected information about the Access retail agreement, whereby a an indication of the solicitor's willing-
client. solicitor need not accept payment for ness to advise as to the appropriate type 
(D) The solicitor may inform the disbursements by credit card, the app- of mortgage for the client's circum-
publisher of any other in- ropriate form of words is: "Access stances. 
accuracy. accepted for certain legal services." (g) General provision concerning charges 
(f) Naming staff Leg.a! aid logo Any publicity concerning charges must 
(i) A member of staff other than a Solicitors willing to understand legal aid comply with all other provisions of this 
solicitor who holds a current prac- cases may use the legal aid logo in their Code. 
tising certificate m a y only be publicity, but the logo must not be 
named in a solicitor's publicity altered in any way. (Photographic - Directory headings 
(including stationery — see para- fJP'^ of the logo can be obtained from j dLcVory o other listing which in-
- g^^Ph 6(a) below) if the status of t 品 Law Society, quoting reference 二 � $ 【 ^ “ ‘ 二 e S of J T f o l S o r s a 
；二t person is unambiguously ⑷ BViL Code of Advertising Practice solicitor's entry or advertisement may 
(ii) gnorafter 1st June 1989 the term N o advertisement shall be published fPPear under a classification other than 
^ g a l 二’? liay onl) S which breaches the British Code of Solicitors' provided that: 
icgdi execuuye may oniy pe Adverrisinp PrarnVf fnr thf- rirrx. 0) the appearance under that class-
used in a solicitor s publicuy (in- 。dve"^f ng Practice for the time being if,cation is not misleading. 
^ u f m g stationery) to refer to a m torce. the solicitor is described in the 
E^cZwL^' I 薩 m e of Legal ^ statements as to charges -；^ or^ advenisement as a sol-
(iii) Solicitors are reminded of the dan- � Clarity /：：：-^ .u, rh^ cifif^ H^^ ir! dr^ nnt r—nnirv 
ger of inadvertently holding out Any publicity as to charges or a basis (出）i^ eSfc i ^ ^ ^ a ^ n 
persons as partners in a firm by of charging must be clearly expressed. ；巧5二 does S t have 
inclusion of both partners' and It must be stated what services will be scmcuor aoes not nave. 
non-partners' names in a list. The provided for those charges or on that • , 
status of non-partners must be — s of charging. A n y circumstances 6 Professional stationery • 
indicated for avoidance of doubt in which the charges may be increased fa) Application of this Code to stationery 
whenever a situation of inadvert- or the basis altered must be stated. It The provisions of this Code apply to a 
ent holding out might otherwise must be clear whether disbursements solicitor's letterhead and matter similar-
arise. and value added tax are included. ly forming part of a solicitor's pro-
fs) Solicitor to be identified (b) Fee from or upwards of a figure fessional s t a t i o n e r y . , 
g) EV2S ad二宁二二a solicitor must 丨^^^: to state二 fee as being (b) Practising address on stanonery 
bear the solicitor's name or firm name t 。 二 Z Z f t J gure. A solicitor's professional stationery 
fsubiect to naraoranh Q hflnw nn Haa � Service Jree Of charge must include a practising address and 
adve^Sina) g Publicity may state that a particular not merely a box number. 
service of a solicitor is free of charge, (c) Use of client's stationery 
(h) Categories of work but this must not be conditional on the A solicitor may use for his professional 
Publicity about a solicitor's practice solicitor or any other person being work the stationery of his client, pro-
may state or imply that he undertakes a given any other instructions, or receiv- vided that the combined effect of the 
panicular category of work only if the ing any commission or other benefit, in letterhead and signature is to make it 
solicitor is in fact able to handle such connection with that or any other clear that the stationery is being used 
work. The use of such words as " W e matter. by a solicitor on legal professional 
deal with all legal work" would not in (d) Composite fees business for that client and that the 
itself be improper for a firm in general N o publicity may quote a composite solicitor is responsible for the contents 
practice. fee for two or more separate services of of the letter. 
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(d) Client's name on solicitor's stationery (i) either (A) the name of the firms by ity rectified or withdrawn as appropriate. 
Notwithstanding paragraph 3(e)(ii) w h o m or on whose be- 16 Local law societies 
abON^e，a solicitor may on his protess- haif the advertising is institutional publicity by local law 
lonal stationery include the name of his conducted, r' 
dk”t where that stationery is used only or . (B) an address at which the does not apply to publicity 
on legal professional business for that names of a l such tirms ^y a local law society concerning the 
chent- are availab e; and services of solicitors in general. 
7 Designation of a solicitor's practice ⑶ ^ej^orcl solicitor or sol.c- ^^^ Publicity namtn, soliators 
(a) Limitation on designation of a practice ⑷厂/ advertisim by a firm W h e r : mdividuai solicitors or firms are 
A solicitor's practice shall be designated T ^ l nafaSTe?二n/=duc:ted bv an named, any publicity of a local law 
only as that of a solicitor or solicitors ^SLidual^ir^i^iS bJlcc^Dani^G society must comply with this Code as 
or by such other designation as may be jj^dmdual firm must be accompanied 出^ publication were by individual 
approved by the Council of the Law …：出。firm's name, and solicitors. 
Society. (ii) the word "solicitor" or "solic- 17 Interpretation 
(b) "Solicitors ana Commissioners for itors". In this Code: 
Oaths" . 」广 (f) General provision concerning flag (i) all reference to individual Practice 
The designation Solicitor and Com- advertising Rules are references to the Solic-
missioner tor Oaths" is approved. Any flag advertising must conform iters' Practice Rules 1988, and all 
"Solicitors and Commissioners for with all other provisions of this Code. words have the meanings assigned 
Oaths" may be used where at least one to them in Rule 15 of those Rules; 
partner in a firm is a commissioner. 10 stands at exhibitions and 
fc) "Solicitors and Notaries Public•‘ A solicitor may have a stand at an exhibit- 仰 ‘‘advertisement’’ and "advertis-
The designation "Solicitor and ion or show, distnbute literature trom such ing", except where the context 
Notary" (or "Notary Public") is app- stand and give legal advice there, provided otLrwise requires, refer to any 
roved. "Solicitors and Notaries" (or that the firm name and practising address f。而 of advenisement and include 
"Notaries Public") may be used where of the solicitor are displayed on the stand inter alia brochures directory 
at least one partner in a firm is a and on any literature given out there. entries, stationery, and press rel-
notary; provided that where the desig- j ^ Mobile offices eases promoting a solicitor's prac-
nation is used m conjunction with a 八 solicitor may have a mobile office, pro- tice; but exclude press releases 
list of partners, and not all partners vided that the solicitor's practice also has a prepared on behalf of a client, 
are notaries, then those partners who permanent location. The firm name and ,o rnmmencement 
are notaries must be indicated as such. nrarridna aHHr^cc nf the cnliHrnr mii^ r hp 10 commencemeni , 
M) "<;ni!rimr^ and Parliamentary Asents" gractismg addpss ot the solicitor must De j^is Code shall come into force on 1st 
叫 」 二 , 尋 ) displayed on the mobile office and on any c^remher 1988 
The designation "Solicitor and Par ha- literature given out at such office. Practice 鄉【ember lyss. 
mentary Agent is approved. Solic- Rule 13 (on supervision of a solicitor's Note: Breaches of the Publicity Code 
itors and Parliamentary Agents may office) will apply to any such mobile office. Where contravention of this Code is not 
be used where at least one partner in a • serious, the Council encourages local law 
firm is a parliamentary agent; provided 12 Addresses to the Court societies to bring breaches to the attention 
that where the designation is used in It is not proper for a solicitor to distribute Qf [he solicitors concerned. Serious or per-
conjunction with a list of partners, and to the press, radio or television copies of his sistent cases should be reported to the 
not all partners are parliamentary speech or address to any court, tribunal or Solicitors Complaints Bureau. 
agents, then those partners who are inquiry, except at the time and place of the 
parliamentary agents must be indicated hearing to persons attending the hearing to _ .. ， t 丄 j 
as such. report the proceedings. S o l l C l t O f S I l l t r O a U C t l O n 
( e ) ； ： 严 ？ 贿 = 1 3 Professional accouncements, and Referral CodC 1988 
The designation Solicitors and Privy arivprtispmpnfs for staff etc 
Counal Agent^' is a p ^ d ^ e . 二 。 = = 二 Introduction 
the name of a firm practising m meJit for staff advertisement offering (1) This code dated 29th June 1988 is pro-
- London appears on the Pnvy Council 『^ 卩^^ 。^。^^ ；/^/二丨 ifke advemse' mulgated by the Coundl of the Law Sodety 
K。iL ment by a solicitor (including any advertise- with the concurrence of the Master of the 
8 Subsidiary practising style ment in the Law Society's Gazette) must Rolls under Rule 3 of the Solicitors Prac-
A subsidiary practising style of a firm or a comply with the provisions of this Code. tice Rules 1988. ^ ^ - ^  
二 二 = Mlnte^ationaUspectsofpubHcity i ^ l ^ S n t ^ S S S t i S . ^ f 
us二ti wTh ttTe ffr^〒s publicity fpr a solicitor s practice may clients by third parties to solicitors or by 
？see Praake S l i T 二 D r ^ d L T a t conductej xn a jurisdiction other than solicitors to third parties, 
(^e Practice Rule 11), and provided that England and Wales in any manner that ⑶ xhe code does not apply to introduc-
the word "solicitor' or solicitors' is also would contravene either (i) the provisions ；,二 and refe^als betweS firms of solic-
used. of this Code or (ii) any restrictions in force jtors ‘ 
9 Flae advertisins in【hat other jurisdiction concerning l a v ^ - ⑷ Non-compliance, evasion or disregard 
(a) Groups of soHcitors ers’ publicity For the purposes of this the code could represent, not only a 
It is iSrm^tted for independent firms of paragraph, publicity shaU be deemed to be breach of Rule 3 of the Solickors，Practice 
solickors to act together in a group to ^^onducted in the junsdicnon m which it is Rules 1988 (on introductions and referrals) 
publicise their services under a group received However’ publicity shall not be ^ut also a breach of Rule 1 (on obtaining 
name, group logo, etc. regarded as being conducted m a j^unsdic- instructions and the practice of a solicitor) 
(b) Definition of "flag advertising" tion in which such publicity would be im- or one of the other practice rules, and con-
^ ^  ^ "^hisCodeVyaienising which con- ? / h 。 duct unbefitting a solicitor.. . 
tains such group name, group logo or Persons m a jurisdiction or ⑶ Those wishing to advertise the services 
g h e r l ^ u D promotionfri^LeilS junsdictions where such pubbaty is permt- of solicitors to w h o m they refer work 
called -nag aJve^s^nP S h t ^ m 【ed and us reception in the former junsdic- should be encouraged to pubUdse their 
is to includ? any advertising containing ^^  madental. adherence to the code by means of a notice 
a reference to membership of a group 15 The solicitor's responsibility for on the following lines: 
which conducts flag advertising. publicity ‘‘We comply with the Solicitors Intro-
(c) Application to stationery It is the responsibility of a solicitor to en- duction and Referral Code pubUshed by 
The term "flag advertising" is to in- sure that all his publicity, and all publicity the Law Society and any solicitor to 
elude the appearance on stationery of for his services which is conducted by w h o m we may refer you is an mdepend-
any of the items referred to in sub- another person, complies with the pro- ent profession^ from w h o m you re-
paragraph (b) above. visions of this Code. This responsibility ceive impartial, and confident!^ advice. 
(d) Flag advertising by a group cannot be delegated. Where the solicitor You ^  are free to choose another solic. 
Any flag advertising conducted by two becomes aware of any impropriety in any itor". ..汽 f — o 〜 
or more firms of solicitors must be publicity appearing on his behalf, he must (6) The code will come into torce on 1st 
accompanied by: 、 use his best endeavours to have the public- September 1988. 
1 
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C h a p t e r 4 
In fo rmat ion about Legal Serv ices : D isseminat ion 
4 . 0 1 R u l e 
Any practitioner is at liberty to advertise the practitioner's services 
or the services of the practitioner's firm to the public, but must do 
so in a manner consistent with the maintenance of proper 
professional standards. , 
Commentary 
(1) The advertising must not be false, misleading or deceptive or likely to be 
so. 
(2) Advertising should not misrepresent the services or the standard of services 
provided by other practitioners or by the practitioner. 
(3) Advertising may indicate fields of practice in which the practitioner is 
prepared to practise. 
(4) Where any advertisement contains or refers to any testimonials or 
endorsements about the practitioner or the services offered, the practitioner 
must be able to show on inquiry by the District Society that such 
testimonials or endorsements were not provided for monetary or other 
reward. As with other aspects of legal advertisements set out within this 
mle’ the genuineness and veracity of any testimonials or endorsements 
might be put to a test on enquiry by the District Society. 
(5) An advertisement by a barrister sole must make it clear that members of 
the public may instruct a barrister sole only through a solicitor, 
4 . 0 2 R u l e 
In offering services direct to members of the public other than by 
normal advertising channels, a practitioner must ensure that 
approaches to persons who are not existing clients, are made in a 
manner which does not bring the profession into disrepute. 
Approaches must be made in accordance with proper professional 






(1) A direct approach should not misrepresent the standard of services provided 
by other practitioners or firms or by the practitioner. 
(2) An approach by a barrister sole must be made clearly on the basis that a 
d iem can instruct a barrister sole only through a solicitor. 
(3) • The manner of such approaches, their frequency and the surrounding 
circumstances may be taken inio account in assessing the propriety of the 
practitioner's actions. 
4 . 0 3 Ru le 
A practitioner must not in any advertisement to the public claim to 
have special expertise in any field or fields of practice. 
Commentary 
(1) Until rules and procedures are formulated for formal recognition of 
specialised fields of practice there are no recognised criteria under which 
practitioners may make a claim to special expertise. 
4 . 0 4 Ru le 
A. practitioner may not, without the specific consent of a client, 
give any interview or make any public statement relating to the 
client or the affairs of the client, whether or not the client is 
involved in a matter of public knowledge. 
Commentary 
(1) The solicitor/client privilege may not be broken without the consent of ihe 
client That consent is not something to be obtained by representatives of 
the news media. It is to be given only after proper discussion between the 
practitioner and the client. 
4 . 0 5 Ru le 
A practitioner must not, either by advertisement or personal 
representation, give clients or the general public the impression 
that the practitioner is running a financing or banking business 




(1) If a practitioner wishes to advertise that moneys are available for 
investment, the advertisement must make it clear that the moneys belong 
to the clients of the practitioner and not the pracuiioner. 
P) Any reference to a solicitor's nominee company must refer to it being a 
bare trustee which does not borrow money or lend money in its own right 
(3) If a client wishes to borrow money, it is permissible for the practitioner to 
advertise on the client's behalf indicating the amount required and the type 




Solicitors (Scotland) (Advertising) 
Practice Rules 1987 
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Solicitors (Scotland) (Advertising) Practice Rules 1987 
Rules dated 28th May 1987’ made by the Council of the Law Society 
of Scotland and approved by the Lord President of the Court 
of Session in terms of section 34 of the Solicitors (Scotland) 
Act 1980. 
1 .—(1) These rules may be cited as【he Solicitors (Scot land) (Advertis-
ing^ Practice Ru les 1987. 
(2) These rules shall come into operation on 1st July 1987. 
2 .—(1 ) In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires— 
“the A c t " means the Solicitors (Scot land) Ac t 1980 
“ the C o u n c i l " means the Counc i l of the S o c i e t y ， 
“establ ished d i e m , ’ means a person for w h o m a solicitor has acted on 
at least one previous occasion, but does not include a person— 
⑷ w h o m the so icitor knows, or ought reasonably to know to be 
exclusively a client of another solicitor; or ， 
⑷ soliawr"^ the solicitor has acted only o n the instructions of another 
‘‘practice” means professional practice of a solicitor and includes anv 
area of practice; ‘ 
“the Secretary- means the Secretary of the Society and includes any 
“ person authonsed by the Council to act on behalf of the Secretarv 
services means services provided by a solicitor, and includes any 
part or such services; 】 
“the Society” means the Law Society of Scotland established under the 
Act， 
‘‘solictor" means any person enrolled as a solicitor in pursuance of the 
Act, and mciudes a firm of solicitors, an incorporated practice and 
any association of solicitors; ^ 
“touting" means a direct approach by or on behalf of a solicitor to a 
person who is not an established client, with the intention of soli-
citing business from that person. 
^ B T ^ t In?rpretation Act 1978 applies to the interpretation of these 
rules as it applies to the interpretation of an Act of Par i i ^en t . 
3. The Solicitors (Scotland) Practicc Rules 1985 are hereby repealed, 
repeaild^ ^ of Solicitors (Scotland) Practice Rules 1964 is hereby 
, i ' t l f ^ ^ r V ^ ^ ^ not apply for or seek instructions for business in such 
t h ^ f ' o or permit in the carrying on of his practice any such act or 
？二’es二?ayjironably be regarded as touting or as calculated to attract 
6. A solicitor may, if so requested by or on behalf of any person provide 
^ ： 二 ？ 。 嶋 t of proposed fees in relation to any se^ices h ' L ^ I -
7. Subject to rule 8 hereof, a solicitor shall be entitled to advertise his 
services in any way he thinks fit, including by means of general c i rS ation 
^ ^ ^ m c ^ r j ^ i whether or not the persons to whomit is addressefare 
， A n advertisement of or by a solicitor shall not— 
of’(lo)r C J Z 二 工 二 i ^ t y of his practice or services over those 
(2) make reference in relation to any practice to 
(^) volume of business or fee income; or 
⑷ 丄 d ， 二 。 f . a n y client except where- this is appropriate in any 
二 = 二 h normaj course of his practice, the solicitor is 
instructed by that client to advertise; or 
(c) any item of business except that which, in the normal course of his 
practice, he is instructed by a client to advertise- or 
W the outcome of any business carried out for cliems* or 
(3) compare his fees with those of any other solicitor or 
(4) contain any inaccuracy or misleading statement; or 
[Release 12: 22-v-87.] 
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(5) be by such means or of such a character as may reasonably be 
regarded as bringing the profession of solicitors into disrepute. 
9.—(1) Where an advertisement of or by a solicitor is deemed by the 
Counci l to contravene any of these rules, the Council may by written notice 
duly given to him require the solicitor forthwith, or from such date as the 
notice may stipulate, to withdraw, terminate or cancel the advertisement, 
as the case may require, and not to repeat it during the currency of the 
notice. 
(2) A notice given by the Council to a solicitor under paragraph (1) of 
this rule shall be signed by the Secretary and shall be deemed to have been 
duly given if it is delivered to him or left at or sent by recorded delivery 
post to, his last known place of business. 
(3) It shall be the duty of a solicitor to obtemper any notice duly given to 
h im under this rule. A solicitor aggrieved by the terms of any such notice 
may, within 14 days of the date thereof, make written representations ther-
eanent to the Counci l , which shall, within two calendar months of the 
receipt of such representations, either confirm or withdraw said notice; 
provided that should the Council neither confirm nor withdraw said notice 
within said period, said notice will be deemed to have been withdrawn at 
the expiry thereof. 
1 0 . ~(1 ) It shall be the duty of a solicitor to ensure that any advertise-
ment of or by him complies with any provision in any practice rules in force 
for the time being. . 
(2) A n advertisement of or by a solicitor shall, unless the contrary is 
proved, be deemed to have been issued (in the form in which it was issued) 
with his authority. 
11. The Council shall have power to waive any of the provisions of these 
rules in any particular case. 
12. Breach of any of these rules may be treated as professional miscon-




Rule 7 of the Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct issued by the 
American Bar Association 
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INFORMA TION ABO UT LEGAL SER VICES 
R U L E 7.1 C O N C E R N I N G A ever, the publ丨c.s need :o know about legal sendees can be 隨lied 
. , L „ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ i ^ K V i L t b m part through advertising. This need is particularly acute in the 
A lawyer shall not make a false or misleading communication case of persons of moderate means who have not made extensive 
，bout the lawyer or the lawyer's services. A communication is use of legal services. The interest in expanding public mformanon 
false or misleading if it: about legal services ought to prevail over considerations of tradi-
(a) contains a material misrepresentation of fact or law, or t'on. Nevenheless, advenisine by lawyers entails the risk of prac-
omits a fact necessary to make the statement considered as a t'ces that are misleading or overreaching. 
whole not materially misleading; This Rule permits public dissemination of information concem-
(b) is likely to create an unjustified expectation about results ing a lawyer's name or firm name, address and telephone number. 
the lawyer can achieve, or states or implies that the lawyer can the kinds of services the lawyer will undertake; the basis on which 
achieve results by means that violate the Rules of Professional the lawyer's fees are determined, including pnces for specific serv-
Conduct or other law; or ices and payment and credit arrangements； a lawyer's foreign lan-
(c) compares the lawyer's services with other lawyers' serv- guage ability： names of references and. with their consent, names of 
ices, unless the comparison can be factually substantiated. clients regularly represented; and other information that might m-
Comment vite the attention of those seeking legal assistance. " 
This Rule governs all communications about a lawyer's services, Questions of effectiveness and taste in advertising are matters of 
including advertising permitted by Rule 7.2. Whatever means are speculation and subiective judgment. Some junsdictions have had 
used to make known a lawyer's services, statements about them extensive prohibitions against teievision advertising’ agamsr adver-
should be truthful. The prohibition in paragraph (b) of statements "smg^going beyond specified facts about a lawyer, or aeainsi "un-
ilat m a y create "unjustified expectations" would ordinanly pre- dignified" advertising. Television is now one of the most powerful 
ciude advertiserrjents aboui resuirs obtained on behalf of a client, media for getting inforniaticn to the public, panicujariy persons of 
such 二 the aino^n: of a diinrngc H or the lawyer's record in aiid moderate income； prohibiting t«ie 'ision advertising’ vhere-
obtaining favorable verdicts, and aoveriiseaienis containing client fore, would impede the flow of information about iegai •j.ti^ yzcz u； 
endorsement. Si'ch information may creaio the unjustified"expec- many sectors of the public. Limiting the information that may be 
tation that similar results can be obtained for ':thers without refer- advertised has a similar effect and assumes u.nt the bar can sequ-
ence to the specific factual and legal circumstances. rately forecast the kind of information that the public would re-
Model Code Comparison ^ gard as relevant. 
D R 2-101 provided thai .‘[a] lawyer shall not ... use .. . any . Neither this Rule nor Rule 7,3 prohibits communications authc-
form of public communicacio:: cont?i'r.ine a false, fraudulent, mis- "zed by law. such as notice to members of a class in class acrion 
leading, deceptive, sdf-Iaudaiory or unfair statement or claim." htigation. 
D R 2-101 (B) provided that a lawyer "may publish or broadcast Record of Advertising 
• [oil广,ing information ...in the geographic area or areas m Paragraph (b) requires that a record of the content and use of 
winch the l^^yer resides or raaintams offices or in which a signifi- advertising be kept in order to facilitate enforcement of this Rule 
cant pan of the lawyer's chenteie resides, provided that the infor- It does not require that advertising be subject to review prior to 
？ation . . complies w u h D R 2-101 (A), and is presented in a dissemination. Such a requirement would be burdensome and ex-
digmfied manner. ...” D R 2-101 (B) then specified twenty-five cat- pensive relative to its possible benefits, and mav be of doubtful 
egones of information thar may be disseminated. D R 2-101 (C) constitutionality. ‘ 
provided thai “[a]ny person desiring to expand the information p 仙 p , , 
auihonzed for disclosure in DR 2-101 (B), or to provide for its 户明叩側仍：。尺咖鹏^ 丄口广 
dissemination through other fonims may apply to [the agency hav- 八 lawyer is allowed to pay for advertising permitted by this 
ing jurisdiction under state law] The relief granted in response but otherwise is not permitted to pay another person for 
to any such application shall be promulgated as an amendment to channeling professional work. This restriction does not prevent an 
D R 2-101 (B), universally applicable to all lawyers ” organization or person other than the lawyer from advenisine or 
RTTTr 7 7 AnvTroTTCTxrr^ recommending the lawyer's services. Thus, a legal aid aeencv or 
"！^ A U V t K T l S I ^ G prepaid legal services plan may pay to advertise legal services pro-
^ V requi^^ents of Rule 7.1，a lawyer may ad- vided under its auspices. Likewise, a lawyer mav participate in not-
Tertjse se^ces through public media, such as a telephone directo- for-profit lawyer referral programs and pay the usua] ^es charged 
ry l^ga^ directory, ne^^paper or other periodical, outdoor, radio by such programs. Paragraph (c) does not prohibit paying regular 
or television or through yitten communication not involving so- compensation to an assistant, such as a secretary, to prepLe com-
hcitation as defined in Rule 7J . munications permitted by this Rule. , . ^ 
(b) A copy or recording of an advertisement or written commu- Model Code Comparison ‘ 
nication shaU be kept for two years after its last dissemination with regard tn n u , ^mr•o^ •, ^  . 
along with a record of when and where it was used. u l f ' 3 n, H i S T k ^ (a) DR 2-101(6) provided that a 
/ 、 • ’ , „ • - lawyer may publish or broadcast, subiect to D R 2二】03 in 
(c) A lawyer shaU not give anything of value to a person for print media .. or television or radio... ’’ :..：卜: 
recommending the lawyer's services, except that a lawyer may pay ，--With m nu , mwTN、 ^ ^ ? 
the reasonable cost of advertising or wriLn commiScation pe ' the ait/nSment is ( (hat if 
mitted by this rule and may pay the usual charges of a not-for-" Ir communicated to the public over television 
profit lawyer referral servicL'r other legal s e r v i r o r g a i i l a . Z i ^ J t y ；he the actual trans画】on shall be re-
(d) A n y communication made pursuant to this rule shall include with rp^ rarH tn n。„cr^。„j> r^j，,n,Ao、 
the name of at least one lawyer responsible for its content. • ^n, . f ( ),. that a 
Comment lawyer shaU not compensate or give anything of value to a person 
. . •；• L . , , . or organization to recommend or secure his employment ... ex-
T o a^ist the public in obtaining legal services, lawyers should be cept that he may pay the usual and reasonable fees or dues charged 
allowed to make known their services not only through reputation by any of the organizations listed in D R 2-103(D) ”（DR 2-
but also through organized information campaigns in the form of 103(D) jeferred to legal aid and other legal services organiza-
.advertising. Advertising involves an active quest for clients, con- tions.) D R 2-101(1) provided that a lawyer ‘‘shall not compensate 
trary to the tradition that a lawyer should not .seek clientele. How- or give anything of value to representatives of the press, radio. 
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television, or other communication medium in anticipation of or in would be after the fact, potentially too lace to avert the undesirable 
return for professional publicity in a news item..’ consequences of disseminating false and misleading matenal. 
There was no counterpart to paragraph (d) in the Model Code. General mailings not speaking to a specific matter do no【pose 
‘ the same danger of abuse as targeted mailings, and therefore are 
R U L E 7.3 D I R E C T C O N T A C T W I T H P R O S P E C T I V E not prohibited by this Rule. The representations made in such 
C L I E N T S mailings are necessarily general rather than tailored, less impcr-
A lawyer may not solicit professional employment from a pro- tuning than informative. They are addressed to recipients unlikely 
specrive client with whom the lawyer has no family or prior profes- to be specially vulnerable at the ume, hence who are likely to be 
sionaJ relationship, by mail, in-person or otherwise, when a signifi- more skeptical about unsubstantiated claims. General mailings noc 
cam motive for the lawyer's doing so is the lawyer's pecuniary addressed to recipients involved in a specific legal matter or inci-
gain. The term “solicit" includes contact in-person, by telephone dent, therefore, more closely resemble permissible advertising rath-
or telegraph, by letter or other writing, or by other communication er than prohibited solicitation. 
directed to a specific recipient, but does not include letters ad- Similarly, this Rule would not prohibit a lawyer from contacting 
dressed or advertising circulars distributed generally to persons representatives of organizations or groups that may be interested in 
not known to need legal services of the kind provided by the law- establishing a group or prepaid legal plan for its members, in-
yer in a particular matter, but who are so situated that they might sureds. benericiaries or other third parties for the purpose of in-
in general find such services useful. forming such entities of the availability of and details concerning 
Comment the pian or arrangement which the lawyer or the lawyer's firm is 
willing to offer. This form of communication is not directed to a 
There is a potential for abuse inherent in direct solicitation by a specific prospective client known to need legal services related to a 
lawyer of prospective clients known to need legal services. It sub- particular matter. Rather, it is usually addressed to an individual 
jects the lay person to the private importuning of a trained advo- acting in a fiduciary capacity seeking a supplier of legal services for 
cace, in a direct interpersonal encounter. A prospective client often others who may, if they choose, become prospective clients of the 
feeis overwhelmed by the situation giving rise to the need for legal lawyer. Under these circumstances, the activity which the lawyer 
services, and may have an impaired capacity for reason, judgment undenakes in communicating with such representatives and the 
-ind protective seif-inierest. Furthermore’ the lawyer seeking the type of information transmined to the individuai are functionally 
retainer is facec with a conflict stemming from the lawyer's own similar to and serve the same purpose as advertising permitied 
interest, which may color che advice and representation offered the under Rule 7.2. 
vulnerable prospect. Model Code Comparison 
The situation is therefore fraught with the possibility of undue qR 2-104(A) orovided with certain exceptions that "[a] lawyer 
influence, incimidation, and overreaching. This pocencial for abuse ^ho has given in-person unsoliciced advice to a layperson that he 
inherent in direct solicitation of prospective clients justifies us pro- should obtain counsel or take legal action shall not accept employ-
hibition. particularly since lawyer advertising permitted under m e m resulting from thac advice. . . .., The exceptions include D R 
Rule 7.2 offers an alternative means of communicating necessary 2-10UA)(l)’ which orovided that a lawyer "may accept employ-
imbnnation to those who may be in need of legal services. men: by a close friend, relative’ former client (if the advice is. 
Advertising makes it possible for a prospective client to be in- germane to the former employment), or one w h o m the lawyer 
formed about the need for legal services, and about the qualifica- reasonably believes to be a client." D R 2-104(A)(2) through D R 
lions of available lawyers and law firms, without subjecting the 2-104(A)(5) provided other exceptions relating, respectively, to 
prospective client to direct personal persuasion that may over- employment resulting from public educational programs, recom-
whelm the client's judgment. mendauon by a legal assistance organization, public speaking or 
_ . ，」•• ——r . r , wncing and representing members of a class in class action litiga-
The use of general advertising to transmit information irom law- . = 「 。 
ver to prospective client, rather than direct private contact, will • 
help to assure that the information flows cleanly as well as freely. R U L E 7.4 C O〜 I M U N I C A T I O N O F F I E L D S O F P R A C T I C E 
Advertising is out in public view, thus subject to scrutiny by those A lawyer may communicate the fact that the lawyer does or docs 
who know the lawyer. This informal review is itself likely :o help not practice in particular fields of law. A lawyer shall not state or. 
.guard against statements and claims that might constitute false or imply that the lawyer is a specialist except as follows: 
misleading communications, in violation of Rule 7.1 Direct, pri- ⑷ ^ lawyer admitted to engage in patent practice before the 
vate communications from a lawyer to a prospective client are not United States Patent and Trademark Office may use the designa-
subject to such third-person scrutiny and consequently are much 加卩"Patent Attorney" or a substantially similar designation; 
more likelv to approach (and occasionaily cross) the dividing line ,’、， ： 丄 j • 
between accurate representations and those that are false and mis- ⑷ aJajyer engagedm Admiralty prac^ce may use the desig-
, ^ nation "Admiralty," "Proctor in Admiralty" or a substantially 
similar designation; and 
These dangers attend direct solicitation whether in-person or by ⑷(provisions on designation of specialization of the particular 
mail. Direct mail sohcitaaon cannot be effectively regulated by 呂！^七日） 
means less drastic than outright prohibition. One proposed safe-
guard is. to require that the designation "Advertising" be stamped Comment 
on any envelope containing a solicitation letter. This would do This Rule permits a lawyer to indicate areas of practice in corn-
nothing to assure the accuracy and reliability of the contents. An- munications about the lawyer's services, for example, in a tele-
other suggestion is thac solicitation letters be filed with a state phone directory or other advertising. If a lawyer practices only in 
regulatory agency. This would be ineffective as a practical matter. certain fields, or will not accept matters except in such fields, the 
State lawyer discipline agencies struggle for resources to investigate lawyer is permitted so to indicate. However, stating that the lawyer 
specific complaints, much less for those necessary to screen law- is a -'specialist" or that the lawyer's practice "is limited to" or 
yers' mail solicitation material. Even if they could examine such "concentrated in" particular fields is not permitted. These terms 
materials, agency staff members are unlikely to know anything have acquired a secondary meaning implying formal recognition as 
about the lawyer or about the prospective client's underlying prob- a specialist. Hence, use of these terms may be misleading unless the 
lem. Without such knowledge they cannot determine whether the lawyer is certified or recognized in accordance with procedures in 
lawyer's representations are misleading. In any event, such review the state where the lawyer is licensed to practice. 
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Recognition of specialization in patent matters is a matter of Comment .-
long-«tablished policy of the Patent and Trademark Office. Desiz- a firrr^ i^。i . , . u ；•,, 
nanon ofadmTalty practice ha. a long histonca] tradition associal 巾 么 二 h ^ L "ames of all or some of its 
ed with mantime commerce and the federal courts members, by the names or deceased members where there has been 
、r J ,广 J 广 . . a continuing succession in the tirm's identity or by a trade name 
Model Code Comparison such as the " A B C Legal Clinic." Although the United States Sa-
D R 2-I05(A) provided that a lawyer "shall not hold himself out preme Court has held that legislation may prohibit the use of trade 
f^ ublicly as a specialist, as practicing in cenain areas of law or as names in professional practice, use of such names in law practice is 
limiting his practice . • . except as follows： • acceptable so long as it is not misleading. If a private firm uses a 
"(1) A lawyer admitted to practice before the United States name that includes a geographical name such as •'Spnngfield 
Patent and Trademark Office may use the designation 'Patents,' Legal Clinic," an express disclaimer that it is a public legal aid 
'Patent Attorney； "Patent Lawyer； or 'Registered Patent Attor- agency.may be required to avoid a misleading implication. It may 
ney, or any combination of those terms, on his letterhead and be observed that any firm name including the name of a deceased 
office sign. partner is, stnccly speaking, a trade name. The use of such names 
“（2) A lawyer who publiclv discloses fields of law in which 2 d⑶gnate law firms has proven a useful means of idencification. 
the lawyer . . • practices or states that his practice is limited to However it is misleading to use the name of a lawyer not associat-
one or more fields of law shall do so by using designations and with the firm or a predecessor of the firm, 
definitions authorized and approved by [the agency having juns- ^ith regard to paragraph (d), lawyers sharing office facilities, 
diction of the subject under state law']. ‘ but who are not in fact partners, may not denominate chemseives 
"(3) A lawyer who is certified as a specialist in a particular ？「。厂亡x^ ample’ "Smith and Jones，” for that title suggests panner-
field of law or law practice by [the authonty havmg junsdiction 'hip m the practice of law. 
under state law over the subject of specialization by lawyers] 〜lodel Code Comparison 
may hold himself out as such, but only in accordance with the With regard to paragraph (a), D R 2-102(A) provided that ‘.[3I 
rules prescnbed by chat authority." lawyer . . . shall not use . . . professional announcement cards . .‘• 
E C 2-14 stated that “In【he absence of state controls to insure letterheads, or similar professional notices or devices, except ... if 
the existence of special competence, a lawyer should not be permit- they are in dignified form “ D R 2-l02(B) provided that "[a] 
ted to hold himself out as a specialist, •.. other than in the fields of lawyer in private practice shall not practice under a trade name, a 
admiralty, trademark, and patent law where a holding out as a name that is misleading as to the identity of the lawyer or lawyers 
specialist historically has been permicted." practicing under such name, or a firm name containing names oth-
RTJT V 7 r provr ViXfTTc .v-n T rTTTTTJuir V n c 亡厂 than those of one or more of the lawyers in the firm, except that 
R U L E 7 力 FIRAI N A M E S A N D L E T T E R H E A D S ... a firm may use as... its name the name or names of one or 
(a) A lawyer shall not use a firm name, letterhead or other more deceased or retired members of the firm or of a predecessor 
professional designation that violates Rule 7.1. A trade name may firm in a continuing line of succession ,， 
be used by a lawyer in private practice if it does not imply a With regard to paragraph (b). D R 2-I02(D) provided that a 
"^th a g。vern_t agency or wuh a public or charita- pannersh.p "shall noc be formed or continued between or among 
orgamzanon and .s not othe则e m violation of lawyers licensed in different junsdictions unless ail enumerations of 
•‘ the members and associates of the firm on its letterhead and in 
(b) A law firm with offices in more than one jurisdiction may other permissible listings make clear the jurisdictional limitations 
use the same name in each jurisdiction, but identification of the on those members and associates of the firm not licensed to prac-
Uvryers in an office of the firm shall indicate the jurisdictional tice in all listed jurisdictions; however, the sam>i firm name may be 
limitations on those not licensed to practice in the jurisdiction used in each junsdiction." 
where the office is located. With regard to paragraph (c)’ D R 2-I02(B) provided that “[a] 
(c). The name of a lawyer holding a public office shall not be lawyer who assumes a judicial, legislative,, or. public e.xecutive or 
used in the name of a law firm, or in communications on its behalf， administrative post or office shall not permit his name to remain in 
during any substantial period in whicii the lawyer is not actively the name of a law firm ... during any significant; period in which 
and regularly practicing with the firm. he is not actively and regularly practicing law as a member of the 
(d) Lawyers may state or imply that they practice in a partner- firm- . • 
sfaip or other organization only when that is the fact. Paragraph (d) is substantially identical to D R 2-102(C). . 
MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY OF THE PROFESSION 
R U L E 8.1 B A R A D M I S S I O N A N D D I S C I P L I N A R Y person is admitted, and in any event may be relevant in a subse-
M A T T E R S quent admission application. The duty imposed by this Rule ap-
A n applicant for admission to the bar, or a lavryer in connection plies to a lawyer's own admission or discipline as well as that of 
a bar admission application or in connection with a discipli- others. Thus, it is a separate- professional offense for a lawyer to 
nary matter, shall not: knowingly make a misrepresentation or omission in connection 
(a) knowingly make a false statement of material fact; or with a disciplinary investigation of the lawyer's own conduct. This • 
(b) fail to disclose a fact necessary to correct a misapprehen- ，二 L ' l二 a f f i r m a t i v e ciarification of any misunderstanding 
„ . . , ： . . on the pan of the admissions or disciplinary authonty of which the. 
sion k^own by the person to haye arisen in the matter, or loiow- person involved becomes aware. ^ 
ingly fail to respond to a lawful demand for uiformaaon from aa 
admissions or disciplinary authority, except that this rule does This Rule is subject to the provisions of the fifth amendment of 
not require disclosure of information otherwise protected by the United States Constitution and corresponding provisions of 
Rule 1.6. state constitutions. A person relying on such a provision in rc-' 
Comment spcmse to a question, however, should do so openly and not use the 
The duty imposed by this Rule extends to persons seeking ad-' ^ h t of nondisclosure as a justification for failure to comply with 
mission to the bar as well as to lawyers. Hence, if a person makes a ‘ 
material false statement in connection wich an application for ad- A lawyer representing an applicant for admission to the bar, or 
mission, it may be the basis for subsequent disciplinary action if the representing a lawyer who is the subject of a disciplinary inquiry or 
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APPENDIX 10 
Solicitors' (Professional Conduct and Practice) 
Rules of the Law Institute of Victoria 
150 
S O L I C I T O R S ' ( P R O F E S S I O N A L C O N D U C T A N D P R A C T I C E ) 
R U L E S 1984 
1. These rules m a y be citcd as ihc "Solicitors' (Professional Conduct and Practicc) 
Rules., 1984 and shall comc into operation on the date of their publication in the Victoria 
Government Gazette. 
A D V E R T I S I N G 
Rule 2 1. {1) A solicitor m a y advertise in connection with the solicitor's practice if the 
Amended advertising— 
G o v c m m c n l 
Gazette (a) IS not false; 
"7/87 (b) is not misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or deceive; 
(c) does not use the word specialist, or a direct derivation of that word; 
Kulc 2 (1) (d) (d) does not state a fee. 
Government (2) Notwithstanding sub-rule (1), if in the opinion of the Council, an advertisement 
Gazette Of form of advertising is undesirable, the Council m a y order the solicitor to cease or amend 
22/3/89 such advertising. 
Amended . ⑶ Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, if a solicitor is an accredited specialist 
Government in an area of practice, the solicitor shall be entitled to use the word "specialist" or a direct 
Gazette derivation of that word in advertising that area of practice in connection with the solicitor's 
丨 5/6/88 practice. 
驗 2 (4) (4) Sub-rule (1) (d) shall not apply to an advertisement if the Council approves the 
r^ovemlnent advertising of a specified fee directly in connection and in accordance with a promotional 
二 動 campaign being conducted by the L a w Institute of Victoria, provided that such approval 
9^13/89 extends to all solicitors. 
D E L A Y 
3. A solicitor shall at all times use the solicitor's best endeavours lo complete any work 
on behalf of the solicitors client as soon as is reasonably possible. 
HOURS OF PRACTICE A N D PRACTICE N A M E S . 
Amended 4. (1) A Solicitor shall not cany on practice in any place, whether the same be the 
Government solicitor's main practice or a branch thereof, unless a solicitor (not being an incorporated 
？5%e/品 practitioner) is in charge at that place and give substantial attendance thereat during the 
normal business hours of the solicitors practice at that place: Provided that a solicitor may 
send a clerk who is not a solicitor to a branch office for the purpose-only of receiving 
instructions for the preparation of income tax returns, ‘ 
(2) For the purposes of the preceding sub-rule substantial attendance shall mean 
attendance for a substantial period of each day of which the office of the solicitor is open to 
members of the public. The office of a solicitor at any place shalTO deemed to be open to 
the public on every week day (other than public holidays) during the year unless the 
solicitor sets out in legible characters on a sign erected at or near the entrance to that office 
and on all letters or documents written or prepared by the solicitor or any of the solicitor's 
clerks in the course of or in connexion witli the solicitor's practice thereat the day or days 
and the hours thereof during which the solicitor's office is so open at that place. 
(3) Except with the express consent of the Council a solicitor shall not cany on 
practice in any place unless the solicitor's office is open to the public at that place during 
the normal business hours for a period of not less than two consecutive hours in each week 
during the year save for those weeks in which the office is closed for annual holidays. 
(4) Every solicitor carrying on practice on the solicitor's own account or in 
partnerehip or as a director, shareholder or participating employee of an incorporated 
practitioner shall cause the name of the solicitor and any firm or business name under 
which the solicitor practises to be mentioned in legible characters on all letters written in 
the course of or in connection with the practice from which the letter is sent 
「ule (5) (5) A solicitor shall not, without the consent of the Council, carry on practice as a 
Gotemlnent Solicitor under a business name which, or in the case of an incorporated practitioner, the 
Gazette'"^" name of which comprises or includes一 
1/88 (a) a name other than— 
(i) the solicitor's name or in the case of an incorporated practitioner, the 
name of any director, shareholder or participating employee of the 
incorporated practitioner, 
32 
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APPENDIX 11 
Draft Solicitors' Practice Rules and 
Draft Publicity Code 1990 of the 
Law Society of England and Wales 
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Solicitors' Practice Rules [1990] 
Rules dated made by the Council of the Law Society with the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls under 
S.31 of the Solicitors Act 1974 and s.9 of the Administration of Justice Act 1985. 
Rule 1 (Obtaining instructions and the practice of a solicitor) 
Solicitors shall not do anything in the course of practising as a solicitor, in any manner which compromises or impairs or is likely to 
compromise or impair any of the following: 
(a) the solicitor's independence or integrity; 
(b) a person's freedom to instruct a solicitor of his or her choice; 
(c) the solicitor's duty to act in the best interests of the client; 
(d) the good repute of the solicitor or of the solicitors' profession; 
(e) the solicitor's proper standard of work; 
(f) the solicitor's duty to the court. 
Rule 2 (Publicity) 
Solicitors m a y at their discretion publicise their practices, or permit other persons to do so, or publicise the businesses or activities of other 
persons, provided there is no breach of these rules and provided there is compliance with a Solicitors Publicity Code promulgated from 
time to time by the Council of the Law Society with the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls. 
Rule 3 (Introductions and referrals) 
Solicitors m a y accept introductions and referrals of business from other persons and may make introductions and refer business to other 
persons, provided there is no breach of any provision of these rules and provided there is compliance with a Solicitors Introduction and 
Referral Code promulgated from time to time by the Council of the Law Society with the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls. 
Rule 4 (Employed solicitors) 
Solicitors w h o are the employees of non-solicitors shall not as part of their employment do for any person other than their employer work 
which is or could be done by a solicitor acting as such, save as permitted by an Employed Solicitors Code promulgated from time to time by 
the Council of the Law Society with the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls. 
Rule 5 (Offering services other than as a solicitor) 
(1) (Application of the rule) 
This rule applies only to such services as may properly be offered as part of a solicitor's practice. 
(2) (Prohibition in respect of certain services) 
Solicitors shall not by themselves or with any other person set up, operate, actively participate in or control any business, other than a 
solicitor's practice, which offers any of the following services: 
⑷ the conduct of any matter which could proceed before any court, tribunal or inquiry, whether or not proceedings are commenced; 
(b) advocacy before any court, tribunal or inquiry; 
(c) instructing counsel; 
(d) acting as executor or trustee; 
(e) drafting any will; 
(f) giving legal advice; 
(g) property selling; 
(h) investment business as defined in the Financial Services Act 1986; 
(i) any activity reserved to solicitors (whether solely or together with other persons) by the Solicitors Act 1974 or any other statute; or 
(j) drafting legal documents other than those comprised in the above sub-paragraphs. 
(3) (Safeguards for the public) 
Where a solicitor by himself or herself or with any other person without breach of para (2) of this rule operates, actively participates in or 
controls any business, other than a solicitor's practice, which offers any service which may properly be offered as part of a solicitor's 
practice, the solicitor shall ensure: 
⑷ that the name of that business has no substantial element in c o m m o n with the name of any practice of the solicitor; 
1 
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(b) that the words 'solicitor(s)； 'attorney(s)' or 'lawyer(s)' are not used in connection with the solicitor's involvement with that business; 
(c) that any clients referred by any practice of the solicitor to that business are informed in writing that, as the customers of that business, 
they do not enjoy the statutory protection attaching to clients of a solicitor; and 
(d) that, where that business shares premises or reception staff with any practice of the solicitor, all customers of the business are informed 
in writing that, as customers of that business, they do not enjoy the statutory protection attaching to clients of a solicitor. 
(4) (Exceptions) 
(a) The prohibition in paragraph (2) of this rule shall not apply to a business consisting of a management consultancy or a company 
secretarial service and which offers none of the services specified in that paragraph save the drafting of documents under sub-paragraph 
(2)(i) and the giving of legal advice, provided such drafting or advice is ancillary to the main purpose of the business. 
(b) The prohibition in paragraph (2) of this rule shall not apply to prevent a solicitor who is qualified as a lawyer of a jurisdiction other than 
England and Wales, patent agent, trade mark agent or European patent attorney from having a separate practice as such; and such a 
practice shall not be subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (3) (a) and (b) of this rule. 
(5) (Explanatory provisions) 
(a) This rule applies whether the business concerned is in England and Wales or outside the jurisdiction; but nothing in this rule prevents 
the setting up outside the jurisdiction of a practice complying with r.8 of the Solicitors' Overseas Practice Rules 1987 
(b) N o part of this rule applies to a solicitor solely by virtue of the fact that: 
(i) the solicitor is a non-executive director of a company; or 
(ii) the solicitor, as the employee of a non-solicitor, does work permitted by virtue of r.4 of these rules. 
(6) (Transitional provisions) 
(a) Until three years after the coming into force of the Solicitors Incorporated Practice Rules 1988, no part of this rule shall apply: 
(i) to a wholly owned executor and trustee company or nominee company already providing services before the coming into force of those 
rules; or 
(ii) to a wholly owned company to provide company secretarial services already providing services before 9 June 1988. 
(b) Until 1 September 1991 no part of this rule shall apply to any business already providing services before 11 December 1986 without 
putting the solicitor in breach of the Solicitors' Practice Rules 1936/72 (as amended). 
Rule 6 (Prohibition against acting for vendor and purchaser, or for lender and borrower in a private mortgage) 
(1) Without prejudice to the general principle of professional conduct that a solicitor shall not accept instructions to act for two or more 
clients where there is a conflict between the interests of those clients, a solicitor or two or more solicitors practising in partnership or 
association shall not act for both vendor and purchaser on a transfer of land for value at arm's length, or for both lessor and lessee on the 
grant of a lease for value at arm's length, or for both lender and borrower in a private mortgage at arm's length. 
(2) Provided no conflict of interest appears, and provided the vendor or lessor is not a builder or developer selling or leasing as such, and 
provided the solicitor or any solicitor practising in partnership or association with that solicitor is not instructed to negotiate the sale of the 
property concerned, the rule set out in para (1) of this rule shall not apply if: 
(a) the parties are associated companies; or 
(b) the parties are related by blood, adoption or marriage; or 
(c) on a transfer of land, the consideration is less than £5,000. 
(3) In this rule: 
(a) 'association' refers to a situation where two or more firms of solicitors have at least one common principal; and where either firm is a 
recognised body 'principal' means a director or member of that body, or the beneficial owner of any share in the body held by a member as 
nominee, or the body itself; and 
(b) 'private mortgage' means any mortgage other than one provided by an institution which provides mortgages in the normal course of its 
activities. 
Rule 7 (Fee sharing) 
(1) A solicitor shall not share or agree to share his or her professional fees with any person except: 
(a) a practising solicitor; 
(b) a person who is entitled to practise as a lawyer in any country other than England and Wales and whose principal office is in that other 
country; 
(c) the solicitor's bona fide employee, which provision shall not permit a partnership with a non-solicitor under the cloak of employment; or 
3 
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(d) a retired partner or predecessor of the solicitor or the dependants or personal representatives of a deceased partner or predecessor. 
⑵ Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this rule, a solicitor who instructs an estate agent as sub-agent for the sale of properties may 
remunerate the estate agent on the basis of a proportion of the solicitor's professional fee. 
⑶ The exceptions set out in paragraphs (3) to (9) of the Employed Solicitors' Code shall where necessary also operate as exceptions to this 
rule but only to permit fee sharing with the solicitor's employer. 
(4) A solicitor w h o works as a volunteer in a law centre or advice service operated by a charitable or similar non-commercial organisation 
may pay to the organisation any fees or costs that he or she receives under the legal advice and assistance ('green form') scheme. 
(5) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)⑷ above, the references to a retired or deceased partner shall be construed, in relation to a 
recognised body, as meaning a retired or deceased director or member of that body, or a retired or deceased beneficial owner of any share in 
that body held by a member as nominee. 
Rule 8 (Contingency fees) 
<1> Solicitors who are retained or employed to prosecute any action, suit or other contentious proceeding shall not enter into any 
arrangement to receive a contingency fee in respect of that proceeding. 
(2> Paragraph (1) of this rule shall not apply to an arrangement in respect of an action, suit or other contentious proceeding in any country 
other than England and Wales when such arrangement is made between a solicitor and a person entitled to practise as a lawyer in that other 
country, and that person is entitled to receive a contingency fee in that other country in respect of that proceeding. 
Rule 9 (Claims assessors) 
(1> Solicitors shall not, m respect of any claim or claims arising as a result of death or personal injury, either enter into an arrangement for 
the introduction of clients with or act in association with any person (not being a solicitor) whose business or any part of whose business is 
to make, support or prosecute (whether by action or otherwise, and whether by a solicitor or agent or otherwise) claims arising as a result of 
death or personal injury and who in the course of such business solicits or receives contingency fees in respect of such claims. 
<2) Paragraph (1) of this rule shall not apply to solicitors who, in respect of a claim or claims having some connection with a country other 
than England and Wales and not involving primary contentious proceedings in England and Wales, either enter into an arrangement for 
the introduction of clients with or act in association with a person entitled to practise as a lawyer in that other country if that person is 
entitled to receive contingency fees in that other country in respect of claims arising as a result of death or personal injury. 
(3) Paragraph (1) of this rule shall not prevent solicitors, in respect of proceedings in England and Wales, either from entering into an 
arrangement for the introduction of clients with or from acting in association with a person entitled to practise as a lawyer in another 
country; provided that: 
⑷ there is no arrangement for the solicitor either to receive or to pay a contingency fee; and 
(b) such person has not solicited or received in England and Wales instructions from a lay client in the matter in question. 
Rule 10 (Receipt of commissions from third parties) 
(1> Solicitors shall account to their clients for any commission received of more than £10 unless, having disclosed to the client the amount of 
the commission or, if the amount cannot be ascertained, the basis of calculation of the commission, the solicitor has the client's agreement 
to retain it. 
(2) This rule does not apply where a member of the public deposits money with a solicitor who is acting as agent for a building society or 
other financial institution and the solicitor has not advised that person as a client as to the disposition of the money. 
Rule 11 (Name of a firm of solicitors) 
(1) The name of a firm of solicitors shall consist only of the name or any part of the name of one or more present of former principals together 
with, if desired, other conventional references to the firm and to such persons; or a firm name in use on 28 February 1967; or one approved 
in writing by the Council of the Law Society. 
(2) This rule shall not apply to the name of a recognised body. 
Rule 12 (Investment business) 
(1) Without prejudice to the generality of the principles embodied in rule 1 of these rules, solicitors shal! not in connection with investment 
business: 
(a) be appointed representatives; or 
(b) have any arrangements with other persons under which the solicitors could be constrained to recommend to clients or effect for them (or 
refrain from doing so) transactions in some investments but not others, with some persons but not others, or through the agency of some 
persons but not others; or to introduce or refer clients or other persons with w h o m the solicitors deal to some persons but not others. 
3 
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(2) Notwithstanding any proviso to rule 5 of these rules, solicitors shall not by themselves or with any other person set up, operate, actively 
participate in or control any separate business which is an appointed representative. 
(3) Where a solicitor, authorised to conduct investment business, is required by the rules of the relevant regulatory body to use a buyer's 
guide, the solicitor shall use a buyer's guide in a form which has been approved by the Council of the Law Society. 
(4) This rule shall have effect in relation to the conduct of investment business within or into any part of the United Kingdom. 
(5) In this rule 'appointed representative； 'investment' and 'investment business' have the meanings assigned to them by the Financial 
Services Act 1986. 
Rule 13 (Supervision and management of a solicitor's office) 
(1) Solicitors shall ensure that every office where they or their firms practice are and can reasonably be seen to be properly supervised in 
accordance with the following minimum standards: 
(a) Every such office shall be attended on each day when it is open to the public or open to telephone calls from the public by a solicitor w h o 
holds a practising certificate and has been admitted for at least three years, w h o shall spend sufficient time at such office to ensure adequate 
control of the staff employed there and afford requisite facilities for consultation with clients. In the case of a firm in private practice such 
solicitor may be a principal, employee or consultant of the firm, provided that the firm must have at least one principal w h o has been 
admitted for at least three yeais. 
(W Every such office shall be managed by one of the persons listed below w h o shall normally be in attendance at that office during all the 
hours when it is open to the public or open to telephone calls from the public: 
(1) a solicitor holding a current practising certificate; 
(ii) a Fellow of the Institute of Legal Executives confirmed by the Institute as being of good standing and having been admitted as a fellow for 
not less than three years; 
(iii) in the case of an office dealing solely with conveyancing, a licensed conveyancer; or 
(iv) in the case of an office dealing solely with property selling and surveying and ancillary matters, a chartered surveyor or person holding 
another professional qualification approved by the Council under rule 14 of these rules. 
(2) In determining whether or not there has been compliance with the requirement as to supervision in paragraph (1) of this rule, account 
shall be taken of, inter alia, the arrangements for principals to see incoming mail. 
(3) Where daily attendance or normal attendance in accordance with sub-paragraph 1(a) or 1(b) of this rule is prevented by illness, accident 
or other sufficient or unforeseen cause for a prolonged period, suitable alternative arrangements shall be made without delay to ensure 
compliance. 
(4) A solicitor's employee w h o would not otherwise qualify under sub-paragraph {\)(b) of this rule to manage an office and w h o was 50 
years of age or more on 9 May 1975 and had at that date been continuously employed in connection with the practice of that solicitor for not 
less than 20 years shall, provided he or she exercised the duty of management at that date, be entitled to continue to do so until retiring or 
attaining the age of 70 years, whichever first happens. 
Rule 14 (Structural surveys and formal valuations) 
Solicitors may not provide structural surveys or formal valuations of property unless: 
(a) the work is carried out by a principal or employee w h o is a chartered surveyor or w h o holds another professional qualification approved 
by the Council, and 
(b) the appropriate contribution has been paid to the Solicitors' Indemnity Fund. 
Rule 15 (Client care) 
(1) Solicitors in private practice shall ensure that clients are made aware of: 
(a) the best possible information about the likely cost of the matter; 
(b) the name and status of the person responsible for the day-to-day conduct of the matter and the principal responsible for its overall 
supervision; and 
(c) w h o m to approach in the event of any problem with the service provided. . . . 
(2) Every principal in private practice shall operate a complaints handling procedure which shall inter alia ensure that clients are informed 
w h o m to approach in the event of any problem with the service provided. 
1 
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Rule 16 (Cross-border activities within the European Community) 
<1) In relation to cross-border activities within the European Community solicitors shall, without prejudice to their other obligations under 
these rules or any other rules, principles or requirements of conduct, observe the rules codified in articles 2 to 5 of the CCBE Code of 
Conduct for Lawyers in the European Community adopted on 28 October 1988, as interpreted by article 1 (the preamble) thereof and the 
Explanatory Memorandum and Commentary thereon prepared by the CCBE's Deontology Working Party and dated May 1989. 
(2) In this rule: 
(a) 'cross-border activities' means: 
(i) all professional contacts with lawyers of member states of the European Community other than the United Kingdom; and 
(ii) the professional activities of a solicitor in a member state other than the United Kingdom, whether or not the solicitor is physically 
present in that member state; and ‘ 
(b) 'lawyers' means: 
lawyers as defined in Directive 7/249 of the Council of the European Communities dated 22 March 1977 as amended from time to time. 
Rule 17 (Waivers) 
In any particular case or cases the Council of the Law Society shall have power to waive in writing any of the provisions of these rules for a 
particular purpose or purposes expressed in such waiver, and to revoke such waiver. 
Rule 18 (Interpretation) 
(1) These rules shall have effect in relation to the practice of solicitors whether as a principal in private practice, or in the employment of a 
solicitor or recognised body or of a non-solicitor employer, or in any other form of practice, and whether on a regular or on an occasional 
basis, 
(2) In these rules, except where the context otherwise requires: 
(a) 'act' includes the giving of legal advice; 
(b) 'arrangement' means any express or tacit agreement between a solicitor and another person whether contractually binding or not; 
(c) 'contentious proceeding' is to be construed in accordance with the definition of 'contentious business' in section 87 of the Solicitors Act 
1974; 
(d) 'contingency fee' means any sum (whether fixed, or calculated either as a percentage of the proceeds or otherwise howsoever) payable 
only in the event of success in the prosecution of any action, suit or other contentious proceeding; 
(e) 'firm' includes a sole practitioner and a recognised body; 
(ft 'person' includes a body corporate or unincorporated association or group of persons; 
(g) 'recognised body' means a body corporate for the time being recognised by the Council under the Solicitors' Incorporated Practice Rules 
1988 as being a suitable body to undertake the provision of professional services such as are provided by individuals practising as solicitors; 
(h) 'solicitor' includes a firm of solicitors and a recognised body; and 
(i) words in the singular include the plural, words in the plural include the singular, and words importing the masculine or feminine 
gender include the neuter. 
Rule 19 (Repeals and commencement) 
(1) The Solicitors' Practice Rules 1988 are hereby repealed. 
(2) These rules shall come into force on [1 September 1990], 
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Solicitors' Publicity Code [1990] 
Code dated promulgated by the Council of the Law Society with the concurrence of the Master of the Rolls 
under rule 1 of the Solicitors' Practice Rules [1990]. 
1. General principles 
(a) Compliance with professional obligations 
Nothing in this code shall be construed as authorising any breach of the Solicitors' Practice Rules, and in particular rule 1 thereof, or any 
other professional obligation or requirement. 
(b) Publicity in bad taste 
Solicitors shall not publicise their practices in any manner which may reasonably be regarded as being in bad taste. 
(c) Misleading or inaccurate publicity 
Publicity must not be inaccurate or misleading in any way. 
(d) Statutory requirements 
As a matter of professional conduct the publicity of a solicitor must comply with the general law. Solicitors are reminded, inter alia, of the 
requirements of: 
(i) the regulations made under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 concerning references in certain advertisements to the advertiser being 
licensed as a credit broker; 
(ii) the Business N a m e s Act 1985 concerning lists of partners and an address for service on stationery, etc; and 
(iii) Chapter 1 of part XI of the Companies Act 1985 concerning the appearance of the company name and other particulars on stationery, 
etc. 
(e) British Code of Advertising Practice 
N o advertisement shall be published which breaches the British Code of Advertising Practice for the time being in force. 
(ft Solicitors' responsibility for publicity 
It is the responsibility of solicitors to ensure that all their publicity, and all publicity for their services which is conducted by other persons, 
complies with the provisions of this code. The responsibility cannot be delegated. Where solicitors become aware of any impropriety in any 
publicity appearing on their behalf, they must use their best endeavours to have the publicity rectified or withdrawn as appropriate. 
2. Contents of publicity - general 
(a) Solicitor to be identified 
Every advertisement by a solicitor must bear the solicitor's name or firm name (subject to paragraph 10 below on flag advertising). 
(b) Claims to specialisation or particular expertise 
It is not improper for a claim to be made that a solicitor is a specialist, or an expert, in a particular field provided that such a claim is justified 
and can be supported by membership of a Law Society panel, attainment of a relevant qualification or on the basis of acquired knowledge 
and experience. 
(c) The Law Society's coat of arms 
The armorial bearings of the Law Society may not appear in a solicitor's publicity. 
(d) Legal aid logo 
Solicitors willing to undertake legal aid cases m a y use the legal aid logo in their publicity, but the logo must not be altered in any way. 
(Photographic copies of the logo can be obtained from the Legal Aid Board.) 
(e) Judicial appointments 
N o mention may be made in any advertisement (including stationery - see paragraph 16 (ii) below) of the fact that a solicitor is a recorder, 
assistant recorder, deputy registrar, acting stipendiary magistrate or justice of the peace. 
3. Unsolicited visits and telephone calls 
Solicitors m a y not publicise their practices or properties for sale or to let by means of unsolicited visits or telephone calls except: 
(i) by means of a telephone call to a current or former client; or 
(ii) by means of a visit or telephone call to another solicitor or to an existing or potential professional connection; or 
(iii) by means of a visit or telephone call made to publicise a specific commercial property or properties the solicitor has for sale or to let. 
3 
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4. Naming clients 
Solicitors may name or identify their clients in advertisements or in the public media, or supply information about their clients to 
publishers of directories, provided in every case that: 
(i) the client gives consent; and 
(ii) any such naming or identification of a client is not likely to prejudice the client's interests. 
5, Statements as to charges 
(a) Clarity 
Any publicity as to charges or a basis of charging must be clearly expressed. It must be stated what services will be provided for those 
charges or on that basis of charging. A n y circumstances in which the charges may be increased or the basis altered must be stated. It must 
be clear whether disbursements and VAT are included. 
(b) Fee from or upwards of a figure 
It is prohibited to state a fee as being from or upwards of a certain figure. 
(c) Service free of charge 
Publicity m a y state that a particular service of a solicitor is free of charge, but this must not be conditional on the solicitor or any other person 
being given any other instructions, or receiving any commission or other benefit, in connection with that or any other matter. 
(d) Composite fees 
N o publicity may quote a composite fee for two or more separate services of a solicitor unless the solicitor is willing if required (i) to quote 
separate fees for the individual services (which separate fees may not total more than the composite fee), and (ii) to carry out any one only 
of those services on the basis of such separate fee. 
(e) Commissions from third parties 
In publicity for conveyancing or other services of a solicitor, fees must not be quoted which are intended to be net fees, ie fees which are 
reduced by the availability of any commission (such as that on an endowment policy). Any fee quoted in such circumstances must be the 
gross fee, although there is no objection to mentioning that the availability for the benefit of the client of a commission may reduce the net 
cost of the transaction to the client; provided that, where such mention is made in connection with mortgages, there must be no implication 
that endowment mortgages are appropriate in all circumstances, and there must be included an indication of the solicitor's willingness to 
advise as to the appropriate type of mortgage for the client's circumstances. 
6, Designation of a solicitor's practice 
A n y designation of a solicitor's practice (including the practice of a recognised body) shall include the word 'solicitor' or 'solicitors' and 
must not be misleading. 
7. Naming staff 
(a) A member of staff other than a solicitor w h o holds a current practising certificate m a y only be named in a solicitor's publicity, including 
stationery, if the status of that person is unambiguously stated. 
(b) The term legal executive' may only be used in a solicitor's publicity, including stationery, to refer to a Fellow of the Institute of Legal 
Executives. 
(c) Solicitors are reminded of the danger of inadvertently holding out persons as partners in a firm by inclusion of both partners' and non-
partners' names in a list. The status of non-partners must be indicated for avoidance of doubt whenever a situation of inadvertent holding 
out might otherwise arise. 
(d) The following terms, used alone or in combination, will be deemed to indicate that a person is a solicitor holding a current practising 




(e) The following terms, used alone or in combination, will be deemed to indicate that a person is not a solicitor holding a current practising 
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(/) The appearance against a person's name of the title of a legal qualification of a jurisdiction other than England and Wales, or the title 
licensed conveyancer, or the title of any other profession, will be deemed to indicate that the person is not a solicitor holding a current 
practising certificate, unless the person's name appears in a list of partners or the person is specifically designated as a partner or a solicitor. 
8. Directory headings 
In a directory or listing which includes the services of non-solicitors, a solicitor's entry or advertisement, including that of a recognised 
body, may appear under a classification other than 'solicitors' only if the solicitor is described in the entry or advertisement as 'solicitor' or 
'solicitors'. 
9. Subsidiary practising style 
A subsidiary practising style of a type other than that used as the name of a firm of solicitors may be used in relation to a firm or a part of a 
firm, provided that it is used in conjunction with the name of the firm and provided that the word 'solicitor' or 'solicitors' is also used. (With 
to the name of a firm see practice rule 11 and, in the case of a recognised body, rule 22 of the Solicitors Incorporated Practice Rules 
10. Flag advertising 
W For the purpose of this paragraph, 'flag advertising' means advertising conducted by or on behalf of solicitors under the logo of or in the 
name of a grouping or association including one or more firms of solicitors but without naming the firm or firms whose services are being 
advertised. 
(b) Any flag advertising must include the word 'solicitor' or 'solicitors' and an address at which the names of all the firms involved are 
available. 
(c) Notwithstanding anything in this paragraph, notepaper used on legal professional business must include the name of the firm 
concerned and not merely the name of a grouping or association. 
11. Addresses to the court 
It is not proper for solicitors to distribute to the press, radio or television copies of a speech or address to any court, tribunal or inquiry, 
except at the time and place of the hearing to persons attending the hearing to report the proceedings. ‘ 
12. Professional stationery 
ffl)Application of the code to stationery 
The provisions of this code apply to a solicitor's letterhead and matter similarly forming part of a solicitor's professional stationery. 
(h) Practising address on stationery 
Any stationery used by solicitors for their professional work must include a practising address and not merely a box number. Where a 
facsimile transmission is being sent, the front sheet should contain the solicitor's address if this is not contained in some other part of the 
transmission. 
(c) Use of client's or employer's stationery and client's or employer's name on solicitor's stationery 
Solicitors may use for their professional work the stationery of, or stationery including the name of, a client or non-solicitor employer, 
provided that 
(i) either the letterhead or the signature makes it clear that the stationery is being used by a solicitor on legal professional business and that 
the solicitor is responsible for the contents of the letter; and 
(ii) the stationery is being used for the business of that client or non-solicitor employer or for third parties in circumstances permitted by 
practice rule 4. 
(d) Stationery of a recognised body 
The professional stationery of a recognised body and of a partnership which includes a recognised body as a partner must comply with the 
Solicitors Incorporated Practice Rules from time to time in force. 
13. Professional announcements, advertisements for staff, etc. 
Any professional announcement, advertisement for staff, advertisement offering agency services, or any other like advertisement by a 
solicitor (including any advertisement in the Law Society's Gazette) must comply with the provisions of this code. 
14. International aspects of publicity 
N o publicity for a solicitor's practice may be conducted in a jurisdiction other than England and Wales in any manner that would contravene 
either (i) the provisions of this code or (ii) any restrictions in force in that other jurisdiction concerning lawyers' publicity. For the purposes 
of this paragraph, publicity shall be deemed to be conducted in the jurisdiction in which it is received. However, publicity shall not be 
regarded as being conducted in a jurisdiction in which such publicity would be improper if it is conducted for the purpose of reaching 
persons in a jurisdiction or jurisdictions where such publicity is permitted and its receipt in the former jurisdiction is incidental. 
3 
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15. Institutional publicity 
(a) Institutional publicity by the Law Society 
This code does not apply to publicity by the Law Society, or any body established under the control of the Law Society, concerning the 
services of solicitors in general or any class or group of solicitors. 
(b) Institutional publicity by local law societies 
This code does not apply to publicity by a local law society concerning the services of solicitors in general. 
(c) Publicity naming solicitors 
Where any publicity referred to in (a) and (b) above names individual solicitors or firms, such publicity must comply with this code as if the 
publication were by individual solicitors. 
16. Interpretation 
In this code: 
(i) all references to individual practice rules are references to the Solicitors' Practice Rules [19901 and all words have the meanings assigned 
to them in rule 18 of those rules; and 
(ii) 'advertisement' and 'advertising： except where the context otherwise requires, refer to any form of advertisement and include inter alia 
brochures, directory entries, stationery, and press releases promoting a solicitor's practice; but exclude press releases prepared on behalf of 
a client. 
17. Commencement 
This code will come into force on [1 September 19901 
Note: Breaches of the Publicity Code 
Where contravention of this code is not serious, the Council encourages local law societies to bring breaches to the attention of the solicitors 
concerned. Serious or persistent cases should be reported to the Solicitors Complaints Bureau. 
1 
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SOLICITORS，(SCOTLAND) 
PRACTICE RULES 1985 
1. (1) These Rules may be cited as the Solicitors' (Scotland) Citation 
Practice Rules 1985. and 
(2) These Rules shall come into operation on 1985 commence-
• m e m . 
2. (1) In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires:— interpreta-
‘‘the Ac t " means the Solicitors (Scotland) Act 1980; tion. 
‘‘dient，’，except in Rule 9 (2) (a) (i), includes prospective client; 
‘‘Council，，means the Council of the Society; 
“practice” means professional practice as a solicitor and includes 
any area of practice; 
‘‘private practice" means practice by a solicitor: 
⑷ acting on his own account (whether as an individual or as a 
partner or consultant); or 
{b) as an employee of such a solicitor as is referred to in 
paragraph (a) hereof; 
"the Secretary" means the Secretary of the Society and includes 
any person authorised by the Council to act on behalf of the 
Secretary; 
"services" means professional services as a solicitor and includes 
any part of such services; 
"the Society" means the Law Society of Scotland established 
under the Act; 
‘‘solicitor，，means a solicitor holding a practising certificate under 
the Act and includes a firm of solicitors and any association of 
solicitors. 
(2) The Interpretation Act 1978 applies to the interpretation of 
these Rules as it applies to the interpretation of an Act of : 
Parliament. 
3. The Solicitors' (Scotland) Practice Rules 1977 and the Solid- Repeals, 
tors' (Scotland) Practice Rules 1978 are hereby repealed. 
4. For Rule 1 of the Solicitors' (Scotland) Practice Rules 1964 Substitution 
there shail be substituted the following Rule:— of Rule i of 
“1. A solicitor shall not apply for or seek instructions for 二 : 广 
professional business in such a manner, or do or permit in the 
carrying on of his practice any such act or thing, as may reasonably 




Siatement of 5. (1) Subject to paragraph (2) hereof，a solicitor may, if so 
fees and out- requested by or on behalf of any client, provide him, in relation to 
lays. any professional business, with a statement of proposed fees. 
(2) A statement of proposed fees shall narrate:— 
(a) the fees proposed to be charged; 
(b) the services to be provided; 
(c) whether the fees include value added tax; 
(d) Where it is stated that there are circumstances in which the 
fees may be increased, an explanation of such circumstances; 
(e) where it is stated that the fees are to be charged on a certain 
basis, an explanation of that basis; and 
if) the likely outlays (including posts and incidentals). 
Right to 6. (1) Subject to Rules 7, 8 and 9 hereof, a solicitor shall be 
advertise. entitled to advertise: — 
{a) his name, firm name, business addresses and hours, 
telephone and telex numbers and any alterations thereto; 
{h) any services provided by him in areas of practice in which he 
has experience; 
(c) any matter which, in the normal course of his practice, he is 
instructed by his client to advertise; 
{d) his commencement in practice alone or in partnership; 
{e) the assumption of a partner or partners or the amalgamation 
of two or more firms or the dissolution of a firm; 
(/) the retiral or death of a partner; 
( g ) a statement of proposed fees which: 
(i) complies with paragraphs {a) to (e) of Rule 5 (2) hereof; 
(ii) does not refer directly or indirectly to an indeterminate 
fee which is or may be higher than a specified fee; and 
(iii) expressly provides that outlays are not included; 
but, except as aforesaid, a solicitor shall not be entitled to 
advertise. 
(2) Wi th the consent of his client, a solicitor may at his own 
expense include in an advertisement under Rule 6 (1) (c) hereof an 
advertisement of any services provided by him or by the profession 
of solicitor generally. 
Advertising 7. A solicitor who— 
in (a) acts as legal adviser for any person, or 
‘ recreat ional , 
programmes， （台）is associated as sponsor, subscriber, donor of prizes or 
etc. honorary legal adviser with any social, recreational, cultural, 
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educational, religious or charitable undertaking, 
may permit to appear in any annual report, programme, or 
publicity or published material issued in connection with ihat 
person or undertaking only his name, designation and business 
addresses, but he shall not permit the name of such person or 
undertaking to appear on his professional nameplate or stationery. 
8. An advertisement by a solicitor shall not— Prohibited 
(a) claim superiority for the quality of his practice or services c^ntem of 
over those of, or offered by, other solicitors; dements 
{b) make reference directly or indirectly to the quality of his 
practice or services; 
(c) claim that he has specialist knowledge of any area of 
practice; 
、d) make reference, in relation to any practice, to一 
(i) volume of business; 
(ii) identity, nature, or number of clients; 
(iii) fee income; 
(iv) save as permitted by Rule 6 (1) (c), any particular item of -
business in which the solicitor is or has been engaged; 
(V) any person or undertaking such as is referred to in Rule 7 
hereof; 
{e) state or imply that the standard of services to be provided 
may vary according to the fees to be charged for any item of 
business; 
if) explicitly solicit instructions; 
(g) directly or indirectly compare his fees with those of any 、 
other solicitor in private practice; 
{h) contain any inaccuracy or misleading statement; 
(/) subject to Rule 9 (2) {b) hereof, contain a description of any 
person; or 
(J) be of such a character as may reasonably be regarded as 
bringing the profession of solicitor into disrepute. 
Nothing in this Rule shall prohibit a solicitor from claiming 
superiority for the quality of his services over those offered to the 
public by any or all other persons who are not solicitors in private 
practice. 
9. (1) Subject to Rules 6 and 8 hereof, a solicitor may only Mode of 
advert ise— advertising. 
⑷ at his place of business; 
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W in any newspaper, journal or like publication; 
(c) by means of radio or television; 
⑷ by means of direct mailing, or brochures or circulars or 
pamphlets issued by himself. 
(2) An advertisement by a solicitor under paragraph (1) (d) 
hereof— 
⑷ shall not be issued by him other than— 
(i) to his clients; or 
(ii) in response to bona fide enquiries; 
(办）may contain a description of any person (whether principal 
or employee and whether or not named), but only in connection 
with a reference to一 
G) that person's professional qualifications; 
(ii) the number of years he has spent in practice (whether as a 
solicitor or otherwise); 
(iii) his duties and responsibilities in the solicitor's practice; 
and 
(iv) his photograph. 
Power of 10. (1) Where an advertisement by a soiicitor is deemed by the 
CfOoUh^ J^ to Council to contravene these Rules, the Council may by written 
= 丄 “ notice duly given to him require the solicitor forthwith, or from 
tisements. such date as the notice may stipulate, to withdraw, terminate or 
cancel the advertisement, as the case may require. 
(2) A notice given by the Council to a solicitor under paragraph 
(1) hereof shall be signed by the Secretary and shall be deemed to 
have been duly given if it is delivered to him or left at, or sent by 
recorded delivery post to, his last known place of business. 
Evidence of 11. (1) Where a solicitor issues an advertisement, he shall, 
adver- throughout the period from the date of first issue to one year after 
IssuTd^o^e the date of last issue thereof, preserve-
preserved. {a) evidence of the content, appearance, format, scale, size and 
length thereof and the duration and frequency of its issue; and 
{h) a copy or reproduction of the advertisement. 
(2) A solicitor shall comply with any notice in writing duly given 
to him by the Council requiring the production to the Council , 
within such period as the notice may stipulate, of such evidence, 
copy, reproduction or cassette recording as is referred to in 
paragraph (1) or (4) hereof. 
(3) The provisions of Rule 10 (2) hereof shall apply to any notice 
issued under paragraph (2) hereof. 
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(4) In this Rule, the reference to a copy of the advertisement 
means—— 
⑷ in the case of a radio advertisement, an audio cassette 
recording thereof; 
{b) in the case of a television advertisement, a video cassette 
recording thereof. 
12. (1) It shall be the duty of a solicitor to ensure that any Duty of 
advertisement of or by him complies with any provision in any solicitor lo 
Practice Rule in force for the time beine. 二ompiy with 
Practice 
(2) A n advertisement of or by a solicitor shall, unless the Rules 
contrary is proved, be deemed to have been issued (and issued in 
the form in which it was issued) with his authority. 
13. The Counc i l shall have power to waive any of the provisions of Power of 
these Rules in any particular case. Council to 
grant waiver. 
14. (1) Breach of any of these Rules may be treated as Discipline, 
professional misconduct for the purposes of Part IV of the Act 
(Compla in ts and Disciplinary Proceedings). 
(2) In considering these Rules in relation to Rule 1 of the 
Solicitors' (Scotland) Practice Rules 1964 in any particular case, 
regard may be had t o— 
(a) the fee proposed by the solicitor for any services; and 
{b) whether the fee was fair and reasonable in the circum-
stances. 
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Brochure of Messrs. Johnson Stokes & Master, 
Solicitors 
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The largest legal practice based in Southeast Asia, 
Johnson, Stokes & Master currently has 
125 lawyers and a total staff of800. 
The firm maintains six offices in Hong Kong, 
where it was founded in 1863) 
and recently opened an office in Beijing. 
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P A R T N E R S 1st January 1988 
Peter J T h o m p s o n Daniel R Bradshaw 
Michael J E ThomKiU Derek H F Cheung 
John F Payne W J o n a c h a n C L y n e 
Anthony R Chertle Philip R Nicholls 
John A M u d m e r F K A u 
David J Shaw Rupert W NichoU 
P John F Whyre Ian R D Chapman 
A Richard Taylor Nicholas P Edgell 
Richard M Russell Samuel Y S W o n g 
Antony T C Carter Y M Elaine Lo 
Roger Birkby Keith P K Cheung 
Simon S 〇 Ip Joanna A C S h u m 
Robert S N Baly Ronald K F Poon 
Paul A Giles Rosaline O W Cheung 
Vincent E BramKall David P R Scannard 
Peter S A Edwards Nicholas D Hunswordi 
Edward H C Fong Christopher J Bonsall 
Humphrey K K Heung Henry J H Wheare 
S Ashley B u m s 
R i n C K L e e CONSULTANTS 
Robert S Y Lynn Brian S McElney 
August。N da Roza T John Gregory 
Ken Y Lim Robin S Peard 
Anson K C Kan 
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O H N S O N , S T O K E S & M M T E R daces In Hong Kong die partnership is 
back to 1863 when Mr Edmund Sharp based in the heart ot the central 
established a legal practice in Hong business district and occupies some 
i 」 Kong just 15 years after the British 85,000 square feec of space with 
arrived in die cerricorv. As the new additional offices in Kowloon and die 
/ 
sectlemenc developed so coo did die three major urban and industrial 
need for legal services and in 1867 che centres in the New Territories. Since 
firm became die parmership of Sharp The People's Republic ot China 
& Toller. The parmers were joined by adopced ics open-door policy in the 
Mr Alfred Johnson in 1876 and mne late 1970s, companies trom around 
years later die firm became Sharp, the world have increasingly used 
Johnson &: Stokes. Hong Kong as a gateway co business 
On die retirement of die founder in China. Johnson, Scokes & Mascer 
in 1890 die practice adopced die name has been and remains actively 
ic sail bears today. involved in providing die legal 
Over the years Johnson, Scokes & services necessary to facilicace this 
Master has grown with Hong Kong. expansion ot trade, and in 1987’ with 
Steadily expanding as a general law the establishment ot a Beijing office, 
practice, it had by the early 1970s became one of a small number of 
developed die manpower and foreign law firms with a permanent: 
specialist skills required to cope with presence in China, 
the large volume of sophisticated legal 
work resulting firom Hong Kong's 
emergence as a major incemarional 
financial and business centre. Since the 
mid-1970s, when it had 46 lawyers 
and a support staff of 250, the firm 
has grown nearly threefold 
Images accompanying die text mirror thefirm's 
Western origins and its century-long home in Asia. 
Viey also emphasise tlie firm'sfocus upon tlie timely 
preparation, recording, transmitting and completion of 
legal agreements. Tlie seals illustrated are ever present 
in both tlie Wat and East, and are as much a part of 
le^l practice today as they were in the past 
1 
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The Practice 
The combined experience and Reflecting Hong Kong's inccmadonaJ 
expertise of Johnson, Stokes & status and strategic geographic 
Master's 125 lawyers enables the firm locanon, the firm also has a large 
to advise on virtually every aspect of number of clients based outside 
Hong Kong and English law. The Hong Kong, pnmanly in Japan, 
growth of the practice has paralleled North Amenca, Western Europe and 
Hong Kong's development as a major Southeast Asia. In order to provide 
intemarional financial and commercial an effective service to clients 
centre’ and accordingly, principal areas intemarionally Johnson, Stokes & 
of legal services include advice in Master maintains rekrionships with 
respect of banking, finance, corporate major law firms in all other principal 
and commercial matters, property, business centres, thereby ensuring 
shipping and aviation, litigation, tax clients have access to appropriate legal 
planning, intellecrual properry and representation outside Hong Kong. 
China trade. With more than a In 1976 die firm established a 
cenrury of legal practice Johnson, formal association widi one of the 
Stokes & Master is also able to offer a leading Hnns ofboliarors in the City 
comprehensive legal service m die of London: Norton. Rose, Bocterell & 
more tradirional areas of trusts, wills, Rochc. Several partners and solicitors 
probate, employment and general from the assoaate firm are based in 
commercial matters. In addition, 17 of Hong Kong and practise law as 
the firm's partners are Notaries Public members of Johnson, Stokes & 
m Hong Kong. Master, chus adding current Ciry of 
Corporate clients include local and London expertise to the firm's 
muldnacional corporarions, banks and practice. 
other financial insriturions, property As well as providing direct access to 
developers, manufacturers, traders and the latest developments in English 
air and marine transporr companies. law, Norton, Rose, Botrerell & Rodie 
The firm also represents a number of assistsjohnson. Stokes & Master's 
the territory's blue-chip corporate inremarional capability with its offices 
giants as well as various govemmenr in Bahrain and Singapore, 
and quasi governmental organisations. 
1 
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劍 烧 暨 i ^ i ^ i ^ M 科 險 慘 I 叙 H H 
酬 賺 i i i f ^剛 _ _ _丨漏 . i M铃 iHH^iiaig 爾 Stefaidte ^ B p 
i f g M M 麵 劍 鐵 澳 r a p 
轉 一 ^ l i ^ i i ^ p ^ 圍 綱 • i g y f l i j g j 驅 Mm 
t H f S H P M P 
『厢-jfe^Siiiif^Midlgi 翻 — i i 
-ji^jgij錄 jf 脇丨錄 發丨丨_ 劍丨劍 t^iiiVd&idblifaiS ^Hm 
_ 隱 | ^ | » | 翩 函 臓 編 頸 i • 遍 S i i i M S y f e • • 
K K E i B K i M g ^ l B K i 
.4 modem Chinese typeimier oerierates complicated 
text; a traditional wood-handled rubber stamp 
creates a sin(^le inipressioti. 
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Jpqq] S ^ T V i c C S Johnsoru Stokes Master is organised • Building and civil conscrucrion 
to meet its clients' needs by reference • Agencies and distributorships 
to the following areas of legal practice: • Mutual funds and unic crusts 
• Provident funds and reciremenc 
B A N K I N G b e n e f i t s c h e m e s 
• Capital markets transactions, • Insurance company and product 
commercial paper, debt, equity and audiorisarions 
security insmiments issues • Company secretarial and 
• Bank security and collateral, loans, admirmcradon services for private and 
loan syndicadons and other financings quoted companies 
• Equipment leasing and hire purchase 
• Regulatory requirements including I N S O L V E N C Y 
establishment and conduct of • Restructuring and rescheduling of 
banking and other financial and debts, work-outs, receiverships, 
securiries operations liquidations and bankruptcies 
C O R P O R A T E F INANCE PROPERTY 
• Stock exchange transactions including • Property development: and financing 
public company flotations, pladngs, • Commercial and residential sales and 
rights issues purchases 
• Mergers and acquisitions，take-overs, • Propenyjoinr ventures 
resmicrurings, reorganisaaons and • Bank mortgages, home ownership 
schemes of arrangement and private sector parriaparion 
• Capital reorganisaaons and reduction scheme mongages 
of capital • Landlord and tenant agreements 
including commercial and residential 
C O M P A N Y / C O M M E R C I A L Icascs and tenancies 
• Project and commercial developments • Property lirigarion and security 
• Joint ventures, incorporauons and enforcement 
formation of partnerships • Properry-based debt resnrucuiring 
• Acquisitions and sales of companies, and rescheduling 
businesses, sWes and assets 
An old Chinese chop and ink pad used to conclude 























































LEGAL SERVICES continued 
SHIPPING A N D AIRCRAFT FINANCE • Se t t l emen ts a n d trusts 
• Aircratc and shipping sales and • Estate duty planning, wills, probate 
purchases, leasing and financing and escate administration 
including charter leasing, dry and 
wet leasing and hire purchase INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY , 
• Aircraft and shipping regiscrarion • Registration and protection of 
and taxarion patents, trademarks, trade names ^ ^ ^ a u M M B 
• General shipping, shipbuilding and and designs 
ship management • Opposition and rectification x a M B ^ / A . 
Pr。ceedmgs 
SHIPPING L IT IGATION • A n t i - c o u n r e r f e i t i n g 
• Admiralty actions including • Lirigarion: infringement of parent, 
collisions and salvage trademark and design, copyright 
• Charrerparry disputes and passing-off (unfair comperirion); t B K t ^ ^ U S B U ^ 
• Cargo damages claims including Macau and China related 
• Marine insurance including disputes ^ ^ ^ S g ^ ^ ^ ^ t B ^ X ^ ^ S / B t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
P & I Q u b representation • Know-how, cechnology and design ‘ " ‘ ” " “ ~~~"•“ “ M 
• Mortgage enforcement contracts, distributorships, l ^ H H H I ^ ^ H B I ^ H H H I ^ ^ ^ H I 
• Maritime personal injury claims franchising and licensing 
• Shipbuilding disputes • Advertising and media law, 
computer contracts, publishing and 
GENERAL L IT IGATION entertainment ^ : : i : . X ^ J I J 
• Banking and financial I 誦 
• B u M n g deputes and CH INA 
arHtranons • Fmanongs mcludxng loans, loan ^ M ^ S M ^ ^ ^ ^ i 
• Company/commercial disputes and syndicaaons and equipment leasing . 耀 豪 辦 翁 ？ 餘 ^ ^ 雙 ？ 賓 _ 
arbitrations • Hotels, service apartment and other 
• Debt collection development projects 
• General insurance and personal • Joint ventures, equity and co-operative 
injuries • Technology transfers 
TAX, TRUSTS AND SUCCESSION • E s t a b l i s h m e n t o f representa t ive off ices Transfer S e n d Later 
Halftone Contrast Resoli 
• Corporate and personal tax planning ‘ ••'-<•- •' •"•••"-• j . — … 
and advice for residents and 
non-residents jt).、,/— , .，. &3.. ~ J 
An Edwardian ernbossing-press sealed corporate 
agreements; tliejaaimile machine today can transmit 
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PtoJ^SSIOHCI I die fimi play an 
in the Law Society ot Hong Kong and 
Law Society and Law Rctorm 
coniniirrces. They also serve on and 
assist coinniictees representing other 
professional and commercial bodies 
such as die Hong Kong Society ot 
Notaries, the Hong Kong General 
Chamber ot Commerce, the Hong ^ ^ B B B j B H ^ ^ ^ g ^ B B H l r a S S ^ ^ B ^ ^ 
Kong Shipowners Associarion and die 
Hong Kong Equipment Leasing 
Association. The firm also maintains 
good professional concaccs with 
govemniciic deparmiencs ac a senior 
level. 
Because ot these coniiiiinnencs, 
Jolinson, Scokes & Master is actively W / m ^ ^ B S g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ M 
and continually involved in the legal 
and economic affairs ot the terricory 
and is able,where appropriate, co 
make representations on behalf of ics editing and publishing ot books and 
clients in the formulation of Hong journals on legal matters. 
Kong legislation. Clients share in the benefits of these 
The parmers also participate in the activities as the firm contributes co che 
academic side of che legal profession, legal aspects of their in-house training 
by caking part in domestic and courses and f rom dme to dme 
overseas seminars and conferences, Jolinson, Stokes & Master arranges for 
contributing papers co professional the short-term secondment of its 
publications and cooperating in che lawyers to clients’ legal departments. 
cinnabar hik boxjrotti China used to seal documents 
a I ui mi red years at^o; a cot npuler disc today records 
whole (iociiniaiis, limuircds al a time. 
10 
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MANAGEMENT ANO OPERATION Staff, officc automadon and business adminisrranon and personnel; and che 
The management of the firm is and practice development. Also Computer Managers (EDP/WPJ in 
enrrusccd to a management reporting to che management charge of data processing, word 
conimictee chaired by che senior commicree are che Financial processing, computer operations and 
partner and comprises partners from Controller; che Partnership Secretary, in-house training, 
the different departments ot che firm. who deals with partnership 
The management committee is administradon; che Administration 
assisted by three subcorniiiicrecs — Manager, who is responsible tor office 
11 
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國丨 ii 丨 iiii 丨  iiiitiiiii_ 
Technical Support 
Any operadon providing a scrvicc co officc auromarion cquipmcnc 
sophisricated financial and trading including high speed laser primers, 
concerns in die 1980s must be optical characrcr readers and 
supported by m o d e m daca and word elecrromc documenc rransmission 
processing and communicarions facilities’ enable Johnson, Scokcs & 
systems. Master to produce, edit and finalise 
Johnson, Scokes & Master complex documents ac shorr noDcc: 
recognises tliat legal practices are no and, through in-house developmcnc 
exception and has installed a wide of special software, high-volume 
range of computer equipment. A rransacrioiis such as real estate 
mainframe computer in Prince's projects, company secreranaJ work 
Building is connected to 17 terminals and debt-recovery litigation are 
in Alexandra House, and che Kowloon handled efficiently and effectively, 
and N e w Territories offices providing The firm's China-related business 
on-line data entry and enquiry constantly gives rise to che need to 
facilides. Four minicomputers are used have documents presented in Chinese, 
as host computers for departmental Accordingly, Johnson. Stokes & 
data processing, word processing and Master maincaim its own translation 
records processing hinctions; and deparrmenc employing five tuU-dme 
there are now more chan 90 personal translators. The department, which 
computers (PCs) in use which are has its own Chinese-language word 
C丨随—E—ish iwrdprocessing todayJaalhates Capable of acccssing the host processing systems, ensures that there 
sw,fi and accurategcerauon o/d隱mis of computers. The number of PCS Will is consistency m che translation of 
咖 mc c 丨晰咖.Scab, such oj these from ppan, increase CO 160 by mid 1988. legal and business documencanon 
— ― 丨 随 . These systems, cogccher with other between English and Chinese. 
14 
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INDEX 
H O N G K O N G OFFICES 
Aircraf t Financing Company/Commerc ia l Corporate Investigation/Rescue 
R M Russell 5-8432327 J F Payne 5-8432273 I R D Chapman 5-8434502 
•J F Payne 5-8432273 D J Shaw 5-8432274 A T C Carter 5-8432391 
P A Giles 5-8432295 R M Russell 5-8432327 ^ , , , 
n n. , 1 Debt Instruments seeBankim 
RBirkby 5-8432296 A T C Carter 5-8432391 
D R Bradshaw 5-8432341 V E Bramliall 5-8432335 Divorce see Matrimonial 
RWNichoU 5-8432278 D R Bradshaw 5-8432341 End User Mortgages 
Arbitration see Litigation PRNichoUs 5-8432393 see Conveyancing 
RWNichoU 5-8432278 
Asset Protection Planning I R D Chapman 5-8434502 Equipment Leasing 
PSAEdwards 5-8434520 D P R S t a n W 5-8432276 R ^ NichoU 5-8432278 
^ ^ R M Russell 5-8432327 
二 g Construct ion L i t igat ion D R Bradshaw 5-8432341 
J F P 〒 e -8432273 s A Bums 5-8434336 
R M Russell 5-8432327 K Y L i m 5-8434327 S o l v e n c y 
A T C Carter 5-8432391 j p Burdett* 5-84344^1 丨 ^ ^ Chapman 5-8434502 
RBirkby 5-8432296 A T C Carter 5-8432391 
VEBramhall 5-8432335 Conveyancing Insurance 
RWNichoU 5-8432278 … 5 - 8 4 3 4 2 1 8 ^ ^ ^ ^ 5-8434327 
R O W C h e u n g . . . . 5-8432340 5-8434353 DRBradshaw 5-8432341 
J A Muamer 5-8434272 
Bank Mortgages see Conveyancing r $ N Baly 5-8434251 ^ ^ ^ Chapman 5-8434502 
Bu i ld ing Contracts H K K Heung 5-8434248 Intellectual Property 
see Construction Litigation R S Y L y n n 5-8434214 P J F Whyte 5-8434552 
广 、 丨 A l 1 。 .. , A K C K a n 5-8434258 H J H Wheare 5-8434261 
Capital Markets see Securities Law 
〜 DHFCheung 5-8434396 Leases and Tenancy Agreements 
F K A u 5-8434225 M J E T h o m M 5-8434218 
5-8 卿 S Y S W o n g ……5-8434216 RSNBa ly 5-8434251 
D H F C h e u n g ……5-8434396 K P K Cheung ……5-8434331 H K K H e u n g 5-8434248 
5-8 彻 25 J A C S h u m 5-8434219 R S Y L y n n 5-8434214 
K P K Cheuna; 5-8434331 
T,。T T . * Corporate Finance F K A u 5-8434225 
KSHCh ing * 5-8432214 \ t 〜， 
^ D J Shaw 5-8432274 J A C Shum 5-8434219 
Commerc ia l Jo int Ventures RBirkby 5-8432296 
鄉 Company/Commercial D P R Stannard 5-8432276 
J F Payne 5-8432273 
A T C Carter 5-8432391 
* Assistant Solicitors 
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Litigation Securities Law 
A R Taylor 5-8434326 H K K Hcung 5-8434248 J F Payne 5-8432273 
S S O I p 5-8434332 R S Y Lynn 5-8434214 D J Shaw 5-8432274 
S A Bums 5-8434336 D H F Cheung 5-8434396 R M Russell . 5-8432327 
K Y Lim 5-8434327 F K Au 5-8434225 R Burkby 5-8432296 
W J C Lyne 5-8434415 K P K Cheung 5-8434331 V E Bramhall 5-8432335 
N P Edgell 5-8434422 J A C Shum 5-8434219 R W NichoU 5-8432278 
NDHunswor th . . . . 5-8434417 p . ^ p . ^ t y Joint Ventures DPRS〔annard 5-8432276 
C】Bon^』 5-8434504 5-8434218 R 〇 W Cheung 5-8432340 
” 5 棚 21 A R c h e d e 5-8434353 . . 
Loans see Banking JAMurixner 5-8434272 Ship Finance 
Mat runon ia l R ^ Y L y n n 5 - 8 4 3 4 2 1 4 ， J ^ ^ o - o n 5-8432286 
ARTaylor 5-843.326 ^ » F Cheung 5-8434336 J ^ = 二 
SYS Wong 5-8434216 口 八 Giles 〕-843229〕 
Mutua l Funds J A C Shum 5-8434219 Y M E L o 5-8432329 
A T C Carter 5-8432391 ^u- t 
• V 5-8432296 — 即 Litigation 
S A Bums 5-8434396 W J C L y n e 
h o b a t e R S Y L y n n 5-8434214 N P Edgell 5-8434422 
A K C K a n 5-8434258 p K A u 5-8434225 Shipowner Related W o r k 
Project Conveyancing SYS Wong 5-8434216 D R Bradshaw 5-8432341 
M J E ThomMl 5-8434218 N D Hunsvvorth 5-8434417 丁^^ 
ARChecde -8434353 CJBonsaU . . . . . • • • 5-8434504 ？^八 Awards 5-8434520 
JAMumner 5-8434272 JPBurdea* 5-8434421 pRNicho lk 5-8432393 
R S Y L y n n 5-8434214 prov ident Funds ^ 
D H F C h e u n g 5-8434396 a t C Career 5-8432391 . . , 
py： A,i r Q,-) .oo：： r b Aiolwards o-8434d20 
h K A u d-8434223 H K K H e u n g 5-8434248 n n nt. l ” - 。 
S Y S W o n g 5-8434216 P ^ NichoUs 5-8432393 
K P K Cheung 5-8434331 Real Estate see Conveyancmg, Property U n i t Trusts 
J A C Shum 5-8434219 Receiverships A T C Carter 5-8432391 
Property Development Financing I R D C — m a n . . . . . 5-8434502 RBirkby 5-8432296 
A R Checde 5-8434353 Ret i rement Benefit Schemes Wi l l s 
J A Murimer 5-8434272 A T C Carter 5-8432391 A K C K a n 5-8434258 
RSNBa ly 5-8434251 H K K Heung 5-8434248 PSAEdwards 5-8434520 
continued overleaf 
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I N D E X continued 
KOWLOON OFFICE NOTARIES PUBLIC 
All Matters P J Thompson 5-8432286 R C K L e e 3-9130151 
R C K Lee 3-950141 JF Payne 5-8432273 A N da Roza 0-774129 
R K F Poon 3-950141 A R Checde 5-8434353 K Y L i m 5-8434327 
P J F Whyte 3-950141 J A Muomer 5-8434272 B S McElney 5-8434409 
PJFWhyre 3-950141 T J Gregory 5-8432290 
NEW TERRITORIES OFFICES A R Tay lo r 5-8434326 R S Peard 5-8434433 
A l l Matters R M Russell 5-8432326 
_ ^ _ 0-4930151 
E H C Fong A T C Carter 5-8+32391 
,、T I n 0-6o6ol27 
A N da Roza 0-774129 SS〇Ip 5-8434332 
“ RSNBa ly 5-8434251 *Assistant Solicitors 
PA Giles 5-8432295 
BEIJING OFFICE V E B r amhaU 5-8432335 
A l l Matters PSA Edwards 5-8434520 
KSHCh ing* . . . . Beijing 5002233 £ H C Fong 0-4930151 
OFFICES 
Hong Kong New Terri tories China 
10th and 11 di Floors, Alexandra House 9th Floor, Chau's Commercial Centre Suites 171 and 173, Jianguo Hotel 
16-20 Chater Road, Hong Kong 284 Sha Tsui Road Jianguo Men Wai Dajie 
Teh 5-8432211 Tsuen Wan, New Temtories Beijing 
Tlx: 75107 HX, 73704 HX Hong Kong The People's Republic of China 
Fax: 5-292037,5-8451735 Tel: 0-4930151 Tel: 5002233 ext 171 & 173 | 
17th. 18th and 19ch Floors Tbc 43897 HX The 222449 JSMBJCN % 
PnncesBuilding Fax:0-4999524 Fax: 5005071 | 
10 Cliater Road, Hong Kong 5ch Floor, Hang Seng Bank Building | 
Tel: 5-8432211 91-93 Casde Peak Road | 
TLc 85242 HX, 85326 HX Yuen Long, New Temcones § 
Fax: 5-8105562,5-8104719 Hong Kong § 
Tel: 0-774129 
Kow loon Tbc 43897 HX \ 
5ch Floor, Hongkong and Fax: 0-4746466 | 
Shanghai Bank Building | 
673 Nathan Road, Kowloon 3rd Floor, 54-58 Kwong Fuk Road § 
Hong Kong Tai Po，New Temtories | 
Tel: 3-950141 Hong Kong | 
Tbc 43897 HX Tel: 0-6565127 1 
Fax:3-970764 Tbc 43897 HX | 
Fax: 0-6515345 ^ 
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APPENDIX 14 
Brochure of Messrs. Deacons, Solicitors 
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D E A C O N S 
Hong Kong harbour in the 1850s. 
Rrproductvm by /xrmisvwn of the Urban Council of Hong Kong from thr Collection of thf Hcng Kong Museum of Art. 
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The Firm 
Deacons, now the largest independent law firm in Hong Kong traces 
Its history to the earliest clays of the terriiorv. When Victor Hobart 
Deacon first arrived in 1880. he joined a firm ot lavwers that was 
already some 30 years old. Today. Deacons, still based in Hong 
Kong, IS one of the territory's most prominent law firms with an ex-
tensive practice, acting for both local and overseas clients. 
The firm has more than 90 lawyers and a support staff of some 350. 
Deacons is proud to have played its part in the development of 
Hong Kong's thriving business community. Once an isolated trading 
outpost of the British Empire. Hong Kong is now South East Asia's 
commercial and financial hub. 
The acknowledged gateway to the People's Republic of China 
Hong Kong, as a base for development of that huge market has a 
future that is assured. To assist clients with their business in China 
Deacons established the China Trade & investment Department in 
the late 1970s and. in 1986, opened a representative office in Beijing. 
in 1988 the firm established a representation in New York and opened 
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Clients 
Throughout its history. Deacons has had the privilege to serve many 
of the business community's most prominent enterprises. 
Domestic and international banks, financial institutions, investment 
corporations, airlines, property firms, oil. shipping, manufacturing 
and trading companies, building and engineering concerns, insurance 
companies, utilities, and media and entertainment interests are now 
included amongst the firm's clients. 
The firm is experienced in advising publicly listed as well as privately 
held companies, partnerships, trade associations and charitable 
organisations. 
People and Services 
Deacons maintains a full staff of solicitors admitted to practise in 
Hong Kong, together with a number of lawyers qualified in other 
jurisdictions such as Australia. Canada, the Republic of China, New 
Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States. 
in addition to English and Cantonese, the official languages of Hong 
Kong, Mandarin, the business and official language of the PRC, is 
also spoken. 
The broad range of cultural and professional experience which has 
been consciously developed at Deacons enables the firm to operate 
efficiently with and on behalf of clients from many countries around 
the world. 
Deacons has invested in computers and word-processing equipment 
complementing telecommunications systems and facilitating inter-
national transactions. For example, highly sophisticated Chinese-
character word-processors are used to ensure speed and accuracy 
in Chinese-language documentation. 
14 
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Corporate/Commercial 
Deacons provides advice and other services in all areas of corporate 
and commercial law. Lawyers with experience of complex issues 
related to public and private organisations are available to advise on： 
• acquisition and disposal of companies and businesses 
• securities issues 
• stock market flotations 
• unit trusts and mutual funds 
• partnerships and other business organisations 
• joint ventures 
• schemes of arrangement 
• reconstructions and reorganisations 
• takeovers, amalgamations and mergers 
• provident, retirement and pension schemes 
• equipment leasing 
• corporate tax planning 
• commercial contracts 
The Corporate Services section provides a wide range of services 
in corporate administration, including registered office, secretarial, 
trustee and nominee sen^ices. 
14 
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Banking 
Hong Kong's position as one ot the world's largest and most active 
financial centres has attracted an enormous number of banks and 
financial institutions. There are now 158 licensed banks, 148 repre-
sentative offices of foreign banks and 216 registered deposit-taking 
companies in the territory.* 
Deacons has developed a strong team of banking lawyers, several of 
whom have previous experience with leading banks overseas as 
in-house counsel. The present practice involves advising domestic 
and international banks and financial institutions and borrowers on 
a broad range of financial products and sen/ices. Deacons' lawyers 
are fully familiar with the laws and regulations governing the business 
activities of retail, wholesale and merchant banks operating in Hong 
Kong. 
Deacons' Banking Department counts among its clients banks from 
UK. USA. Canada. Japan. South East Asia, Europe and, of course. 
Hong Kong and China. 
The Banking Department also handles insolvency, work including debt 
reschedulings, liquidations and receiverships. 
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China Trade and Investment 
S f J f in China, beginning in the late 1970s. have given it 
a n ^ n he pOfTc^e^of the law and practice of do.ng bu^inefs wUh 
二 购 . t h e - k e e p s 
拜 a 碍 二 二 二 二 = = = = 
^ 二 Of laws affecting joint ventures in China. As part of this effort 
^eacons maintains a close relationship with the Ministry of Foreign 
Which . responsible for the a p p e a l 
Ethnic Chinese lawyers, all of whom have been trained in Western 
junspmdence. help to bndge understanding of Western and 
business practices for Deacons' clients to smooth foreign investment 
and minimise misunderstanding. investment 
f pecific areas in which Deacons has experience useful to its clients 
arc： 
• equity and co-operative joint ventures 
• representative offices 
• wholly-owned foreign enterprises 
• technology transfers 
• licensing arrangements 
• banking and financial transactions 
• project financing 
• hotel management contracts 
• dispute resolution 
• taxation planning 
14 
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Property 
There are few places in the world which have developed as quickly 
as Hong Kong. Aggressive real estate development and an active, 
often volatile, property market reflecting relatively limited land resources 
have combined to create a need for lawyers with a panicular know-
ledge of Hong Kong and the peculiarities of its system of land law. 
Deacons has assembled a team of lawyers providing advice on all 
aspects of Hong Kong conveyancing, leasing, project finance and 
development, town planning and compulsory acquisitions. The 
solicitors will advise on and negotiate the terms of land grants and 
modifications, the interpretation of building covenants and user 
restrictions. 
The firm represents clients with interests in high-rise office, commercial. 
residential and industrial development projects, hotels, shopping malls ‘ 
and restaurants, as well as private clients. 
Trust and Probate 
The department advises clients on estate planning and asset 
protection, the establishment of settlements and trusts and similar 
financial planning vehicles and on matters affecting domicile, wills, 
succession, the administration and winding-up of estates and the. 
resealing of overseas grants. 
In addition to advising in these specific areas, the department is able to 
draw on the experience of other solicitors in the firm on tax and fiscal-
related matters. The firm is experienced in advising on appropriate 
structures for particular transactions to ensure tax and stamp duty 
effectiveness. 
‘ . , 
14 
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Intellectual Property 
The Far East has long been recognised as a major source of threats 
to copyright, patent and trade mark rights. To help clients counter 
such challenges to their commercial rights, Deacons has developed 
significant capability in protecting trade marks and patents. 
This involves monitoring instances of counterfeiting or infringement 
and obtaining fast injunctive relief where necessary. Deacons' intellectual 
Property Department is also familiar with enforcement actions and 
the various aspects of intellectual property litigation. 
The firm has been for a long time engaged in prosecuting trade mark 
applications both in Hong Kong, the site of one of the world's oldest 
trade mark registries, and abroad. 
Deacons' intelleaual property team includes qualified trade mark 
agents. 
With the coming into force of new Chinese trade mark and patent laws, 
Deacons is also building a significant practice in PRC-related intellect-
ual property work. . 
The solicitors in this department assist also'in commercial intellectual 
property matters such as licensing, distributorship agreements, tech-
nology transfer, film and television entGriainment law.:franchising and 
the exploitation generally of trade marks； patents and copyrights. 
- » . ‘ • » ‘ 
/ - . , - • . ‘ 
Litigation ： •‘ •’ . . 
The Litigation Department handles contentious work in eveiy. fidd of 
law, from the simplest debt recovery to large-scale and complex com-
mercial litigation. The practice e n c o m p ^ s ^ cases qomi i ^ before all 
courts and tribunals in Hong Kong, including arbitration and construaion 
work cases, and extends to Privy Council appeals, - • • ‘ 
秦 • - - - , 
The department maintains close links with members of the local and 
the United Kingdom Bars for those cases- where the sen/ices of 
banisters may be needed. Close links also exist with correspondent 
lawyers in many other jurisdictions around the world for the referral 
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Shipping/Aviation 
Hong Kong was founded as a trading port and, today, trade remains 
its lifeblood. Hong Kong has overtaken Rotterdam as the world's 
busiest container port, and is the home of one of the world's largest 
ship-owning and ship-management communities. 
The Shipping Department has developed to meet the complicated de-
mands arising from this international business. 
The department is divided into two sections, finance and litigation, and 
its clients include international finance and leasing institutions, ship-
owners, shipyards and marine underwriters in Hong Kong, London, 
New York, Tokyo and Rotterdam, as well as in Greece and Nopvvay. 
The practice is varied, and the finance section advises on all aspects 
of ship financing, sales, purchases and chanerpanies. 
The litigation section handles claims on behalf of shipowners, chan-
erers, ship repairers, hull and cargo unden^vriters. P&i insurers, 
banks, brokers, container terminal operators and others involved in 
the shipping industry, as well as claims arising from salvage, towage 
and collisions. 
The aviation practice covers air traffic licensing applications, the sale 
and purchase of aircraft and equipment, crew contracts and insurance 
claims. The firm also keeps abreast of financing techniques for 
aircraft-owning and leasing clients. 
13 
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Taipei 
in furtherance of its policy of expansion within commercial centres in 
South East Asia. Deacons opened a full office under the name of 
Deacons & Chen in Taipei. Republic of China on i st November 1988. 
The Taipei office includes attorneys qualified in and able to advise 
on the laws of the Republic of China, the United Stares, the united 
Kingdom, the Republic of Singapore and of course Hong Kong. 




• technology transfers 
• joint venture agreements 
• taxation 
• property advice 
• ship financing and registration 
As well as being able to provide advice on commercial matters, 
attorneys employed by 丨he firm are licensed to appear before all 
courts in the Republic of China to handle all forms of contentious 
work for clients. 
The Taipei office forms part of the regional efforts of Deacons 
intellectual Property Department to assist clients in countering 
challenges to their copyright, patent and trade mark rights. It is able 
to assist by registration of those rights, where appropriate, in the 
Republic of China and its licensed attorneys frequently appear 
before the courts to assist in enforcement of such rights. 
New York 
Deacons. New York was established on ist May 1988 as a further 
service to the firm's substantial client base and extensive profes-
sional contacts in North America. 
Deacons, New York provides useful contact in a North American time 
zone for those seeking immediate advice in relation to business and 
investment in Hong Kong and South East Asia, and an informed in-
troduction to and liaison with appropriate lawyers within Deacons： it 
also performs important liaison functions in North America for the 
firm's clients in Asia. 
14 
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Working with Deacons 
Deacons is committed to providing the best professional legal advice 
in an efficient and practical manner. The firm is proud of the fact that 
it has successfully integrated its Hong Kong heritage with a team 
capable of working in the most demanding and complex areas of 
modern law. 
Whilst the firm has consciously developed a departmental siruciure, 
nonetheless where the client's needs require the skills of more than 
one department, solicitors from these departments wiil work together 
as a team to ensure that all aspects of the transaction are covered. 
A partner is in charge of each file, either handling it himself or supervising 
one or more lawyers working on it. Clients who work with Deacons are 
kept informed of progress and developments on their files. And. the 
firm's standards encourage its staff to make it their business to be 
acquainted with the ongoing activities of clients. 
Deacons has grown because of its reputation for confidentiality, relia-
bility and care. Each client has the right to expect these attributes from 
a law firm. 
15 
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PARTNERS 
JAMES J. BERTRAM 
ANDREW CHRISTIE 
ANNIE I.T. WONG 
EDWARD P. MACKAY 
RICHARD WALUS 
LEUNG WAL-UNG 
JOHN M. ROSE 
ANTHONY P. FOX 
STEWART P. SMITH 
ANDREW M. MacLAREN 
LAWRENCE K.C. LM 
DAVID J . LAWRENCE 
ALAN S. WELLS 
JOHN W .C RICHARDSON 
MARK J. ROBERTS 
RICHARD MORRIS 
PETER J. WINTLE 
M I C H A E L T.M. HUL 
ROBERT C.H. UEE 
C A T H E R I N E H . B A C O N 
D E A N A . Y O U N G 
P H I L I P D . S M I T H 
T I M O T H Y G . H . D O B S O N 
PAULSCHOLEFIELD 
PETER P. AHERNE 
WING-WOLAM 
LILIAN S.F. CHIANG 
JUVFLVIY T .L . W U 
CHISTOPHER W. BFUTTON 
AGNES O.L. YUNG 
CONSULTANTS 
P E T E R A . L . V I N E O . B . E . . V . R D . 
WAL-PAT WONG 
P E T E R H . D A V I E S 
J O H N L_G. M C U E A N 
WILLIAM A. AHEFIN 
Hong Kong OOlce:3rcl^noora.AJexarelra House. Hong Kong. Tet s82se311 Tetex: 7347SoaTEHYHX Fax： S-SICXH3I 
ltowtoooomce:930CXreanCencn:, Hartxxr dry. KovvKxm. Hong Kong. Tel: 3-7321411 Cabte: STMAY HONG KONG Telcx:4-IAI i STMAYHX Fax:3-E0437B 
Office:Boom lOOI.ScrtcTower.22 JlanGooMen wa*Da_»tc.Beijinft Peopfc-sRepubttcoiChinaL Tei:5123660.5122288Ext loo i 4 looa Tetec222S30DCCLCM Fax:si23662 
Taipei omce: 824 Asia Enterprise Cerner. eoa MJn Chuan E. Boad. Taipei, TaJwan I04e4. BepubUcofCTuna T«rt: (Ca)7l7557 Telex： l eeoa O i e N A S S O Fax-(02)7170S2S 
NOR YOTK Aaaochi im O f V e ; 23fd FVxy. 50Q Lexngion Avenue. New York 10022. LVitted States o< America Tet (2121836-*702 Tetec 6715541 CEONT Fax: (212) 830-4860 
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APPENDIX 15 
Information Pamphlet Regarding 
Institutional Advertising issued by 
the Law Society of New South Wales 
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^ ^ ^ B For $250 p^a. you could bu— 
^ ^ H adver t isement th is big i n the • 
^ ^ H Sydney Morning Herald. • 
^ H , : ‘ / • 
mr. j^M I 
• mHI I 
• • i H l 
For par tners or sole practitioners 
$250 p.a. could buy you a share in a ^ H 
year long statewide inst i tut ional 
advertising campaign on T.V. and 
Radio and in the Press. ^ H 
If you are an employed solicitor or if 
you work for the government or'a 
^ ^ ^ • ；' corporation, $50 p.a. could make you ^  
part of that campaign. 
. . . . . ffWaliil • 
m j ^ t / 1 
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園 
^ 丄聽』ocLdy o f ^ ' 1 么 L T 』 o u i A ( I V a f s i 
1st October 1988. 
Dear Member , 
丫。。a proposal for institutional advertising for the solicitors of New 
ST f ^ t q ^ nP二 t f l i ^ /ee years there has been a growing realisation wi th in the 
r J S e s h a v e a d o n u / r h a _ P e r a u v e approach to advertising. Vanous regional 
nrnnoc f P their own program and just two months ago when this 
^ u n n n L T ^ at a meeting of all Regional Presidents it was 
suppor ted u n a n i m o u s l y . 
？r^ oV'^ mtf ach ieve ！ ; h a s adopted in principle the institut ional advertising 
to achieve the fo l lowing ends: to enhance the image of the profession -
？二二 i V 。 . Pos i t-e ly market sohcuors’ services and skills to f ight Pjncrea : 
compem ion in traduional areas of work and to create new areas of work. 
i ^ t i ^ n c i l o f the Society has looked at the successful market ing programs of the 
A c c o i n m ' a n d 化，？ "eens land Law Soc ie ty and the A " 丄 a l f a n S o a e y o f 
Accountants and it has concluded that the solicitors of this State should be siven 
the opportuni ty to share in the benefits that instuut ional advert is ing can o/fer 
feauTreS Tf^ the ' r Jn l^ developed to achieve c o 麵 e r d a l growth, an investment is 
a ' i - e v e d ir i l n F f u _ p a i g n ou t l i ned m th is b r o c h u r e is to be 
？ees Th； ConnH l 7 funded by an increase in solicitors' pract is ing certificate 
Tees, i he Counc i l is now seeking your views on its proposal. 
= 二 ? 二 c S 二 . e . . . e ^ ^ n g and p 二 【 】 二 = 
Z l l l l the Counc i l is convinced of the value of institutional advert ising for the 
Of 二 赚 h the p roposa l w - u t . ^ ^ ^ b ^ L . a l 
Yours sincerely, J 
/ / ； 
1 
W . v W i n d e y e r , 1 
Pres ident . ：] 
‘ 1 
^ ^ ―： r 
' “ … … - — — 一 一 一 . . 一 一 一 ： ： . : " 一 一 … 一 麵 i j 
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How our advertising 
worked in 1986 
Our Third Party advertising in H H H H R H H H 
Wollongong and Albury/Wagga 
demonstrated our ability to shift 【 ‘ ‘ ^ ^ ^ H h 
public opinion. Market research • 
before and after the advertising • 一 
proved that our message hit the ^ ^ j g j i ^ ---- -- ^ -^M 
mark. 【 / 二】 
"The N.S. W. Government is about to go 
in boots and all to change the Third 
Party compensation laws.“ 
How our advertising 
worked in 1987 
We created a climate where it was I H H B P E S V I I H I 
politically sound for Mr. Greiner to ^ J ^ ^ ^ l 
oromise the return of common law 
rights in Third Party claims. 
•B 
The State Government is expecting you 
to follow blindly and accept Transcover." 
How our advertising 
worked in 1988 
We produced a pilot advertising H R I B P I B ^ H I B H I 
campaign on Conveyancing that B j l ^ ^ a J H B E l 
achieved an 81% approval rating t J 
from solicitors' clients. 75% of 
Solicitors who replied to our survey 
of that campaign said they wanted 
to see more of the same type of 
advertising. H ^ U H H I ^ I H H j 
"...now there are complicated new laws....“ 
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Institutional Advertising has worked for the solicitors of N.S.W. 
in the past on specific issues. 
It has worked for solicitors in Queensland over the past two 
years. 
It has worked for solicitors in Victoria. 
It has worked for accountants nationwide in their C.RA. 
campaign. 
We know what it can do; failure to capitalize on the gains of the 
oast will be an opportunity lost. 
An institutional advertising and marketing program for the 
solicitors of N.S.W would be devised to create impact, to reflect 
a positive stance and enhance the present image of the 
profession. 
Results after one year of institutional advertising in 
Queensland clearly demonstrate the benefits to be achieved. 
• Public confidence in the expertise of solicitors rose from 
77% to 85.2%. 
• The perception that it was best to see a solicitor to avoid 
potential problems rose from 60.3% to 67%. 
• The understanding that solicitors were willing to discuss 
cost before doing work rose from 53.1% to 65.4%. 
• The belief that solicitors are not interested in the general 
public's legal problems dropped from 42% to 31.4%. 
• The conviction that it is safer to let solicitors do con-
veyancing, despite the cost, grew from 76.7% to 82.1%. 
Queensland statistics taken from surveys of community 
opinion by Frank Small & Associates. Brisbane. 
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THE INSTITUTIONAL ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PROGRAM 
OBJECTIVES： 
" To enhance the image of the legal profession and to increase the understanding of the 
role of solicitors in the community. 
" To demonstrate to the community that the legal profession is one made up of competent, 
caring, efficient and properly regulated solicitors intent on protecting and furthering the 
interests of their clients. 
* To expose the general public to the wide range of services offered by the legal profession 
and to encourage use of those services. 
METHODS: 
These objectives could be achieved by an effective statewide marketing and advertising plan 
involving television,radio and the press; together with programs designed to allow solicitors to 
coordinate their individual advertising and marketing with that plan. 
F U N D I N G : 
The plan would need to be funded by an increase in solicitors' practising certificate fees for the 
year 1989/90. Thereafter continuation of advertising will depend upon the success of the 
campaign. The following formula for that funding is suggested to the Profession. 
* The practising certificate of partners and sole practitioners would require an increase in 
practising fees of $250 p.a. 
" The fees for employed solicitors, government solicitors, corporate solicitors and others 
would require an increase of S50 p.a. 
* Solici tors in p r iva te practice grossing less than 520,000 p.a. would have an 
increase of 550 p.a. 
INSTITUTIONAL ADVERTISING: 
YES OR NO? 
Your confidential response to this questionnaire is vital. Please delete 
<f ri M (I yes or no 
1 I agree with the Law Society's initiative to embark on 
an institutional advertising program. 
2 I agree with the formula for funding the program. YES NO 
3 I am a partner/sole practitioner. YES NO 
4 I am a employed solicitor/government solicitor/corporate 
solicitor/a solicitor grossing less than $20 000 p.a. 
5 My practising certificate fee is paid by my employer. YES NO 
6 My practice is located in the area bearing the Post Code 
Please complete the coupon and return it to: r 
• The Secretary, 丫S '^e 
The Law Society of New South Wales, C - 伊 YYI / / 
170 Phillip Street, Sydney 2000 . ) ) 丫 ^ “ 人 广 丨 ( ( 
D.X. 362 Sydney J f 
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APPENDIX 16 
Samples of Law Advertising in 
England and United States 
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• • 
As political and economic barriers 
I are dismantled the opportunities for 
business increase. 
To erXploit these, it is important for 
you to work with adwisers who are 
readily able to mo^nise the commercial 
potential of any transacticm and to prowide 
le^cil solutions that meet your under-
lying objectiues. 
At Lawrence Graham, we'ue 
^ B k (ichieued this by remouing the barriers 
^^^ too oftefi experienced by businessmen 
^ s e e k i n g advice from lawyers. 
fVe'iye done 
^^Ilkfel^^^i^t^ltlPtP^^^lflfSSDtl^lllSI d…a'cniitiiiiJ partners 
m m m i i i ^ i i i i i i m u m m n j m m / • 
L but also in industry and Jin-
ance. We have bankers and industrialists 
whose business experience complements 
our legal practice. 
Sirich people instinciiuely appreciate 
, . not only the le^al but the commercial 
significance to their clients of the 
-• ‘ tramactions on which they are working. 
If your future plans need 
ILAWRENCEI 
business-like solutionis, or ij B T P S f f J 
our distinctiue style rounds I L 
DS if it's the way you'd like [ g R A H A M 
to work, contact Michael S O L I C I T O R S 
V 
Richardson on (01) 379 0000, or write to 




Major companies throughout the region 
are taking advantage of the commercial legal 
services that Hammond Suddards can offer. 
It is no coincidence that ten of Yorkshire's 
top 30 listed companies are already our 
Clients. 
~A\ Hammond Suddards we have more than 
300 dedicated people, including 140 lawyers 
combining their individual skills to deal with 
every discipline of commercial law. 
We place particular emphasis on our 
performance on acquisitions, mergers, 
flotations and buy outs with 120 successful 
transactions in 1988, with price tags from one 
pound to sixty million pounds. 
Choose a practice with the 'City' service 
based in the Capital of the North, 
HAMMOND SUDDARDS 
S O L I C I T O R S 
Commercial Practice made Perfect. 
JOSEPHS WELL, HANOVER WALK, LEEDS LS3 1AB. TEL (0532) 450845. PAX (0532) 426868. 
BRITANNIACHAMBERS. 4/5 OXFORD PLACE. LEEDS LS1 3AX.TEL (0632) 444921, FAX (0532} 444794. 
EMPIRE HOUSE. 10 RCCADILLY, BRADFORD BD1 3LR. TEL (0274) 734700. FAX (0274) 737947. 
INVESTORS CHRONICLE 14 July 1989 5 7 
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A P P L E S M A W 
SaDM® (SLATTHAMI 
S O L I C I T O R S 
F〇R A C O M P R E H E N S I V E C O M M F R C 1 A L • “ •“ 
A N D P R A C T I C A L L E G A L S E R V I C E , F〇R :々 ‘ 
A L L T Y P E S A N D S I Z E S O F B U S I N E S S , :、 .：“ 
C O N T A C T A N D R t W C O L E ON 0 6 1 - 8 3 2 3 9 9 4 :: ..' 寧 ’ 絡 
� I / ， 〜 • 
A D D L E S H A W SONS & L A T H A M , DENNIS H O U S E , 、 . ’ 權 
二. ‘V ••二if-.《” 
M A R S D 5 N S T R E E T . M A N C H E S T E R M 2 1 J D . \ | 
F A X : 0 6 1 - 8 3 2 2 2 5 0 . TELEX: 5 6 8 8 8 6 A D l S H W G 
C H R O M 6 0 C r 8 9 d ” 
’ .1 • 
• . 和 r . , . .r、，？.. .、 
• 沾:H.:.’-. 、 . -
V. . . . 技 ： _ - ’ . • .树; - . 
.‘ • • ： .‘ .... - Av 六 • 
• . • ‘ 泳 . . . - •  
. . ， ， ， : : . /•.. ” . . 




Turks &Caicos Islands 
C O 
S services for domestic and international clients 
- • Company & Commercial • Property & Tourism 
^ • International Trade & Investments 
r S r ^ T 二 k . Provid«,cial« 
丁顺 Ca:treM«U 
M^Um House Prwdrndde 
巧 Sfr^C^JW! Turks and CaiccslsUmds 
? British W^t iTtdirs 
Bnbsh West India 
】_ ^ 2476 Tet 1 SQ9 946 4732 
, Five: 2 809 946 2173 Fax: 1 809 946 4734 
J 
^ firm of Stanbrook & Hooper • London « Brussels • Athens 
222 
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！ . . : J H t ‘ ; : : 二 T h e C i ^ o f L e e d s h a , o f t h ^ ^ ‘： ‘ 
； 爷 . ‘ ‘ j S m L 打 r m a n d a i a n d c g p i m ^ ^ c e n t r e a “ 
/ - o u t a i d ^ L o n d o n . I t ia a l s o w D r i u u g h a r d to 
t r「-: “ - m M H g h t f o l p l a c e E u r o p e o f t h e ^ 
p 蓮 : : . . : . n i n e t i e s : , 
！ •.丨 S i n ^ P 咖 C u r t i s . o n ^ ^ t h e U i C a l e A ^ n ^ . . . ；. 
r 丨 與 . c o r p o r a t e l a w f l r m B , f u a i t s o w n . . : . . , . 
？ i.'- J ^ K B K B ^ p r o g r a m m e o f e x j i a n s i b r i a n d i n n o v a t i o n 
.. . F 了 I M £ S 1 d e c 0 9 0 
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W h e n It comes to offer lawyers who hnvo worked ns 
insurance and 氛 一 ’ f "l ^ ^ ^ ^ b r o k e r s . nnderwriiers 
reinsurance we ’ and ih da ims . 
have both the l^ ^^ ^^ ifii^ lfc With otTiccs in 
skiH a n d …，’ N e w Y o r k 
?ce H o n g K o n g , 
am i se clients WE C O V E R A W I D E R A N G E OF S E R V I C E S WC are in a position 
in areas which range f rom the format ion to provide assisiante on the domesi ic and 
and l icensing o f compan ies , to the hand l i ng i i i tcnia i io i ia l Fronts, 
o f disputes in arbi trat ion or litigntion. VVc arc aware ^ S S f f c t 
〜 〜 。fthec l iss ;u is fac t icm S ^ j L ^ ^ ^ 
,。^! 二 ：二：： S 譲 
二二： I 
/ % “ 饥 p r e p 机、d j m ^ 
S^^^^^SP^SH^SR^^ 7*. to guarantee, if 
required by clients H \VF O F F I ,E , 
W h e t h e r it 's f o r ^ ^ p ^ t h e i n d i v i d u a l , o r by the c o m p l e x i t y IN T PT R E E KF. V 
syndicate o r company , o u r lawyers are o f the case, a high ' ^ 
q u a i i f i e d l o d e a l w i t h m a j o r i n v e s t i g a i i o n s d e g r e e o f p a r t n e r i n v o l v e m e n t . 
a n d a re ab le to conve rse w i t h c l i c m s , yn t J u s i some o f the reasons w h y we t h i n k 
o n the app rop r i a t e technical level. 勿。 ^ ^ you'll have the perfect p;irmcj' in AIsop 
A t A l s o p W i l k i n s o n w c can also < P ^ j W » W i l k i n s o n , 
ALSOP WILKINSON 
R- Sievcn AiuJcisun . Roger lioytc -Steven Blair • Andrew Crouchmaii Carniilc Jojo . Hai rv Driver 
23th Flour Oaiilssklc House -iOlO Jaiftine Hume 
1*270 Avenue of ihc America.、 IU7-I l'<? Lt-acienhall St i fc i I ConuiuiKht Pkuc 
New York NIY 10020 l.dmlon KC3A -lAA Ccinral, Hung Kou^ 
Telephone 0101 212 54 1 u m I f lcpi ionc ()1-2'18 •1141 Telephone 010 j 
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84 ATTORNEYS 
^ H F ^ ^ ^ P f f ^ ^ ^ ^ PRACTICE LIMITED TO • 丨 
E ^ S i 沾Rious I 
E t f Q i f Q r INJURY I 
B g j l ^ OR DEATH I 
I • MEDICAL MALPRACTICE • I 
I • AUTO ACCIDENTS • FALLS I 
• ir^K^Sj l KSBS9 I • 
I FOEHNER &VUYLSTEKE | 
I ATTORNEYS AT LAW I 
• OVER 25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE REPRESENTING INJURED PEOPLE 
• INITIAL CONSULTATION NO CHARGE 
• DOWNTOWN WEST COUNTY 
I 621-1166 
• 1017 OLIVE-SUITE 1000B AT CHESTERFIELD CENTER 
• ( N E A R m S T & OLIVE) (NEAR C H E S T E R F I E L D MALL) 
.’•::" ： 沒 • 
• 1 : 
225 
86 ATTORNEYS “ ； 
脚B i k H秘祭丨 Ueffire^ K； Swaitey 
CRIMINAL DEFENSE ACCIDENT & INJURY 
SERIOUS FELONIES WORKERS' COMPENSATION * 
MISDEMEANORS PERSONAL INJURY * 
DRUGS/WEAPONS/THEFT DWI / TRAFFIC* 
J I S F S I T ^JJIY ⑵ LICES?E SUSPENSION * 
MUNICIPAL OFFENSES SOCIAL SECURITY • 
DIVORCE / ADOPTION / CUSTODY * FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION 
LICENSED IN MISSOURI & ILLINOIS 
FORMER STATE PROSECUTOR | 
E 删 眺 E D TRIAL ATT酬EY ._』._,. 
; E q u a l i z e r s 
• AUTO ACCIDENTS • ？ ^ m I ^ ^ 
• PERSONAL INJURY • CR MINAL 
• WORKERS COMPENSATION • D UORCE &TAMILY LAW 
參 BANKRUPTCY free initial consultation • WLLLB OC rnUDn I L 
• juuENiLE 5 3 3 - 6 9 4 4 • R明[ 
Saiumay •nd Evening ^ ^ ^ W 麗 • Hour* by Appolnlment _ _ CALOWCU. HARVEY HUGHES l*cMUOH A SIMOLCTOH ^^^^^^^ 
im j^M面瞧 
, . • . . , , ， . ， . . •• • . • - :-;:‘.、.. - • ••/•r'.-v. ‘ 
> • f . 




f ^ ― M W I ^ ^ — 1 
M . W 騰S 
DIVORCE • WILLS & TRUSTS • PROBATE • ADOPTION 
CRIMINAL • DWI • BANKRUPTCY • REAL ESTATE 
PERSONAL INJURY • WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
Q A-V UOCC Hours: Monday - Thursday 9 am - 8 pm 
L L / " l l U r r Friday 9 am - 6 pm * Saturday 9 am - 4 pm 2 ! Z 7 " 4 u 3 3 
AH Phones Answered At 227-4633 
^ORTH C O U N T Y ^ BRIDGETON " ^ U T H COUNTY |S0. CITY & 
丨-270 & 1-70 & ST. CHARLES 一 1-270 & WATSON & 
W. FLORISSANT ROCK ROAD TESSON FERRY MACKENZIE 
I I v V 3156 Pershall Rd. 11726 St. Charles Rock Rd. 9926 Kennerly Center 7317 Watson Rd J 面 
^ ^ ^^ A i 
Jgrry Hoff • Member of the Bare of Missouri. Nebraska and California . Founder I 
HYATT 一 
LEGAL SERVICES | 
DIVORCE • WILLS • PROBATE • ESTATES • BANKRUPTCY M 
CRIMINAL LAW • REAL ESTATE • PERSONAL INJURY fl 
r —~— Call for on appoin tment — 1 WM 
BHIDGET0N，1M78 Natural 29 卜8555 SOUTH COUNTY, 4410 U m a y F.rry Rd 894 8700 fl 
FLOHISSANT’ 775 N.Lin<ib«gh Bird 838-5500 WEST COUNTY, mw Manch^.r Rd 821-2225 fl 
HAMPTON mUlGE,M37 Chippewa 353-8282 FAIBFIEW HTS., E. M 
NOHTHlilND, 69 Northland sHoppu>. ......389 9600 '' ��如 (618) 398-6060 M 
Hours: Monday-Thursday Sam-8pm; Friday 9am - 6pm; Saturday 9am -4pm. 
Andrew Kohn. General Counsel, is admitted to practice low in Missouri. -Wtm 
Hyatt Legal Services Is named after Its founder, Joel Z. Hyatt, who Is admitted to the Bar o( Ohio only. 




�Sunday， January 14, 1990 Page9 
J ; ;二 i " 8-30 AM I FAM Starcom DSN Anne of Green Gables (CC) NASH BASSmaaters _ 丨«||_ 
^ ‘ FNN IRS Tax Beat (丨n stereo.l NICK Lassie M |- ？ n T n T « V r ^ S ， s Bunny hEC Crime File FAM The Virginian TDC Challenge M i d M ^ 
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Student Research Projects 
22 January 1990 
Dear 
Questionnaire Survey - Promotion of Legal Services 
We are two final-year students in the MBA programme of 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. To fulfill the 
requirement for graduation, we are conducting a research into 
the promotion of legal services. Part of the study involves 
a questionnaire survey of the solicitors in Hong Kong. 
Your valuable response to the enclosed questionnaire 
will help us to complete the research and graduate! So 
please spare several minutes to complete the questionnaire 
and return it to us in the envelope provided. We would like 
to assure you that your identity cannot be traced via your 
response. 
In anticipation of your kind assistance, we would like 
to say, in a big way. 
Thank you ！ 
Yours faithfully, 
H.Y. Yeung Sc M.Y. Lee 
% 
2 3 2 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please note the following before you start to fill in this qTieationnaire: 
(i) Please answer ALL questions. 
(ii) Please put a tick ( ) in the space as appropriate. 
大 S E C T I O N 1 A********************************** 
The following questions gauge your opinion towards the promotion of legal 
"tZlllL.^ .Hong it is allowed by law. Please note that the word 
Promotion is used below to iBean the promotion of legal services via 
relation^^' Personal selling (the salesman), sales promotion, and public 
There are five possible responses to each item as indicated by the Scale 
below. Please answer all items and ensure that you have no more than one response ror each item. 
(Scale : SA= Strongly agree, A= Agree, N= Neutral, D= Disagree, 
SD= Strongly disagree) 
, „ SA A N D SD 1. Promotion of legal services will help the consumers 
to make better decisions when choosing a lawyer. 
2. Promotion will damage the image of lawyers in the 
eyes of the public. ‘ 
3. It will be difficult to control tasteless and 
misleading promotion practices. 
4. ProBotion will induce undesirable competition among 
lawyers. 
5. Promotion will allow a lawyer to establish his own 
practice more easily. 
Promotion will benefit the consumers by bringing 
down the cost due to competition. 
7. Promotion will induce more people to seek legal 
services. 
8. ProBotion is not needed as there is enough work to 
occupy all practising lawyers. — 一 
Promotion is not cost-effective. — 
10» ProBotion will not improve the overall efficiency 
of the legal profession* 
11. If promotion of legal services is not allowed, a 
large share of legal business will go to other 
professionals, e.g. bankers, accountants. 一 一 
12. Innovation and specialization of services will coae 
as a result of promotion. — — 一 
13. Soae forms of control is needed if promotion of 
legal services is allowed in Hong Kong. 一 — 一 — — 
2 3 3 
(Scale ： SA= Strongly agree, A= Agree, N= Neutral, 
D= Disagree, SD= Strongly disagree) 
SA A N D SD 
14. The Law Society of Hong Kong should promote legal 
services on behalf of all its members. — 一 — — — 
15. Individual firms should be allowed to promote their 
legal services without any restraint. — — — — — 
16. I personally do believe promotion of legal services 
is good for the profession. — — 一 — — 
17. The present Rule 2 of the Solicitors' Practice 
Rules banning advertisement and invitation of 
instructions for business is agreeable to me. — — — — — 
18. The following areas of legal work will benefit 
greatly from promotion: 
a. Corporate legal work — — 一 — — 
b. Individual legal services 一 — — — — 
c. Conveyancing — — — — 一 
d. Commercial work 一 — — — — 
e. Litigation work — 一 一 一 — 
f. Probate — 一 — — — 
g. Family 一 一 — 一 — 
h. Company secretarial work — 一 一 — — 
************************* SECTION 2 ************************************ 
The proBftotion of legal services relies on four general media of 
communication, please indicate your preference of them if their use is 
permissible by law. 
(Scale: DP= Definitely preferred, P= Preferred, N= Neutral, NP= Not preferred, 
DNP= Definitely not preferred) 
DP P N NP DNP 
19. ADVERTISING - For example: ads in newspapers, 
magazines, on radio, television or by direct mail. — 一 一 — 一 
20. PERSONAL SELLING - For example: by direct personal 
contact and selling (apart from touting). 一 — — — 一 
21. SALES PROMOTION - For example: free auxiliary 
services, patronage rewards, price packs, or 
brochures. — — — — _ 
22. PUBLIC RELATIONS - For example: newsletters, public 
service activities, articles in journals, speeches 
in seminars, or telephone information services. — — — 一 — 
. - -
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• SECTION 3 大•大 
If advertising is permitted by law and you are putting together an 
advertisement in the newspaper, which of the following items would you prefer 
to be included in the advertisement. 
(Scale: DP= Definitely preferred, P= Preferred, N= Neutral, NP= Not preferred, 
DNP= Definitely not preferred) ‘ 
DP P N NP DNP 
23. Location of office 
24. Office hours 
25. Types of services offered 
26. Areas of specialty 
27. Past awards/accomplishments 
28. Educational background 
29. Experience 一 
30. Cost of services 
31. Testimonials by clients 一 
32. Special offers — — — 一 
s e c t i o n 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
We appreciate some information on your personal particulars which is 
critical to complete our analysis. Please be assured that the information 
supplied will only be used for this study and it is impossible to trace your 
identity by the information so supplied. 
33. Your age: less than 31 31-35 36-40 41-45 
46-50 51 and above 
34. Sex: Male Female 
35. Are you: Chinese Expatriate 
36. Number of years as a solicitor: 1-5 _ _ 6-10 11-15 
16-20 ~ 21-25 m 26-30 
Greater than 30 
37* Income before tax and including valuable benefits (in HK$ per i»onth): 




Greater than $110,0^ 
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38. Training in law from: Local institution 一 Institution overseas 一 
Both local & overseas 
39. Number of practising solicitors in firm: 
40. Employment Status: In private practice : as partner/sole practitioner 一 
as employee 
In-house lawyer 
Working for Government 
Others (please specify) ~ 
OPTIONAL SECTION 5 ******************************** 
The following questions were used by Snizek and Crocker (J. Acad of ？n • Vol.l3m:101-118) to survey the attitudes of at Forneys 
II. the United States towards advertising and professionalism. Your response to 
th》， optional section will shed valuable light on any cross-cu?Ura? 
differences between Hong Kong and the United States. The "referent" in the 
questions i s your own profession, the legal profession. 
There are five possible responses to each item as indicated by the Scale 二；se ^ e r ''' ^ t e m s and ensure that you have no .ore than one 
(Scale : SA= Strongly agree, A= Agree, N= Neutral, D= Disagree, -
SD= Strongly disagree) 
SA A N D SD 
41. I systematically read the professional journals. 一 一 一 
42. Other professions are actually more vital to 
society than mine. 
43. I make my o v n decisions w i t l i respect to what is 
done in my work. 
44. I regularly attend professional meetings at the 
local and international level, 
45. I think that my profession, more than any others, 
is essential for society. 
46. My fellow professionals have a pretty good idea 
about each other's competence. 
47. People in this profession have a real 'calling' for 
their work. 
48. The importance of my profession is sometimes 
overstressed. 
49. I find the dedication of people in this field is 
most gratifying. 
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(Scale ： SA= Strongly agree； A= Agree, N= Neutral, 
D= Disagree, SD= Strongly disagree) 
SA A N D SD 
50. I don't have much opportunity to exercise my own 
judgment in my work. 
51. I believe that the Law Society should be supported. 一 一 
52. Some other occupations are actually more important 
to society than mine. 
53. A problem in this profession is that no one really 
knovs what one's fellow professionals are doing. — 
54. It is encouraging to see the high level of idealism 
which is maintained by people in this field. 
55. The Law Society doesn't really do too much for the 
ordinary member. 
56. We really have no way of judging the competence of 
other solicitors. 
57. Although I would like to, I really don't read the 
journals very thoroughly. -
58. Most people would stay in the profession even if 
their incomes were reduced. 
59. My o¥ii decisions at work are subject to review. 一 
60. There is not much opportunity to judge how other 
solicitors do their work. 
61. I am my own boss in almost every vork-related 
situation. 
62. Persons who violate professional standards should 
be judged by their professional peers. 一 
63. If ever an occupation were indispensable, it is 
this one. 
64. There are very few practitioners who really believe 
in their work. 
65. I know that my ovn judgment on most matters in my 
work is final judgement. 一 — _ _ — 
* 大 大 • 大 大 • 大 大 • 大 大 • 大 大 大 大 大 大 大 大 • 大 大 大 大 • 大 大 大 大 • 大 E M D 大 大 大 大 大 大 大 * * 大 大 大 大 * 大 大 * * • 大 大 * 大 大 * 大 • 大 大 大 大 大 大 大 大 大 大 
~ THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION I — 
Please return the completed questionnaire to us using the enclosed 
self-addressed envelope. Thank you. 
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APPENDIX 18 
Sample of Questionnaire Survey 
of Public Opinions 
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Questionnaire Survey 
At present, lawyers in Hong Kong are allowed very limited latitude by 
law in the promotion of legal services to clients, for example, they are 
not allowed to advertise on TV or newspaper and to solicit business. In 
this questionnaire survey, we would like to gauge your opinions on lawyer 
promotion. "Promotion" is used below to mean the cultivation of legal 
business via advertising, personal selling, sales promotion, and public 
relations. 
There are five possible responses to each question. Please put a 
tick (/) in the space as appropriate with no more than one response for 
each question. 
Scale: SA= Strongly agree, A= Agree, N= Neutral, 
D= Disagree, SD= Strongly disagree 
SA A N D SD 
1. Promotion by lawyers will provide useful 
information to me when I am looking for a lawyer. 一 — — 一 — 
2. When lawyers promote, the cost of advertisement 
is passed on to me through higher prices. — — 一 一 一 
3. Promotion will improve the quality of service. — — 一 — — 
4. I generally know how much lawyers charge for 
different services. — 一 — — — 
5. It is proper for lawyers to promote. — — 一 — — 
6. Promotion by lawyers will be more deceptive than 
the promotion of consumer products. — — 一 — — 
7. I have as much respect for lawyers as for other 
professions such as doctors, architects and 
university professors. 一 — — — — 
8. My image of lawyers will be lowered if lawyers 
promote their services. — — 一 — — 
9. Promotion will help me to pick the right lawyer. — — — 一 一 
10. If lawyers promote, prices will be lowered due 
to competition among lawyers for customers. — — — — — 
11. I would like to see lawyers promote. 一 — — — — 
12. Promotion by lawyers would lower the credibility 
and dignity of the legal profession.- — — __ 一 一 
13. Promotion would benefit only unscrupulous l a w y e r s . — — — — — 
14. I would use the services of lawyers who promote. 一 — — — 一 
15. If I know how much lawyers charge for their 
services, I would use lawyers more often. — — — — — 
16. Even if lawyers are allowed to promote their 
services, I would rely on friends or relatives for advice in selection of a lawyer. — — — 一 — 
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Scale: SP= Strongly preferred, P= Preferred, N= Neutral, 
NP= Not preferred, SNP= Strongly not preferred 
� S P P N NP SNP 
17. 工 prefer lawyers to promote their services via: 
a. Advertising - e.g. ads in newspapers, magazines, 
on radio, television or by direct mail. — 一 — — 一 
b. Personal selling - e.g. by direct personal 
contact. — 一 — 
c. Sales promotion 一 e.g. giving free auxiliary 
services, patronage rewards, price packs, or 
brochures. 一 一 — 一 — 
d. Public relations - e.g. newsletters, public 
service activities, articles in journals, 
speeches in seminars, or telephone information 
services. — 一 一 一 — 
18. My preference for the following information to be 
included in a lawyer's advertisement is: 
a. Location of office — — — 一 一 
b. Office hours — 一 一 一 — 
c. Types of services offered — 一 一 — 一 
d. Areas of specialty 一 — 一 一 一 
e. Past awards/accomplishments — — 一 一 — 
f. Educational background — — — — — 
g. Experience 一 — — 一 一 
h. Cost of services — — 一 一 一 
i. Testimonials by clients __ — — __ — 
j. Special offers — — — — — 
大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大火大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大大 
Personal Information 
Your age: less than 30 30-39 40-49 50 and above 
Sex: Male ‘ Female 
Income per month: Less than $10,000 $10,000-19,999 
$20,000-29,999 Greater than $307000 
I have used lawyers (how many) times in the last (how many) 
years for work in: 
Conveyancing: Commercial work: Family law: 
Liitigation: Probate (Will) : 
Others (pis specify): 
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